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With hope and positivity, we move forward to a new 

era of harnessing the shines of sun, the wonderful 

gift of nature. 

As a company committed towards sustainability, 

we are on a streak of expansion into Solar Energy 

Generation to radiate positivity across the planet 

and its people.
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CORE VALUES

�Creativity

�Integrity

�Concern for People and Planet

�Obsession for Performance

�Sense of Urgency
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Resus Energy PLC is a renewable energy investment, development and 
operating company in Sri Lanka. The Group currently comprises of eight 
operational power plants in the regions of Kandy, Kegalle,  Nuwara Eliya  
and Moneragala while the head office is located in Colombo. With the 
core operations revolving around Renewable and Sustainable energy, 
Resus is committed towards delivering value to its shareholders and other 
stakeholders with integrity and in a socially and environmentally responsible 
manner. As a Company that cares for the people and the planet we 
relentlessly work towards efficient management of the economic, social and 
environmental impacts of our operations.
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We resiliently 
forge ahead with pride 

and commitment to deliver 
REnewable and SUStainable 

energy with care for 
People and Planet. 

Scope and Boundary

This Annual Report covers the business 
operations of Resus Energy PLC and 
its subsidiaries based in Sri Lanka for 
the 12-month period ending 31st March 
2021. Comparative information has been 
provided for the 12-month period ending 
31st March 2020. There have been no 
changes in the scope of reporting, 
accounting policies and boundaries 
from the previous year. Non-financial 
information in this report pertaining to 
the previous year has not been restated, 
unless otherwise stated. In determining 
the content to be included in this Report 
we have adopted the principle of 
materiality enabling the Group to define 
key triple bottom line issues that are 

of utmost significance for businesses 
and stakeholders, both internal and 
external, in the short, medium and 
long term. Our focus on materiality, is 
vital as we seek to drive performance, 
improve our sustainability framework 
and institutionalise the Group’s corporate 
governance philosophy at all levels.

While re-iterating 
our commitment for 
comprehensive, transparent 
and balanced reporting, We 
welcome you to the sixth 
integrated annual report 
of Resus Energy PLC. The 
Company and its subsidiaries 
operate in compliance with 
the governing laws and 
regulations and conduct 
business in a sustainable 
manner which is socially 
and environmentally 
responsible while creating 
value to its shareholders 
and other stakeholders. The 
report presents the value 
created from the group in 
a integrated perspective 
while optimizing returns to 
stakeholder considerations
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Akila Gunarathna
Head of Finance
Resus Energy PLC
250/1, Torrington Avenue,
Colombo 7,
Sri Lanka.

Email:
akila@resusenergy.lk

Financial Reporting �	Sri Lanka Accounting Standards (LKAS and SLFRS) 

�	The Companies Act No.7 of 2007

Non-Financial Reporting �	Integrated Reporting Framework of the 

International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC)

Corporate Governance �	Code of Best Practice on Corporate Governance 
issued jointly by the Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Sri Lanka and the Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka

�	Listing Rules of the Colombo Stock Exchange 

Sustainability Reporting �	Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) - “In accordance –

core”

�	The Greenhouse Gas Protocol Corporate Standard 

and Emission factors published by the Sri Lanka 

Sustainable Energy Authority

Feedback

We welcome your comments and inquiries on this report. Please contact:

Information Verification and Quality 

Assurance

In establishing transparency and 

credibility of our Reporting process and 

providing superior value to all users and 

stakeholder groups, the information 

presented in this report has been 

reviewed, as applicable, by:

 � The Board of Directors

 � Audit Committee of the Company

 � Independent Auditors Messrs. Ernst 

& Young, Chartered Accountants, 

confirming the accuracy of the 

Financial Statements

Print
Available on
request

Online
Available 
as PDF
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OUR JOURNEY

2003/04
June 

Incorporated Hemas Power (Pvt) Ltd as a 
fully owned subsidiary of Hemas Holdings 
PLC

2004/05

2008/09

2009/10

2011/12
April 

Secured permits for hydropower projects in Bundibugyo, Uganda with an aggregate capacity 
of 10MW under Butama Hydro Electricity Company Limited, a fully owned subsidiary of 
Hemas Power PLC incorporated in Uganda

2014/15
October 

Sold joint venture stake in Heladhanavi Limited to Lakdhanavi Limited and became 100% 
renewable energy company

2015/16
September 

Carried out a capital reduction and a share Repurchase distributing Rs. 1.6Bn to its 
shareholders.

2016/17
August 

Commissioned Gomale Oya Hydro Power 
(Pvt) Ltd – a 1.4MW hydropower project in 
Imewatte, Magala

2017/18
April 
Acquired J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd with right to develop a 0.7MW hydropower project in Maliboda, 
Deraniyagala

2018/19
April

Acquired Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd with right 
to develop a 2.4MW hydropower project in 
Nuwara-Eliya

2019/20
April

Obtained right to build twelve solar power projects of 1MW each in the Ampara and 
Mahiyanganaya districts under 90MW PV Power plants of the ‘Soorya Bala Sangramaya-
Phase Two’.

2020/21
September

Commissioned Solar plant under phase 1 with capacity of 1MW in Siyambalanduwa, 
Monaragala district – First operational solar plant under Resus Energy PLC
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September 
Commissioned Heladhanavi Limited the first power project as thermal power plant with 
capacity of 100 MW was a joint venture between Hemas Power (Pvt) Ltd and Lakdhanavi 
Limited 

October

Commissioned the first hydro Power project, Giddawa Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd with a capacity of 
2.0 MW in Digana, Theldeniya

September 

Raised Rs. 626Mn by way of an Initial Public 
offering and listed on the Main Board of the 
Colombo Stock Exchange as ‘Hemas Power 
PLC’.

December 

Acquired Upper Agra Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd an operational hydro power plant with capacity of 
2.6MW located in Lindula, Thalawakelle

December  

Commissioned Magalganga mini hydropower project under Okanda Power Grid (Pvt) Limited 
– a 2.4MW hydropower project in Maliboda, Deraniyagala 

December 

Sold entirety of shares of Butama Hydro 
Electricity Company Limited

December 

Hemas Holding PLC sold 75% of ownership 
stake in Hemas Power PLC to a consortium 
comprising NDB Capital Holdings Limited, ACL 
Cables PLC and Trydan Partners (Pvt) Ltd

December 

Changed the name of the company to 
“Resus Energy PLC”.

September

Raised Rs. 1.08Bn bank loans for Group 
capital restructuring.

October 
Sold 15% ownership stake of Associate 
company Pan Asian Power PLC

March 

Commissioned Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd – a 
1.5MW hydropower project in Panwila, Kandy

February

Obtained right to develop two solar projects of 1MW each in the Ampara District under the 
60MW PV Power Plants of the ‘Soorya Bala Sangramaya-Phase Two”.

November

Commissioned J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd with right 
to develop a 0.7MW hydropower project in 
Maliboda, Deraniyagala

March

Resus Energy PLC merged with its wholly owned subsidiaries Giddawa Hydropower (Pvt) ltd, 
Okanda Power Grid (Pvt) Ltd and Upper Agra Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd.
Signed SPPA’s for two solar power projects of 1MW each in Ampara district under the 60MW 
PV power plants of the ‘Soorya Bala Sangramaya-Phase Two”.

July

Commissioned Upper Huluganga Hydro 
Power (Pvt) Ltd – a 1.4MW hydropower 
project in Huluganga.

September

Secured a study permit in Uganda

November

Commissioned Solar plant under phase 2 
with capacity of 1MW in Siyambalanduwa, 
Monaragala district

February

Obtained right to build 2 solar power projects of 
10MW each in the Ampara and Mahiyanganaya 
areas under 150MW PV Power plants of the 
‘Soorya Bala Sangramaya-Phase Two’.
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OUR ORGANISATIONAL 
STRUCTURE

Resus Energy PLC is a limited liability company listed on the 
Colombo Stock Exchange. The company and its subsidiaries are 
incorporated and domiciled in Sri Lanka

Further investment into Solar Energy

Reiterating our stance on renewable 

energy and belief in its massive potential, 

we have further expanded our roots 

into Solar energy during the current 

financial year. Standard Power Purchasing 

Agreements were signed for 6MW in 

January 2021 and other 6MW in February 

to build 12 solar projects of one Megawatt 

each under the 90 Megawatt PV Power 

plants of the ‘Soorya Bala Sangramaya 

– Phase Two” and Letter of Award were 

received for construction of two Solar 

Power Plants of 10 Megawatt each in 

Ampara district.

Resus Energy PLC

Gomale Oya
(Pvt) Limited

Resus  
Eastern Solar  
(Pvt) Limited

100% 100%

MoragahaOya
(Pvt) Limited

100%

J B Power
(Pvt) Limited

100%

Rawanakanda 
Hydro 

Power (Pvt) 
Limited

100%

Upper 
Huluganga

(Pvt) Limited

100%

Sierra Power
(Pvt) Limited

100%

Resus Solar
(Pvt) Limited

100%

Also We have commissioned two Solar 

power plant in September 2020 and 

November 2020 respectively with a 

operating capacity of 1 Megawatt each in 

Ampara district.
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DELIVERY OF VALUE

Hydropower Sector 
Revenue
642Mn

Electricity 
Generation from  

Fully-owned  
Power Plants

37.8 GWh

Solarpower Sector 
Revenue
24Mn

Reduction in  
Greenhouse Gas 

Emission
26.46  t-CO2

Operating 
Profit
470Mn

Investments in 
Community 

Development
0.3 Mn

Group 
PAT
330Mn

Total Training 
Hours

82

Net Assets Value  
per Share
15.62

Water 
Recycled

 301,057,888 m3 

3.9Bn

Total Capital 
Deployed in 

Renewable Energy 
Sector
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HIGHLIGHTS

Year Ended 31st March 2021 2020 Change 2019

Rs. Rs. % Rs.

Results For The Year

Group Revenue  666,252,089  545,560,263 22%  521,062,459 

Results from Operating Activities  470,005,882  373,407,401 26%  342,652,100 

Net Finance Cost  (164,186,522) (182,078,234) -10%  (149,912,879)

Profit/(Loss) before Tax  305,819,360  191,329,167 60%  192,739,221 

Profit/(Loss) for the year  330,338,259  176,305,301 87%  162,845,889 

Profit/( Loss) attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent  330,338,259  176,305,301 87%  162,845,889 

Dividends  (151,026,835)  -   100%  (613,067,090)

Financial Position Highlights

Equity Attributable to Equity Holders of the Parent 1,234,271,320  962,097,103 28%  786,569,568 

Total Assets  3,881,091,333 3,481,021,392 11%  2,979,687,357 

Total Debt  2,455,369,359  2,368,098,463 4% 1,937,762,195 

No of Ordinary Shares  79,031,418  75,508,262 5%  75,508,262 

Gearing (%) 66.5% 71.1% -6% 71.1%

Shareholder Information

Earnings/(Loss) per Share  4.18  2.33 79%  2.16 

Return on Equity 24.78% 19.90% 25% 19.87%

Net Assets per Share  15.62  12.74 23%  10.42 

Interest Cover  2.86 2.05 40% 2.29

Dividend per Share  2.00  -   100%  10.50 

Dividends Payout 47.85% 0.00% 100% 136.12%

Dividend Cover  2.09  -   100%  0.26 

Market Price as at 31st March 24.20 20.20 20% 18.50

Market Capitalisation 1,912,560,316  1,525,266,892 25%  1,396,902,847 
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Indicator 2020/21 2019/20 2018/19

FINANCIAL CAPITAL

201-1 Economic value added (Rs. Mn)  632.9 497 488.4

ENVIRONMENTAL CAPITAL

302-1 Energy consumption (GJ)  607.8 631.3 714.1

303-1 Total water withdrawal (m3)  301,059,088 279,930,906 279,930,890

305-1 Direct greenhouse gas emissions-Scope1 (t-CO2) 38.65 46.5 48.2

305-2 Energy indirect greenhouse gas emissions-Scope2(t-CO2) 14.1 15.9 16.3

305-3 Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions-Scope 3(t-CO2) 0 6 7.1

306-1 Water discharge (m3)  301,057,888 279,929,706 279,930,890

307-1 Environmental fines and non-compliance Nil Nil Nil

HUMAN CAPITAL

2021 - 

90

Total workforce 90 94 92

403-2 Number of injuries Nil 1 Nil

Lost days Nil 3 Nil

404-1 Average training hours per employee 0.91 0.83 4.4

406-1 Incidences of discrimination Nil Nil Nil

407-1 Incidences of child labour Nil Nil Nil

409-1 Incidences of forced labour during the year Nil Nil Nil

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL

413-1 Community engagement 63 66 60

416-1 Incidences of non-compliance concerning health and safety impacts of 

services

Nil Nil Nil

419-1 Incidences of non-compliance with laws and regulations Nil Nil Nil
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CHAIRMAN’S
MESSAGE

The year was a 
difficult, challenging yet 
extremely successful 
one for us. We recorded 
18% increase in energy 
generation and an 
upsurge of 87% in the 
profitability during the 
Financial year under 
review.

Dear Shareholder,

I take great pleasure in warmly welcoming you to the 

eighteenth Annual General Meeting of Resus Energy PLC 

and in presenting to you the sixth integrated Annual Report 

and Audited Financial Statements for the year ended 31st 

March 2021.

The year was a difficult, challenging yet extremely successful 

one for us. The country was hit by the pandemic. The long 

lockdown periods effected businesses alike. For us it was 

also planned to be a considerable investment year too. 

However, our team navigated through the obstacles and 

concluded the year in a high note. We dispatched 37.8 

GWh to the grid. That was 18% higher than the last year. 

This also included 1.3 GWh generated at our 2MW solar 

PV stations, the latest addition to our portfolio. Assisted by 

good generation numbers, increase in avoided-cost-tariff 

at Giddawa and AgraOya plants, together with managing 

expenses productively, we recoded Rs. 330.3 Million NPAT 
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for the year. That was 87% increase over 

Rs. 176 Million NPAT reported in the 

previous year. This was our highest NPAT 

since becoming a pure renewable energy 

company. Year also marked the lapse of 

the 15-year term of the Power Purchase 

Agreement of our AgraOya plant. It is now 

extended by a further period of 20 years 

up to 2041. It is conditional on extending 

the Energy Permit due lapse in 2026.

With the commissioning of our first solar 

PV plants, our operational capacity now 

stands at 14.5MW. Of this, the small 

hydropower capacity stands at 12.5MW 

while solar PV now stands at 2MW.

At the same time the construction work 

of our 2.0MW Karapalagama small 

hydropower project is continuing. It is 

expected to be commissioned towards 

the middle of forthcoming financial year.

Although the national policy is 

directionally in favor of renewable energy, 

the general working environment was 

not sufficiently conducive to attract 

investments into the sector. For our 

solar PV projects, we had to seek 

court’s intervention against the Forest 

Department to complete the project. 

In general, there is also very high level 

of red tape. The policy interventions 

that made the tax and interest rate 

regimes attractive, we believe can attract 

considerable investments into the sector, 

provided that government agencies act 

in congruence with the national policy. 

As a long-term player, however, we 

remain resilient and hopeful that a more 

conducive environment for development 

will gradually emerge.

With that I conclude this note by thanking 

our team for their commitment and 

hard work to bring the Company to a 

very progressive level, especially in an 

extremely challenging year. I extend my 

gratitude to my colleagues on the Board 

for steering the Company and guiding 

it at high-level with great success. I also 

thank all of you, our valued shareholders 

for the continued trust and confidence 

placed in us.

Suren Madanayake  

Chairman

Colombo, Sri Lanka

05th August 2021
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It was a heavy 
investment-year, with 
planned investment of 
over 1.0 Billion while 
our development work 
progressed well amidst 
considerable challenges. 

We successfully 
commissioned our first 
solar power plant during 
the year while another 
Hydro Power plant 
nearing completion.

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S 
REVIEW

This is our best operational year since becoming a 100% 

renewable energy company. Despite experiencing unusual 

rainfall patterns, the year can be considered a good rainfall 

year. We could achieve the expected operational results 

from most of our power plants.

At the same time, being a heavy investment-year, with 

planned investments of over Rs. 1.0 Billion, our development 

work progressed well amidst considerable challenges. 

Marking the entry into the solar power segment and 

the first technological diversification, we successfully 

commissioned our 2MW solar PV stations, secured under 

the Sooryabalasangramaya 1MW X 60 tender. The power 

stations are situated in Siyambalanduwa in Monaragala 

district and are connected to the Ampara grid sub-station.

However, we were also affected from the trickledown effect 

of the pandemic and the macro-economic conditions it led 

the country to. There were unprecedented settlement delays 
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from Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB). 

At the same time, the banks were also 

lukewarm in extending credit to finance 

working capital needs that arose from 

CEB delays, despite the government’s 

requests to assist the corporate sector in 

these difficult times.

On a different note, during the year, 

the Power Purchase Agreement of our 

AgraOya power plant expired. It is now 

extended by further 5 years till 2026, 

subject to a further 15 -year extension 

thereon, based on the extension of the 

Energy Permit which is due to lapse in 

February 2026.

Operational and Financial  

Performances

Weather and its impact

Despite the prevalence of droughts in 

the first quarter and a weak south-west 

monsoon, our catchments received 

considerable rains in August and 

September which usually are considered 

dry months. On the other hand, the 

north-east monsoon arrived late but 

considerable rains were extended 

till January and to some degree till 

February and March which again are 

considered dry months. This positively 

affected Giddawa, MoragahaOya and 

HuluGanga plants whilst AgraOya 

recorded a relatively mediocre year. 

Although Deraniyagala area too received 

its usual rainfall, resulting from very high 

grid-failures, MagalGanga, GomaleOya 

and RanwalaOya, the three stations 

situated there, recorded below average 

annual generation. Notwithstanding 

that, our annual generation stood at 

37.8 GWh - 17% higher than 32.3 GWh 

recorded the year before. This includes 

1.3GWh generated at solar PV stations. 

The first 1MW of this was commissioned 

in September and the second one was 

commissioned in November. Although 

a considerable part of their operational 

period fell in during the north-east monsoon, a period of considerable rainfall and cloud 

cover, the performances of those were in line with that expected.

Electricity Generation

Giddawa plant, that generated 7.6GWh (130% of previous year) at 43.7% plant-utilization, 

recorded the highest generation amongst all our power plants last year. The generation 

details are as follows:

Station kWh Plant Factor % of last year

Giddawa 7,652,343 43.7% 130%

Okanda 6,619,928 31.5% 104%

Agra 7,083,187 31.1% 101%

GomaleOya 2,739,168 22.3% 110%

MoragahaOya 4,797,875 36.5% 119%

RanwalaOya 2,953,869 28.1% 100%

Huluganga 4,654,955 27.9% N/A

Ampara SPV 1,330,739 15.3% N/A

Financial results

The avoided-cost-tariff, applicable to 

both Giddawa and AgraOya plants, 

increased 10% and 6.5% year-on-year 

to Rs. 19.51 and Rs. 21.25 for the wet 

and dry-seasons respectively. This 

increase, together with good operational 

performances along with the addition 

of solar PV stations, boosted our annual 

revenues considerably. That translated 

into 26% increase in Operating Profits to 

Rs. 470 Million, in comparison to Rs. 373 

Million recorded the year before. That in 

turn resulted in Rs. 330 Million NPAT, 87% 

increase over Rs. 176 Million reported for 

the previous year.

Apart from the revenue boost, the 

increase in group’s NPAT was assisted by 

higher productivity in use of overheads 

on development work and the reduction 

in finance expenses. Finance expenses, 

the largest expense ticket, decreased 

9% to Rs. 164 Million compared to Rs. 182 

Million the year before. This reduction, 

that primarily stemmed from the 

reduction in market interest rates, was 

sufficiently considerable to offset the 

increase in interest expenses from the 

increase in interest-bearing borrowings. 

The interest-bearing borrowings 

(inclusive of overdrafts) recorded a 3.7% 

net-increase to Rs. 2.46 Billion from  

Rs. 2.37 Billion. Additional borrowings 

for new projects amounted to Rs. 708.5 

Million, despite the repayments that 

amounted to Rs. 687.1 Million.

From an investment perspective, we are 

required to balance our capital to reflect 

a reasonable level of gearing to optimize 

the returns. Despite the additions of 

new power plants to the portfolio and 

on-going development work, our gearing 

level was brought down to 66.5% from 

71.1% in the year before.
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Economic and the Sector Outlook

Economic Challenges

Our economy was battered by the 

pandemic. Although the macro-

economic fundamentals are not 

favorable as of now, some of the 

government’s policy interventions can 

be commended for. Those that come on 

top are the measures taken to reduce 

the market interest rates and streamline 

the tax regime. The reduction in interest 

rates have helped us to re-invest more 

in new projects, which we believe is the 

objective of the policy. At the same time 

the extension of corporate tax rate at 

14% for renewable energy companies 

and more importantly the extension 

of accelerated capital allowances 

and enhanced capital allowances, are 

extremely favorable to encourage new 

investments.

Whilst these are difficult times for the 

policy makers to stimulate a badly hit 

economy, certain other bold steps 

taken such as to control non-essential 

imports can be considered as difficult but 

imperative. There are also early signs of 

shifting in corporate mindsets with visible 

investments taking place to expand 

local manufacturing capacities in several 

important sectors. As the consistency 

of policy is of paramount importance to 

encourage investments, it is important 

that the government sustains the present 

policy regime at least in the medium term 

as announced.

On the other hand, the foreign reserves 

position and the exchange rates volatility 

remain disturbing. Whilst this was not 

surprising at times like this with a lop-

sided trade balance to grapple with, 

this can force continuous inflationary 

interventions leading to a vicious cycle, 

unless otherwise the effect can be offset 

with considerable influx of FDI. The 

LKR depreciation in the last year alone 

was 5.5%. Whilst the equipment for our 

hydropower projects in the past was 

sourced from Europe, 44.9 % increase in 

Euro over the last 5 years (from Rs. 164.63 

as of 31 March 2016 to Rs. 238.56 as of 31 

March 2021), European equipment have 

now become prohibitively expensive. 

All of this increase the investment risks 

which translates into higher return 

expectations. However, if government’s 

monetary and fiscal policies are 

sustainable in the medium term, there 

is a high probability of a stimulation in 

economic activity. That could lead to 

greater direct investments and put our 

economy back on track.

As for the interest rates, the fixed rates 

borrowing is gradually becoming 

available again for medium tenures. This 

is a considerable improvement to what it 

was a couple of years ago when the fixed 

rates were prohibitively high and then it 

was not available for take.

As a long-term player, we remain resilient 

and hopeful on an economic turnaround. 

A stimulation in our economy is likely 

to be consumption led and thus would 

directly increase the consumption of 

electricity. Our per capita electricity 

consumption, in comparison to many 

South Asian countries is low despite the 

growth in the power infrastructure and 

household electrification. This means that 

the electricity demand could possibly 

increase. As per CEB’s draft Long-term 

Generation & Expansion Plan (LTGEP), 

the electricity demand is expected to 

increase over two-fold to 34 GWh by 

2034 from the present 16 GWh. With 

government’s policy aspirations skewed 

towards renewables, probability is 

high that new capacity installations 

will considerably be from renewables. 

This would therefore open-up more 

opportunities to those in the renewable 

energy space.

Government Policy and ground reality

The formal direction for the energy sector 

is set out in the ‘National Energy Policy 

and the Strategies’. Whilst the renewable 

energy targets set out in the old policy, 

gazetted back in 2008 was met, the 2019 

energy policy gives a new perspective 

based on the current context. There is 

heavy emphasis on wind and solar, as 

SHP that anchored the non-conventional 

renewable energy (NCRE) development 

as a resource is gradually depleting. In 

addition, the recent statement from the 

President’s Office declaring to achieve 

70% renewable energy generation by 

2030, sends an important message. 

It also sets the tone on the country’s 

course to becoming a predominantly 

a renewable energy generation nation 

again, same way as we were up to the 

early 1990s.

Despite this, CEB had gone on to produce 

a coal-power backed LTGEP (2019), with 

2,400MW coal-power installation planned 

for 2039. It is completely at odds with the 

national policy. Given that coal power will 

not be bankable in the near term (unless 

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REVIEW
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a government to government deal is 

negotiated for), CEB’s quest to add more 

coal power at a time that from national 

policies to the presidential directives are 

skewed towards a renewable energy 

generation, is surprising, unacceptable 

and sub-optimal. It is even more 

surprising that it was proposed at a 

time of a universal shift towards the 

renewables, and at a time that the 

advancements in technology is taking 

great strides in grid management to 

enable procurement of more renewables, 

including the intermittent ones.

Furthermore, the commitment from the 

government agencies to implement 

these policies and address the issues 

that hamper implementation has been 

disappointing. There is increased red 

tape. Investors are subjected to public 

sector hegemony. In addition, since 

2016, citing provisions in the Electricity 

Act, CEB has ceased to entertain new 

SHP and NCRE applications under the 

Feed-in-Tariff (FIT) and Standardized 

Power Purchase Agreement (SPPA) 

mechanism. After several years of having 

granted permits and entered into SPPAs 

under this Act, CEB’s sudden stand that 

all NCRE should be tendered for, does 

not appear sincere. It also makes the 

FIT-SPPA regime which made the sector 

to flourish, redundant. For over 6-years 

not a single SHP had been signed-up for. 

This would mean that CEB is expecting 

even the SHP projects to be tendered 

for. However, unlike wind and solar, SHP 

is site specific and it therefore is unlikely 

to work and thus could bring a natural 

death to the segment. At the same time, 

given that CEB (the country) has made 

heavy investments to augment nine 

grid-substations and build four new ones 

to procure more SHP, this standoff is a 

national crime.

All these actions are suboptimal to the 

national policy and is paradoxical to 

experience at a time that emergency 

power is being procured and at 

exorbitantly high prices, whilst allowing 

even the outages. We firmly believe that 

if not for the obstacles the developers 

face from state agencies that would now 

include even the CEB, the NCRE sector 

could have grown into much greater 

heights.

Despite the issues and the challenges, 

NCRE developers continue to deliver. 

Since inception in 1996 to as of mid-2020, 

they have added 671MW to the national 

grid through 262 power plants. This 

helped achieving the NCRE generation 

target set out in the Energy Policy well in 

advance. In 2019, NCRE generated over 

1,700 GWh, representing 10% against 

the country’s total energy generated. 

SHP takes the major share of this with 

over 1,000 GWh, reflecting 6.3% of the 

total. Capacity-wise, NCRE represents 

more than 15% of the country’s installed 

capacity now.

Strategic outlook of the Company

Growth

We have embarked on an ambitious 

growth plan. Although the constant 

lockdowns kept pushing us back, the 

resilience of our team, enabled us to 

grapple with tough conditions and yet 

keep progressing with our development 

work, albeit not at the most desired 

pace. Our 2.0MW Karapalagama SHP in 

the Nuwara Eliya district, developed at 

a cost of approximately Rs. 700 Million, 

is now nearing completion. The project, 

which is our eighth hydropower station is 

expected to dispatch 8.5GWh annually 

to the national grid. From a geographical 

perspective, this will be our second 

project in the Nuwara Eliya district in the 

sub-catchments of Mahaweli River. Of 

the other seven, three are in the Kandy 

district in Mahaweli sub-catchments and 

three are in the Kegalle District in Kelani 

Valley.
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Whilst we have primarily kept faith in the 

SHP for our growth in the past, we have 

always been considering diversification 

into other sources. After our failed 

attempt in 2012 to setup a biomass power 

station due to political interference, we 

have now succeeded to enter the solar 

PV segment. With our considerable 

SHP presence, solar PV provides us 

a near perfect diversification, and the 

solar generation can even be far more 

consistent in comparison.

Both our solar PV stations, built at a cost 

of Rs. 300 Million, are now operational. 

Adding to this success, we further 

secured 12MW from the second 1MW 

X 90 Sooryabalasangramaya Phase 

II tender. In the coming year, the 

company will commence development 

of these projects at an estimated cost 

of over Rs. 2.0 billion. These projects 

once developed will be connected 

to the Ampara and Mahiyangana grid 

substations. At the same time, it will make 

our portfolio near evenly balanced with 

installed capacities standing at 15.6MW 

and 14MW between hydropower and 

solar PV respectively.

Operations

Increase in the avoided-cost-tariff 

(applicable to Giddawa and Agra Oya) 

in consecutive years, helped us to 

increase our revenues. That provided 

us with additional cash at a time that 

we have embarked on an ambitious 

growth plan. That also marginally offset 

the crippling effect of CEB’s settlement 

delays, which in the height of its peak hit 

a record six months. It caused cashflow 

pressure and additional financing cost 

and forced the developers to issue 

interest invoices. However, CEB to this 

date has ignored the interest settlement, 

thus violating the contractual obligations. 

As the delays reached an unbearable 

level, the developers had to resort to 

heavy lobbying at power and energy and 

finance ministerial levels. This pressure 

reduced to some extent in March. 

We believe this may get temporarily 

addressed with CEB’s recent debenture 

issue that provided Rs. 20 Billion to its 

coffers.

Operations support

In order to endure the dynamism 

in a multiple project development 

environment, it is vital to concentrate 

on the human capital productivity and 

efficient use of information systems, 

hence we are continuously upgrading 

our human talent and IT resources in 

pursuit of achieving successful expansion 

without compromising on productivity.

Sustainability

Our Vision and Mission are the origins of 

our commitment to create value to our 

stakeholders. Our core values, structures, 

systems and processors encourage 

commitment to such behavior. We make 

our full commitment to sustainable 

development and inclusive-growth, 

transparent and visible through our 

corporate reporting process.

Global Reporting Initiative Standards

This is our sixth integrated Annual Report 

and we unceasingly follow the best 

practices in Corporate reporting and 

matters relating to the sustainability. In 

the past few years, our sustainability 

reporting has been guided by the 

GRI G4 guidelines. As a responsible 

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S REVIEW

Both our solar PV  
stations, built at a cost of  
Rs. 300 Million, are now 
operational. Adding to 
this success, we further 
secured 12MW from 
the second 1MW X 90 
Sooryabalasangramaya 
Phase II tender.  
In the coming year,  
the company will 
commence development of 
these projects at  
an estimated cost of  
over Rs. 2.0 billion.

We have embarked on an 
ambitious growth plan. 
Although the constant 
lock-downs kept pushing 
us back, the resilience 
of our team, enabled us 
to grapple with tough 
conditions and yet 
keep progressing with 
our development work, 
albeit not at the most 
desired pace. Our 2.0MW 
Karapalagama SHP in 
the Nuwara Eliya district, 
developed at a cost of 
approximately Rs. 700 
Million, is now nearing 
completion.
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corporate citizen, we were amongst the 

early adopters of GRI Standard taking 

sustainability reporting to greater heights.

Conclusion

Keeping in line with our priority to 

maximize the returns to our shareholders, 

we paid Rs. 2/= interim dividend in 

November 2020 (Rs. 0.75/- in cash and 

Rs. 1.25/- in scrips) despite the heavy 

capital commitments made towards the 

growth and development initiatives.

Needless to say, that our achievements 

during the year had largely been due 

to the dedication and the efforts of an 

extremely committed team we are 

fortunate to have. I thank my colleagues 

who have worked hand in hand with me 

in our mission to taking this company to 

greater heights.

Let me also extend my sincere gratitude 

to my fellow colleagues on the Board and 

to all of you, our valued shareholders, for 

your trust and confidence placed in us.

G A K Nanayakkara  

Managing Director

Colombo, Sri Lanka

05th August 2021
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MR. H A S MADANAYAKE
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Non–Executive Director
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Managing Director
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Independent 
Non-Executive Director
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MR. J N WEERAKOON

Alternate Director  
to Mr. U G Madanayake
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Independent 
Non-Executive Director

MR. U P EGALAHEWA PC 

Independent 
Non-Executive Director
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Mr. H A S Madanayake

Non–Executive Chairman

Appointed to the Board on 
6th January 2015

Skills and Experience: Mr. Suren 
Madanayake had his education at Royal 
College, Colombo and qualified as a 
Mechanical Engineer from the University 
of Texas at Austin, USA. He was appointed 
to the Board of ACL Cables PLC in June 
1991 and appointed as Managing Director 
in September 2005. When Kelani Cables 
PLC was acquired in October 1999, he 
was appointed as Managing Director of 
Kelani Cables PLC and Lanka Olex Cables 
(Private) Ltd which is the holding Company 
of Kelani Cables PLC. In 2003 he was 
appointed as Deputy Chairman of Kelani 
Cables PLC.

He also serves as the Chairman of Resus 
Energy PLC, Managing Director of ACL 
Cables PLC and ACL Plastics PLC and 
Director of Cables Solutions (Pvt) Ltd., 
Ethimale Plantations (Pvt) Ltd., ACL Electric 
(Pvt) Ltd., Ceylon Bulbs & Electricals 
Ltd., ACL Metals & Alloys (Pvt.) Ltd., ACL 
Polymers (Pvt.) Ltd., ACL-Kelani Magnet 
Wire (Pvt.) Ltd., Ceylon Copper (Pvt.) Ltd., 
SM Lighting (Pvt) Ltd., Fab Foods (Pvt.) Ltd., 
Ceylon Tapioca Ltd., Destination Ceylon 
(Pvt.) Ltd., and National Asset Management 
(Pvt) Ltd. He serves as Trustee of CCC 
Foundation of Sri Lanka, which is an 
approved charity. He also captained the 
Royal College 1st XV Rugby team in 1987.

Membership of Board Sub-Committees: 
Member of Board Remuneration 
Committee

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara

Managing Director

Appointed to the Board at the inception of 
the Company in 2003

Skills and Experience: Mr. Kishan 
Nanayakkara is a Fellow of the Chartered 
Institute of Management Accountants, UK 

and the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
in England and Wales. He holds an MSc 
in Finance from the Birmingham Business 
School, University of Birmingham, UK 
and AMP from Said Business School, 
University of Oxford. Mr. Nanayakkara 
counts for over thirty years of experience 
in various sectors from manufacturing to 
financial services at senior management 
and board levels. He served on the board 
of the Sri Lanka Sustainable Energy 
Authority and as an advisor to the National 
Council for Economic Development and 
as a consultant to the Public Enterprise 
Reforms Commission of Sri Lanka.

In 2019, Mr. Nanayakkara was accorded 
the Most Outstanding Alumnus Award, 
AMLP, from the Saïd Business School, 
University of Oxford.

Membership of Board Sub-Committees: 
Member of Board Related Party 
Transactions Review Committee

Current Memberships on Corporate 
Boards: Managing Director, Resus Energy 
PLC.

Mr. U G Madanayake

Non–Executive Director

Appointed to the Board on 
26th June 2015

Skills and Experience: Mr. Upali 
Madanayake had his early education at 
Ananda College, Colombo. He graduated 
from the University of Cambridge England 
in 1958, and had his MA (Cantab) conferred 
on him in 1962. He is a Barrister at-law 
(Lincoln’s Inn) and an Attorney at-law of 
the Supreme Court of Sri Lanka.

Mr. Upali Madanayake started his working 
life managing family-owned plantations 
until most of the lands were taken over 
by the State under the Land Reform Law 
of 1972. He still continues to have an 
active interest in agriculture. He joined the 
Board of Associated Motorways Limited, 
and subsequently became the Deputy 

Chairman of the Company. He became 
a Director of ACL Cables PLC (then 
Associated Cables Limited) in January 
1963, its Managing Director in July 1978 
and Chairman cum Managing Director in 
May 1990. He relinquished his duties as 
Managing Director in September 2005 
after appointing Mr. Suren Madanayake 
as Managing Director. With the acquisition 
of Kelani Cables PLC by the ACL group 
in October 1999, he was appointed as 
Chairman of Kelani Cables PLC. He has 
over 50 years’ experience in the cable 
industry.

Membership of Board Sub-Committees: 
None

Current Memberships on Corporate 
Boards: Non-Executive Director, Resus 
Energy PLC; Chairman, Fab Foods (Pvt) 
Ltd., Ceylon Tapioca Ltd., ACL Plastics 
PLC, Lanka Olex Cables (Pvt) Ltd.; Director, 
ACL Metals and Alloys (Pvt) Ltd., ACL 
Polymers (Pvt) Ltd., Ceylon Copper (Pvt) 
Ltd., ACL-Kelani Magnet Wire (Pvt) Ltd., 
Ceylon Bulbs and Electricals Ltd., Cables 
Solutions (Pvt) Ltd. and ACL Electric (Pvt) 
Ltd.

Professor K A M K Ranasinghe

Independent Non-Executive Director

Appointed to the Board on
19th January 2015

Skills and Experience: Prof. Malik 
Ranasinghe is a Senior Professor in 
Civil Engineering and a past Vice-
Chancellor of the University of 
Moratuwa; an International Professional 
Engineer, Chartered Engineer and a 
Fellow of the Institution of Engineers, 
Sri Lanka; Fellow of the National 
Academy of Sciences, Sri Lanka; PhD 
from University of British Columbia, 
Vancouver, Canada in Civil Engineering 
as a Canadian Commonwealth Scholar; 
Published extensively on Engineering 
and Environmental Economics with 
Project Management; Recipient of 
awards including the General Research 
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Committee Award for Outstanding 
Contribution to Sri Lankan Science 
from the Sri Lanka Association for 
Advancement for Science, the Committee 
of Vice-Chancellors and Directors 
(CVCD) Excellence Award for 2012 for 
the Most Outstanding Senior Researcher 
in Technology and related Sciences, 
the Award for Outstanding Contribution 
to Education 2012 at World Education 
Congress and the Education Leadership 
Award 2013 at the 4th Asia’s Best B-School 
Awards, Singapore.

Membership of Board Sub-Committees: 
Chairman of Board Audit Committee, 
Member of Board Remuneration 
Committee, and Member of Board Related 
Party Transactions Review Committee

Current Memberships on Corporate 
Boards: Independent Non-Executive 
Director, Resus Energy PLC; Independent 
Non-Executive Director, Tee Jay Lanka 
PLC, Access Engineering PLC, and United 
Motors Lanka PLC.

Mr. Uditha Egalahewa,

President’s Counsel Independent Non-
Executive Director

Appointed to the Board on 19th January 
2015

Skills and Experience: Mr. Uditha 
Egalahewa had his basic legal education 
at Sri Lanka Law College followed by 
a Masters in Law (LLM), University of 
Colombo; a second Masters degree (LLM), 
as a World Bank sponsored scholar, from 
the International Maritime Law Institute 
of Malta in which he graduated with 
Distinction and was awarded the Professor 
Walter Muller Prize. He also holds a 
Postgraduate Diploma in Insurance Law 
from the University of Colombo.

Mr. Egalahewa counts over 30 years at the 
Bar. He joined the Chamber of the Attorney 
General of Sri Lanka in 1990 and served 
as counsel attached to the Government 
Institutions Branch, a State Counsel and 

then as a Senior State Counsel for a 
period of 15 years. He was appointed as a 
President’s Counsel in 2012. Mr. Egalahewa 
currently serves as an Independent 
Director in several companies.

Membership of Board Sub-Committees: 
Chairman of Board Remuneration 
Committee, Chairman of Board Related 
Party Transactions Review Committee and 
Member of Board Audit Committee

Current Memberships on Corporate 
Boards: Independent Non-Executive 
Director, Resus Energy PLC.

Mrs. D C Abeyewardena

Independent Non-Executive Director

Appointed to the Board on 25th July 2019

Skills and Experience: Mrs. 
Abeyewardena is a Chartered Accountant, 
SL and a Chartered Management 
Accountant, UK and has experience in 
both private and public sector. Her roles 
in Private sector included heading the 
Sri Lankan office o Iqvia Transnational, a 
clinical research company listed on the 
NYSE, Director Business Development 
of Hemas Holdings PLC, Manager public 
relations for Sri Lankan Airlines, and 
Manager Premier at HSBC Bank. She 
has during her tenure as Director Public 
Enterprises Reform Commission of the 
Government of Sri Lanka, managed a 
number of sector reform initiatives and 
privatisations. She has consulted to Micro 
Cars and SLINTEC.

Membership of Board Sub-Committees: 
Member of Board Audit Committee 
and Member of Board Related Party 
Transactions Review Committee

Current Memberships on Corporate 
Boards: Director Louvre Bind Products 
Pvt Ltd and Environmental Foundation 
(Guarantee) Ltd.

Mr J N Weerakoon

Appointed to the Board on 27th January 
2021.

Skills and Experience: Nishantha is a 
fellow member of Chartered Accountants 
of Sri Lanka, Fellow Member of The 
Chartered Institute of Management 
Accountants UK and Fellow Member of 
Certified Management Accountants of Sri 
Lanka. He holds a Masters of Business 
Administration Degree from Postgraduate 
Institute of Management and BSC 
Business Administration from University of 
Sri Jayawardenapura.

Nishantha started his career as Audit 
Trainee at KPMG Sri Lanka and currently 
serves as Chief Financial Officer at ACL 
Cables PLC . Previously he has served 
at several leading local and overseas 
companies such as RCM Group, Fiji Islands 
as Group Chief Financial Officer, CIC 
Holdings PLC as Group Finance Director, 
Mobitel (Pvt) Ltd as Chief Financial Officer. 
He has also served as Board Member 
of Sri Lankan Board of The Chartered 
Institute of Management Accountants, UK.

Memberships of Board Sub-Committees: 
None

Current Memberships on Corporate 
Boards: Alternate Director to Mr. U G 
Madanayake, Resus Energy PLC
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MANAGEMENT TEAM

Prasad Mudugama
Head of Projects
B.Sc. Eng. (Mechanical), B.Sc. Defense  
Studies and Military Eng. AMIE (IESL)

Chinthaka Perera
Senior Civil Engineer
B.Sc. Eng (Civil), PG Dip (Water Resource 
Eng. & Mgt.). AMIE (IESL)

Akila Gunarathne 
Head of Finance       
MBA, ACMA, CGMA, 
B.Sc Engineering (Hons), ACCA Afiliate, 
Diploma in Banking & Finance

Harshini Manage 
Manager - HR & Sustainability
MBA, PQHRM

Sangeeth Silva 
Manager - Operations & ESG
B.Sc Bio Sci, M.Phil Primatology, Diploma 
in Occupational Health & Safety

G A K Nanayakkara
Managing Director
M.Sc., FCMA, ACA (E&W),  
AMP (Oxford)
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STRATEGIC
REPORT

We passionately and resolutely 
continue to support the national 
effort to develop renewable energy 
resources in Sri Lanka. 

During the year We have generated 
and supplied 37.8 GWh to the national 
grid. We continue to move forward 
with positivity while sustainability and 
concern for the people and the planet 
in the front.
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OUR BUSINESS OPERATION

Global Energy

Growing global population, concerns 
on climate change and depletion of 
scarce resources have led to the need 
for sustainable and renewable energy 
sources. Governments all over the world 
have been trying to invest into renewable 
energy and to attract new investors to 
facilitate this move.

Renewable energy sources exist over 
extensive geographical zones, in contrast 
to other energy sources, which are 
geographically limited and renewable 
energy markets are projected to continue 
to grow steadily in the coming decade 
and beyond.

Though the renewable energy market 
and policies have continuously evolved, 
they have increasingly facing new 
challenges which are multifaceted and 
complex. The fact that significant reserve 
of fossil fuels are still available, significant 
start-up costs for renewables and lack 
of willingness and awareness of policy 
makers and public deter investments into 
the renewables.

The World added more than 260 
gigawatts (GW) of renewable energy 
capacity last year, exceeding expan-
sion in 2019 by close to 50 per cent.
IRENA Director-General Francesco 
La Camera hails start of ‘decade of 
renewables’

Source : International Renewable 

Energy Agency - www.irena.org/

newsroom/pressreleases/2021/Apr/

World-Adds-Record-New-Renewable-

Energy-Capacity-in-2020

Despite these challenges, the future of the renewable energy is positive with growing 
demand, coupled with development in technologies, economic growth and increased 
demand for healthier, greener and safe climate.

Local Energy

As per the Central Bank Annual report for 2020, the electricity generation declined 
marginally by 1.3% due to reduced demand amidst lockdown measures which were 
imposed to curb the COVID 19 spread. Despite the demand for units increased from 
Domestic and Religious sectors, demand from Industrial and Hotel sectors dropped 
considerably which resulted in marginal drop in overall demand.

During the year the installed capacity in terms of NCRE grew by 12.1% from 636 MW to 
713 MW.

In terms of the generation mix, hydropower generation increased during 2020 by 3.4% 
supported by sufficient rainfall received in the catchment areas leading to healthy 
reservoir levels. Coal power generation also increased during 2020 by 7.3% while the 
Fuel oil based generation reduced significantly by 16.6%.

The financial performance of the CEB was relatively better during 2020 in comparison 
to the preceding year, due to the reduced reliance on costly fuel oil-based generation 
owing to lower demand and the favourable generation mix.

INSTALLED CAPACITY 
2019 -  4217 MW

33%
Hydro

30% 
Fuel Oil

21%
Coal

15%
NCRE

TOTAL ENERGY 
GENERATION 

GWh 2019 - 15,922 GWh

24%
Hydro

32% 
Fuel Oil

34%
Coal

11%
NCRE

INSTALLED CAPACITY 
2020 -  4264 MW

32%
Hydro

30% 
Fuel Oil

21%
Coal

17%
NCRE

TOTAL  ENERGY 
GENERATION 

GWh 2020 - 15,714 GWh

25%
Hydro

27% 
Fuel Oil

37%
Coal

12%
NCRE
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During the year Initiatives

t With the aim of catering to the 
growing energy demand while 
reducing the cost of electricity 
generation in the country, 
construction of several large-scale 
hydro power and solar power projects 
was in progress during the year.

t The “Soorya Bala Sangramaya” 
programme which was launched in 
2016 in collaboration with the Ministry 
of Power and Renewable Energy, 
The Sri Lanka Sustainable Energy 
Authority (SLSEA), The CEB and 
the Lanka Electricity Company (Pvt) 
Ltd (LECO), continued during 2020 
and added 64 MW capacity to the 
national grid.

t The PUCSL launched a provincial 
mobile service to address customer 
complaints while providing 
information regarding electricity 
services during lock down periods. 
A database was also established 
containing the information of 
registered electricians and plumbers 
residing in each district, so that 
consumers may conveniently seek 
the assistance of electricians or 
plumbers in the proximity of their 
area.

Source : Central Bank Annual Report 
2020; Figure are presented on Calendar 
year basis

Our operations

We passionately and resolutely continue 
to support the national effort to develop 
renewable energy resources in Sri Lanka. 
With seven mini hydropower plants and 
one solar plant in operation and one mini 
hydropower plant and two solar power 
plants under development, we have set 
our footprint across four regions of the 
country. All our projects are equipped 
with top of the range electromechanical 
equipment and a competent and skilled 
workforce, fuelling our energy generation 

process allowing us to function at our optimum capability. While our core growth 
strategy had been revolving around hydro power plants, we have shifted our focus 
towards solar energy during the year and we are consistently exploring other renewable 
energy such as wind and biomass.

As we scale up on our operations, we are conscious of the fact that sustainability and 
concerns for the people and planet permeates our operations and our carbon footprint 
remains at a minimal level.

During the year under review, we generated and supplied 37.8 GWh to the national grid 
up from 32.3 GWh during 2019/2020.

HEAD 
OFFICE

Giddawa
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Upper Huluganga
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PV Modules Control Room Meter

Utility GridTransformerInverter

Overview of Solar electricity Generation

Overview of hydro electricity generation from a run-of-the-
river mini hydropower plant

A Intake Weir

B Diversion Channel

C Forebay Tank

D Penstock

E Power House Containing 
Turbine And Generator

F Tailrace
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OUR BUSINESS OPERATION

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 2.0MW

Date of SPPA 08/05/2006

Tenure of SPPA 15 Years

Commissioned Date October 2008

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital  Rs. 389Mn

EM Equipment supplier WKV-Germany

Turbine Equipment type Fransis

Generator Equipment Hitzinger-Austria

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location  Giddawa, Digana

District  Kandy

River  Huluganga

Head (meters)  26.3

Freehold Land Extent  1A-3R-30.90P

Number of Buildings  Two

Square Feet of Buildings 4,103 sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)

No of energy units dispatched 

during the year (GWh)

Avoided cost tariff 11  5.35 (2020 – 4.09) 7.65 (2020 - 5.85)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

44% (2020 – 33%) None None

Giddawa Mini Hydro Power Project

Giddawa Hydropower Project - Generation

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 2.4MW

Date of SPPA 09/02/2010

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Commissioned Date September 2011

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 453Mn

EM Equipment supplier GHE-Austria

Turbine Equipment type Fransis

Generator Equipment Hitzinger-Austria

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Dikkellakanda, Maliboda

District Kegalle

River Magalganga

Head (meters) 110.0

Freehold Land Extent 0A-3R-31.83P

Number of Buildings Two

Square Feet of Buildings 3,504 sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)
Number of electricity units dispatched 

during the year (GWh

Cost-based-technology-specific 
fixed tariff(Rs. 14.58)

11 4.63 (2020-4.90) 6.62 (2020 – 6.37)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

31% (2020 - 30%) None None

Okanda Mini Hydro Power Project

Okanda Hydropower Project - Generation

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21
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OUR BUSINESS OPERATION

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 2.6MW

Date of Renewed SPPA (Original  - 29/04/2005) 21/04/2021

Tenure of Renewed SPPA (Original - 15 Years) 5 Years

Commissioned Date February 2006

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 345Mn

EM Equipment supplier Gilkes- United Kingdom

Turbine Equipment type  Fransis

Generator Equipment Alconza- Spain

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Lindula, Thalawakelle

District Nuwara Eliya

River Agra Oya

Head (meters) 40.0

Freehold Land Extent Nil (Leasehold land from 

Watawala Plantations PLC

Number of Buildings  Two

Square Feet of Buildings 5078 sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)

No of energy units dispatched 

during the year (GWh)

Avoided cost tariff 10 4.95 (2020 – 4.45)  7.08 (2020 – 7.01)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

31% (2020 - 31%) None None

Upper Agra Oya Mini Hydro Power Project

Upper Agra Oya Hydropower Project - 
Revenue and EBIT

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21

Revenue - Rs Mn EBIT - Rs Mn
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 1.4MW

Date of SPPA 28/04/2015

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Commissioned Date August 2016

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 276Mn

EM Equipment supplier Zeco- Italy

Turbine Equipment type Pelton

Generator Equipment Marelli Motori- Italy

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Magala, Maliboda

District Kegalle

River Gomale Oya

Head (meters) 160.0

Freehold Land Extent 1A-0R-26.91P

Number of Buildings Two

Square Feet of Buildings 2518 sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)
Number of electricity units dispatched 

during the year (GWh

Cost-based-technology- 
specific three-tier tariff

6 1.92 (2020 – 1.73) 2.74 (2020 – 2.48)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

22% (2020 - 16%) None None

Gomale Oya Mini Hydro Power Project

Gomale Oya Hydropower 
Project - Generation

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21
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OUR BUSINESS OPERATION

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 1.5MW

Date of SPPA 28/04/2015

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Commissioned Date March 2017

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 378Mn

EM Equipment supplier Gugler- Austria

Turbine Equipment type Fransis

Generator Equipment Marelli Motori- Italy

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Panvila, Theldeniya

District Kandy

River Moragaha Oya

Head (meters) 78.7

Freehold Land Extent Nil

Number of Buildings One

Square Feet of Buildings 1,520 sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)
Number of electricity units dispatched 

during the year (GWh

Cost-based-technology- 
specific three-tier tariff

8 3.36 (2020 – 2.81) 4.80 (2020 – 4.02)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

37% (2020 - 31%) None None

Moragaha Oya Mini Hydro Power Project

Moragaha Oya Hydropower Project - 
Revenue and EBIT

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity  0.7 MW

Date of SPPA 06/08/2010

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Commissioned Date November 2018

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 378 Mn

EM Equipment supplier Lanzu International China

Turbine Equipment type Fransis

Generator Equipment Lanzu International China

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Maliboda, Deraniyagala

District Kegalle

River Ranwala Oya

Head (meters) 50.0

Freehold Land Extent Nil

Number of Buildings One

Square Feet of Buildings 2,600 sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)
Number of electricity units dispatched 

during the year (GWh

Cost-based-technology-specific 
fixed tariff (Rs. 14.58)

7 2.07 (2020 – 2.02) 2.95 (2020 – 2.90)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

28% (2020 - 31%) None None

Ranwala Oya Mini Hydro Power Project

Ranwala Oya Hydropower 
Project - Generation
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 1.9MW

Date of SPPA 01/10/2015

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Commisioned Date 2019 July

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital 365Mn

EM Equipment supplier Zeco-Italy

Turbine Equipment type Fransis

Generator Equipment Marelli Motori-Italy

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Panvila, Theldeniya

District Kandy

River Huluganga

Head (meters) 63.8

Number of Buildings 01

Square Feet of Buildings 1400 Sq ft.

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)
Number of electricity units dispatched 

during the year (GWh

Cost-based-technology-specific 
three-tier tariff

7 3.26 (2020 – 2.02) 4.65 (2020 – 3.50)

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

28% (2020 – 21%) None None

Upper Huluganga Mini Hydro Power Project

OUR BUSINESS OPERATION

Upper Huluganga Hydropower Project - 
Revenue and EBIT 

Revenue - Rs Mn EBIT - Rs Mn
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 2.0MW

Date of SPPA 13/03/2019

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Commisioned Date September & November 2020

Status of the Project Operational

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 306 Mn

EM Equipment supplier

Solar Panels Trina Solar Energy Pvt Ltd – 

Singapore

Generator Equipment Marelli Motori-Italy

Inverters Sun grow - India

Transformers SRS International Pvt Ltd

Tariff No. of employees
Reduction in Carbon 

emission (t-CO2)
Number of electricity units dispatched 

during the year (GWh

Cost-based-technology-specific 
fixed tariff (Rs. 18.09 & 18.19)

5 0.93 1.33

Plant factor for the year
Major plant shut downs 

during the year
Impairment adjustments if any

15% None None

Resus Solar 2MW Project - Siyambalanduwa 

Solar 2MW Power Project - Generation

20/21

Generation - GWh Plant Factor - %
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Location Mahakalugolla, 

Siyambalanduwa

District Monaragala

Grid Ampara

Number of Buildings 02

Square Feet of Buildings 450 Sq ft.
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 6.0MW

Date of SPPA 06/01/2021

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Status of the Project Under Construction

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 2.0MW

Date of SPPA 05/03/2012

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Status of the Project Under Construction

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 778Mn

EM Equipment supplier Lanzu   International China

Turbine Equipment type Fransis

Generator Equipment Lanzu International

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 685Mn

EM Equipment supplier JA Solar International Limited

Inverters Huawei Inverters - Huawei 

FusionSolar

Transformers LTL Transformers (pvt) Ltd  

International China

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Walapane,   Nildandahinna

District Nuwara Eliya

River Madulla Oya

Head (meters) 69

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Welampala, Rideemaliyadda, 

Mahiyanganaya

District Badulla

Grid Mahiyanganaya

Karapalagama Mini Hydro Power Project Resus Solar 6MW Project - Mahiyanganaya

OUR BUSINESS OPERATION
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PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 5.0MW

Date of SPPA 18/02/2021

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Status of the Project Under Construction

PROJECT SNAPSHOT

Capacity 1.0MW

Date of SPPA 18/02/2021

Tenure of SPPA 20 Years

Status of the Project Under Construction

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 137Mn

EM Equipment supplier JA Solar International Limited

Inverters Huawei Inverters - Huawei 

FusionSolar

Transformers LTL Transformers (pvt) Ltd  

International China

INVESTMENT AND EQUIPMENT

Invested Capital Rs. 685Mn

EM Equipment supplier Trina Solar  

Development PTE Ltd

Inverters Huawei Inverters - Huawei 

FusionSolar

Transformers LTL Transformers (pvt) Ltd  

International China

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Mahakalugolla, 

Siyambalanduwa

District Monaragala

Grid Ampara

LOCATION AND SITE DETAILS

Location Neeththa, Damana

District Ampara

Grid Ampara

Resus Solar 1MW Project – Siyambalanduwa  Resus Solar 5MW Project – Ampara
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CREATING SHARED VALUE

INPUT CAPITALS BUILD OWN AND OPERATE RENEWABLE 
ENERGY PROJECTS

FINANCIAL 
CAPITAL

Debt/ Equity

MANUFACTURED  
CAPITAL

Property, Plant and 
Equipment/ Technology

HUMAN
CAPITAL

Employees

NATURAL
CAPITAL

Head and Flow/ Water
Energy/ Material

Financial Feasibility 
and Due Diligence

Project 
Evaluations and 
Acquisitions

Supplier 
Relationship 
Management

Project 
Commissioning 
and Operations

Project 
Management

Coporate Governance 76Business Strategy 45Vision, Mission and Values 2

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP 
CAPITAL

Customers/ Suppliers
Contractors/ Government 
Institutions/ Local Communities

INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL

Knowledge and 
Experience/  
Processes/ Systems and 
Procedures
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VALUE CREATED FOR OUR KEY 
STAKEHOLDERS

OTHER IMPACTS

SHAREHOLDERS

NPAT- Rs. 330.3Mn
Dividend per Share - Rs. 2.00

Shareholder funds - Rs. 1,234.3Mn

LENDERS

Borrowings - Rs. 2,079Mn
Capital Repayments - Rs. 687.1Mn

Interest Paid - Rs. 209 Mn

EMPLOYEES

Total Training Hours - 82
Employee benefits - 93.3Mn

Career development
Rewards and recognition

SUPPLIERS

Supplier payments to 
civil contractors - 50.1Mn

Contracts signed with  
overseas suppliers - 1265Mn

SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT

Employment opportunities to villagers - 63
Community development - Rs. 0.3Mn

CUSTOMERS

Generation - 37.8 GWh

REGULATORS

Taxes paid

FINANCIAL 
CAPITAL

MANUFACTURED 
CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND 
RELATIONSHIP 
CAPITAL

HUMAN 
CAPITAL

NATURAL 
CAPITAL

INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL

Risk Managment 105Capital Managment 46
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CONNECTING WITH STAKEHOLDERS
102-40,42,43,44

Strong stakeholder engagement is a key 

force behind gearing sustainability and 

deciding how we manage our capitals 

to create value. Needs and expectations 

of stakeholders which emerge from the 

engagement process contribute largely 

towards identifying our strategic direction. 

Through our ethical code of business 

conduct, environmental management 

system, structured human resources 

and financial management functions and 

relationship management, we ensure 

that we effectively address stakeholder 

expectations and make a positive impact 

though our business conduct.

Management approach for stakeholder 

identification and engagement

Our project team comprehensively 

identifies stakeholders at the planning 

stages of the projects and this is an 

integral element of our in-house project 

management manual. Maintaining an 

open and constructive dialogue with 

our stakeholders helps us apprehend 

expectations and contributes to risk 

management, learning and innovation. 

It also helps us to identify emerging 

issues and opportunities leading to 

improved performance. We interact with 

a diverse range of stakeholders, but we 

choose to have a robust and consistent 

engagement process with those 

stakeholders identified as having a critical 

impact on our business.

Stakeholder expectations are identified 

using the data collected from various 

stakeholder groups from initial 

engagements and based on their 

past experiences. Then the identified 

stakeholders are ranked based on the 

following criteria;

 � Parties likely to be affected by 

operations of Resus

 � Parties who have responsibilities 

towards Resus

 � Parties likely to influence Resus’s 

operations

Based on the above aspects, the main 

stakeholders identified are;

 � Shareholders- Equity Partners and 

Public Shareholders

 � Lenders- Banks and Financial 

Institutions

 � Customers- Ceylon Electricity Board

 � Employees

 � Suppliers- Electromechanical 

Equipment Suppliers and Civil 

Contractors

 � Society

 � Regulators- Government Institutions 

and Agencies

 � Environment

We maintain formal communication 

mechanisms with all groups of 

stakeholders on a periodic basis 

with a view to identifying stakeholder 

expectations and assess the outcomes of 

its engagement.

Our approach to engaging with stakeholders is illustrated below

Assess 
concerns and 
expectations

Formulate 
necessary 
policies and 
action plans

Identify 
stakeholder 
groups

Determine 
mode of 
engagement

Conduct 
engagement

Review and 
prioritize 
findings

Address 
concerns

Evaluation PrioritizationIdentification Planning

Establish scope, 
objectives and 
timelines

Allocate 
resources

Engagement
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EQUITY PARTNERS AND 

PUBLIC SHAREHOLDERS

BANKS AND FINANCIAL 

INSTITUTIONS

CEYLON ELECTRICITY 

BOARD
EMPLOYEES

Frequency of Engagement

Annually, Quarterly and 

Regularly

Frequency of Engagement

As required

Frequency of Engagement

Regularly

Frequency of Engagement

Regularly

Engagement Methods

� Board meetings among 

representative members of 

main equity partners

� Annual general meeting

� Announcements and 

financial publications on the 

CSE website

Engagement Methods

� Announcements and 

financial publications on the 

CSE website

� Performance updates via 

submission of monthly, 

quarterly and annual 

financials for facility reviews 

� Meetings and discussions

Engagement Methods

� Build close rapport with 

senior officials at CEB

� Regular engagement in 

relationship management 

activities

� Compliance with provisions 

in Standardised Power 

Purchase Agreements 

Engagement Methods

� Management meetings and 

internal communications

� Strategic planning sessions

� Annual and semi-annual 

performance review 

meetings 

� HR clinics at plant sites

� Mentoring and counselling

Discussion Topics

� Business plan and strategic 

direction

� Business performance 

drivers and sustainability

� Governance and Ethics

� Return on Investment and 

Risk Management

Discussion Topics

� Project financing

� Debt service coverage

� Banking transactions 

� Business performances 

� Loan covenants

Discussion Topics

� New project approvals

� Grid connection proposals

� Projects commissioning and 

transmission

� Settlement for electricity 

units dispatched at 

applicable tariff rates

Discussion Topics

� Remuneration and annual 

goal setting

� Staff welfare

� Employee relationship 

management

� Training and development

� Occupational health and 

safety

Our Response

� Creating Economic 

Value Added (EVA) to 

our shareholders by 

undertaking projects 

with high Internal Rate of 

Return and appropriate risk 

management measures

Our Response

� Strict monitoring of 

compliance with provisions 

in loan agreements

� Audit committee review of 

any non-compliance

� Timely settlement of dues

Our Response

� Submiting invoices 

in accordance with 

agreed specifications 

in Standardised Power 

Purchase Agreement (SPPA)

Our Response

� On the job training 

� Imparting company values 

� Platforms for employee 

feedback

� Performance driven reward

 systems

� Health & safety initiatives 

� Open door policy
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ELECTRO MECHANICAL 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLIERS AND 

CIVIL CONTRACTORS

SOCIETY

GOVERNMENT 

INSTITUTIONS 

AND AGENCIES

NATURAL ENVIRONMENT

Frequency of Engagement

As required

Frequency of Engagement

Regularly

Frequency of Engagement

Regularly

Frequency of Engagement

Regularly

Discussion Topics

�	Procurement policies 

� Engineering standards 

� Contractual obligations

� Supplier Assessments- 

labour practices, 

environmental and social 

impacts

� Adherence to civil 

construction contracts and 

timely settlements

Discussion Topics

� Needs and requirements of 

society

� CSR activities

� Ethical business conduct

Discussion Topics

� Project approvals

� Adherence to guidelines of 

project approvals

� Governance and Ethics 

Discussion Topics

� Environmental management 

� Water

� Generation of clean and 

green energy

� Compliance and 

conservation

� Emissions and waste

Engagement Methods

� On-site visits to  

electromechanical 

equipment suppliers 

� Regular invitations for bids 

for supply and construction 

contracts of hydropower 

projects Adherence to 

terms and conditions in 

supply agreements

Engagement Methods

� Close contact with religious 

leaders in immediate local 

communities of project sites

� Scoping  committee 

meetings before starting 

projects

� Focus group meetings

� Community development 

� Employment to villagers

Engagement Methods

� Close engagement 

with senior officials of 

government institutions 

� Venturing with government 

agencies for good causes

� Submission of special 

reports as per requirements

Engagement Methods

� Develop projects under 

strict environmental 

regulations

� In-house Environmental 

Management System to 

ensure compliance 

� Carry out projects with 

minimum destruction to the 

environment

� Engage in environmental 

development programmes

Our Response

� Mutual benefits through 

sharing of information

� Obtaining references and 

guarantees provided for the 

goods supplied 

� Construction agreements 

signed according to ICTAD 

guidelines

Our Response

� Build, own and operate 

projects within our ethical 

code of conduct and deliver 

promises as a responsible 

corporate citizen

� Strive to reach the 

best solution with local 

communities to improve 

their life styles through 

generous sponsorships

Our Response

� Regular review of 

compliance with 

government approvals and 

report any non-compliances 

to the Audit Committee

� Timely payment of all 

statutory dues 

Our Response

� Regularly monitoring 

compliance 

� Periodical noise level and 

water quality testing

� Preventive and corrective 

measures to minimize 

negative externalities

CONNECTING WITH STAKEHOLDERS
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DETERMINING MATERIALITY
102-46,47,49

Material issues are those which have a strong bearing on our stakeholders assessments 

and decisions about our sustainability and commitment to their needs. These material 

aspects contribute significantly in shaping our strategic planning, and operations and 

achieving our strategic objectives. The materiality assessment process is conducted 

with the aim of addressing issues based on their potential impact on our ability to create 

value across the value chain. The needs of our stakeholders are ever-changing and 

bearing in mind the materiality of issues our response to them must also evolve over 

time.

This Report is one of the primary methods used to communicate the Group’s response 

to stakeholder concerns during the financial year. The process of recognizing key 

sustainability related risks, significant stakeholders, the assessment of the material 

topics based on their relative importance to both the Group and stakeholders, and the 

management approaches to address the topics, function as an integral part of defining 

this Report.

Material issues identified during the year were mapped to the topics of the GRI 

standards. Upon mapping and reconciliation, the issues not specifically linked to GRI 

standards were also separately included as material topics. Topics with low materiality 

have not been reported on. The management approach of the GRI topics considered as 

material to both the Stakeholder and the Group have been reported under each specific 

section. There are no restatements or significant changes in the list of material topics 

and topic boundaries compared to 2020.

The process for identifying and prioritizing material issues is as follows;

Identification of issues

Evaluation of their significance 

Prioritization of material issues

Reporting based on materiality
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DETERMINING MATERIALITY

Material Topics Reported-GRI Topic Specific
Topic Specific 

Disclosure

Materiality

To the Group To the Stakeholder

ECONOMIC

Economic Performance 201 High High

Indirect Economic Impact 203 Moderate High

Procurement Practices 204 High High

Anti-Corruption 205 High Moderate

ENVIRONMENTAL

Materials 301 Moderate Moderate

Energy 302 High High

Water 303 High High

Biodiversity 304 Moderate High

Emissions 305 High High

Effluents and Waste 306 Moderate High

Environmental Compliance 307 High High

Supplier Environmental Assessment 308 High Low

SOCIAL

Employment 401 High High

Occupational Health and Safety 403 High High

Training and Education 404 High High

Diversity and Equal Opportunity 405 Moderate Moderate

Non-discrimination 406 High High

Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining 407 High High

Child Labour 408 High High

Forced Labour or Compulsory Labour 409 High High

Local Communities 413 High High

Supplier Social Assessment 414 Moderate Moderate

Customer Health and Safety 416 High High

Customer Privacy 418 Moderate High

Socio-Economic Compliance 419 High High

Material Topics Reported-Non GRI

Risk Management A High High

Loan Covenants B High Moderate

Settlement for electricity units dispatched at applicable tariff rates C High High

Reliability of electro mechanical equipment supplied and timely  

settlements
D High High

Adherence to civil construction contracts and timely settlement for work 

done and certified
E Moderate Moderate

Concerns and needs of local community F Moderate Moderate

Material Topics For 2021
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RESUS STRATEGY

Resus Energy PLC’s long range plan is built upon our vision, mission and values. The company is sensitive to its actions that executes 

the strategy to create shareholder wealth in a sustainable manner while serving needs of the other stakeholders

CAPITAL 
MANAGEMENT

� Optimizing 

Cost of 

capital 

� Enhancing 

return on 

Investment

PEOPLE 
MANAGEMENT

� Acquiring 

right talent
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talents
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MANAGEMENT
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based on 
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� Commercially Sustainable

� Energetic

� World Class Organization
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FINANCIAL 
CAPITAL
RI 201,203,204,205

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Proper Management of   
Financial Capital Creates 
pathway to profitability, 
growth and strives to 
maximize shareholder 
wealth. In Resus Energy, we 
have identified the strategic 
position of our Financial 
Capital, and the optimum 
ways to utilise them, to 
maximise the shareholders’ 
wealth, and achieve set 
growth objectives effectively 
while benefiting society as a 
whole.

Shareholders 
Funds &

Debt Capital

Government

Operating 
Expenses

Taxes

Internal and 
External Stakeholders

Economic 
Value

Creation and 
Sustainable 

Growth

Invest in 
Hydropower

Projects

Cash from  

CEB

Technology
Diversifivation

Dividends and Interest
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Renewable Energy

Financial Year at a Glance

 � The Group experienced to an overall increase in revenue and profitability compared 
to the previous year, due to rich rainfall received at the beginning and the latter part 
of the financial year.

 � Successfully commissioned Siyabalanduwa Solar Project aggregating 2MW in 
capacity.

 � The company paid cash and scrip dividend amounting to Rs. 0.75 and Rs. 1.25 
aggregating to Rs. 2.00 per share

 � Commenced the development work at solar project plants in Ampara, 
Mahiyanganaya & Siyambalanduwa with a capacity agrregating to 12 MW

 � Obtained right to build 2 solar power projects of 10 MW each in Ampara and 
Mahiyanganaya under 150 MW PV Power plants of the “Soorya Bala Sangramaya - 
Phase II

The in-depth analysis of the Financial Position, Capital Structure and Financial 
Performance presented below provides an insight into the Finance Capital and its 
impact to the Group and the Company.

Key Performance Measures

Area Measure 2020/2021 2019/2020

Revenue Turnover (Rs. Mn)  666  546

Profitability Profit (Rs. Mn)  330  176

Gross Profit Margin (%) 81% 78%

Net profit Margin (%) 50% 32%

Working Capital 

Management

Current Ratio (Times)  0.3  0.5

Assets Utilization Fixed Asset Turnover 

(Times)

 0.2  0.2

Capital Structure Gearing (%) 67% 71%

Investor Measures EPS (Rs.)  4.18  2.33

Dividend Payout Ratio 48% 0%

Growth Capex as a % of TA 12% 9%

Revenue

During the year, Group revenue increased by 22%, reaching Rs. 666Mn from Rs. 546Mn 
recorded in the last year. Our fully owned hydropower & solar plants contributed 
37.82Mn Units (kWh) to the national grid. Giddawa plant recorded the highest electricity 

Group Revenue 
2020/21 (Rs.) Mn

Giddawa Hydro 
Power Project  

152.93  

Upper Agra Oya Hydro 
Power Project 

 135.76  

Okanda Hydro 
Power Project 

96.52 

Siyabalanduwa 
Solar Power Project,  
23.88 

Siyabalanduwa 
Solar Power Project,  
23.88 

Gomale Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
 48.74 

Upper Hulugaga Hydro 
Power Project 
 80.80 

Moragaha Oya 
Hydro Power 
Project
84.54  

Ranwala Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
 43.08 

Group Revenue 
2019/20 (Rs.) Mn

Giddawa Hydro 
Power Project   

106.86  

Upper Agra Oya Hydro 
Power Project 

  128.06   

Okanda Hydro 
Power Project 

 92.94 
Gomale Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
 43.77 

Upper Hulugaga Hydro 
Power Project 
 61.71 

Moragaha Oya 
Hydro Power 
Project
 70.09 

Ranwala Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
 42.12 

generation during the year. Considerable 
rainfall from North-East monsoon 
positively contributed for a higher 
electricity generation from Giddawa, 
Moragaha and Huluganga power plants. 
At the same time, solar power plants 
which was commissioned in September & 
November also contributed considerably 
to the increase in revenue during the year.
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FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Electricity Generated 
2020/21 (GWh) 

Giddawa Hydro 
Power Project   

7.65   

Upper Agra Oya Hydro 
Power Project 

  7.08   

Okanda Hydro 
Power Project 

 6.62 

Siyabalanduwa 
Solar Power Project,  
1.33

Siyabalanduwa 
Solar Power Project,  
1.33

Gomale Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
2.74

Upper Hulugaga Hydro 
Power Project 
4.65

Moragaha Oya 
Hydro Power 
Project
4.80

Ranwala Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
2.95

Electricity Generated 
2019/20 (GWh)

Giddawa Hydro 
Power Project   

5.85

Upper Agra Oya Hydro 
Power Project 

7.01

Okanda Hydro 
Power Project 

 6.37
Gomale Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
2.48

Upper Hulugaga Hydro 
Power Project 
3.50

Moragaha Oya 
Hydro Power 
Project
4.02

Ranwala Oya Hydro 
Power Project 
2.90

Net Finance Cost

The Group’s net finance cost for the year 

2021 recorded as Rs. 164.1Mn, a reduction 

of Rs. 17.8Mn compared to Rs. 182.1Mn of 

the previous year. The reduction in market 

interest rate over the period, settlement 

of Syndicate loan obtained for Agra Oya 

Hydropower project and significant loan 

repayments of other loans obtained 

for operating plants contributed for the 

reduction in the finance cost during the 

year compared to previous year.

The Group’s total loan borrowing as at 

year end recorded as Rs. 2,078.7Mn, 

a reduction of 2.6Mn compared to 

the last year. As per the Sri Lanka 

Accounting Standards the directly 

attributable component of interest during 

construction has been capitalized as part 

of the project cost. A detail breakdown of 

the Group’s borrowing is depicted in Note 

12 to the financial statements.

Group Net Finance Cost and 
Interest Cover

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21

Net Finance Cost (Rs. Mn)
Interest Cover (Times)
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Taxation

The Group tax expense consists of 

Income tax and Deferred taxes. During 

the year group had an income tax 

reversal due to a deferred tax release 

amounting to Rs. 24.5Mn compared to  

Rs. 15.0Mn expense for the previous year. 

A reconciliation of accounting profit with 

the tax expense is available in Note 22.1 

to the financial statements. Moragaha 

Oya (Pvt) Ltd currently enjoys a 5-year tax 

holiday as per the BOI agreement and all 

other plants were liable for income tax at 

14% for the year under review.

None of the Group companies were 

liable to pay Value Added Tax (VAT) 

under the prevailing provisions. A detailed 

description of tax rates and concessions 

of each power plant is depicted on 

page 145 under Note 3.4 to the financial 

statements.

Profitability

The Group’s net profit margin witnessed 

an 17% increment from the previous 

year, recording a consolidated net profit 

of Rs. 330Mn compared to Rs. 176Mn in 

the previous year. In terms of financial 

performance, the year under review has 

been excellent to the Group. Upward 

movement in the revenue generated 

through our power plants and the 

reduction in net finance cost are the 

major reasons for the growth in net profit 

during the year.

The Group experienced an increment 

of 26% in operating profit before interest 

and tax (EBIT) reaching to Rs. 470Mn 

compared to Rs. 373Mn in the previous 

year.

Earnings (Rs. Mn)

 17/18            18/19         19/20          20/21
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Growth Perspective

We, in Resus Believe that economic 

value creation is achieved by creating 

shared value that is beneficial to all 

stakeholders of the organisation. During 

the year, as a part of company’s ongoing 

growth strategy, Siyabalanduwa Solar 

power plant was commissioned by 

adding 2MW to our group operational 

capacity. Further, the development of 

Karapalagama hydropower Project, in 

the Nuwara-Eliya District is now nearing 

completion and another three solar-

power projects, aggregating to 12MW 

in capacity, in the Mahiyanganaya, 

Ampara & Siyabalanduwa area are under 

development.

Investments and Capital Expenditure

Group’s investments recorded a 38% 

increase, from Rs. 296Mn in the last 

year to Rs. 411Mn in the current financial 

year. The capital work-in-progress 

as at the year- end comprises of the 

amounts invested in development of 

Karapalagama hydropower project and 

investments in Mahiyanganaya, Ampara & 

Siyabalanduwa solar projects.

Capital Expenditure (Rs. Mn)

    17/18          18/19          19/20         20/21

Capital Expenditure (Rs. Mn)
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Net Assets per Share

The Group’s Net Assets per Share 

recorded a positive variance of 23% 

compared to last year’s Rs. 12.74 to 

current year’s Rs. 15.52. Increase in the 

net assets due to the increase in retained 

earnings from profit of current year is 

the key factor for the recorded upward 

movement.

Equity and Net Assets Per Share

16/17     17/18       18/19      19/20     20/21

Equity (Rs. Mn)
Net Assets Per Share (Rs.)
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Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and cash equivalents net of the 

bank overdraft stood at negative  

Rs. 368Mn as at the reporting date 

compared to a negative Rs. 259Mn of the 

last year. The Group invested Rs. 411Mn 

to acquire Property, Plant and Equipment 

and repaid capital and interest amounting 

to Rs. 895.1Mn. The Group’s cash outlays 

were funded by operational cash flows 

of Rs. 360Mn, proceeds from loans of 

Rs. 683.5Mn. Group’s trade and other 

receivable balance stood at Rs. 336.8Mn 

compared to Rs. 322Mn in the previous 

year

Capital Structure

Share holders’ funds

Resus is committed towards maintaining 

a healthy capital structure, which is 

both efficient and well balanced in 

achieving business growth that creates 

long-term and short-term returns to our 

shareholders.

During the year, shareholders’ funds 

attributable to the equity holders of the 

Company increased by 28% to  

Rs. 1,234Mn against that of the previous 

year. This is mainly due to the 87% 

upsurge in profitability in comparison to 

the consolidated Net Profit recorded for 

the year before.

Gearing

Total assets of the Group are funded by 

equity (31.8%), borrowings (53.6%) and 

other liabilities (14.6%). As of the financial 

year end, the Group’s gearing ratio 

Declined to 66.5% compared to 71.1% of 

the previous year.

Gearing  %

Gearing  %

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

2015/16

53.1%

57.5%

63.4%

71.1%

71.1%

66.5%
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FINANCIAL CAPITAL

  Group

As at 31st March 2020/21 2019/20

  Rs. Mn Rs. Mn

Total long-term interest bearing debt             1,498.1           1,661.6 

Total short-term interest bearing debt (current portion of 

interest bearing debt)
                580.6               419.7 

Bank overdraft                 376.7               286.8 

Total Debt             2,455.4           2,368.1 

Surplus cash                     8.4                 27.8 

Net debt/(cash)             2,446.9           2,340.3 

Equity attributable to equity holders of the Parent             1,234.3               962.1 

Non-controlling interest                        -                        -   

Total equity             1,234.3               962.1 

Capital employed (total debt + total equity)            3,689.6           3,330.2 

Capital employed less surplus cash             3,681.2           3,302.4 

Total gearing (total debt / capital employed) 66.5% 71.1%

Net gearing (net debt/capital employed less surplus cash) 66.5% 70.9%

Shareholder Returns 

Earnings per Share (EPS)

The Group’s EPS stands at Rs. 4.18 for 

the year under review recording Rs. 1.85 

upward movement compared to last 

year’s Rs. 2.33

Earnings Per Share (Rs.)

Earnings Per Share (Rs.)

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

2020/21

2019/20

2018/19

2017/18

2016/17

4.18

2.33

2.16

1.99

-1.35

Economic Value Added (EVA)

201-1

Economic value added (EVA) is a 
measure of a company’s financial 
performance based on the residual 
wealth calculated by deducting its cost of 
capital from its operating profit (NOPAT), 
adjusted for taxes on a cash basis

EVA provides a means for coupling the 
two fundamental drivers of economic 
or shareholder value, namely, operating 
earnings and capital efficiency. EVA is 
calculated as follows;

EVA =  Net Operating Profit after Tax -  
 Capital Charge

Economic Profits means the additional 
returns earned over and above 
the expected rate of return by the 
shareholders on their invested capital 
in the business. Economic Profits 
attributable to the shareholders for the 
financial year under review, stood at 
positive Rs. 151Mn.

2020/21 2019/20 2018/19 2017/18

Rs. Mn Rs. Mn Rs. Mn Rs. Mn

Net Operating Profit After 

Tax (NOPAT)

 495  358  316  238 

Capital Charge  343  330  314  278 

EVA  151  28  2  (40)

NOPAT return on Capital 

Invested

14.09% 11.83% 12.46% 10.85%

Hurdle Rate of Return – 

WACC

9.78% 10.90% 12.38% 12.70%

Value Added/(Shortfall) 4.31% 0.93% 0.08% -1.84%
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Employee Related Statutory Payments

201-3,4

The Group made the following statutory 

payments in relation to its employees on 

or before their respective due dates.

Employee Related Statutory 
Payments (Rs. Mn) 

EPF          ETF  PAYE SD       Gratuity

2020/21
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Invested Capital in Hydro and Solar Power Projects (Rs. Mn)
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Our Policy for Economic Impact Man-

agement

203-1,2

We contribute to the country’s economy, 

the national interest and impact on our 

stakeholders directly and indirectly.

Resus’ impact on the 

Economy

Employment and 
Development- We 
create employment 
opportunities in rural 
villages and develop 
rural infrastructure 
around our projects.

Clean and green 
energy - Our electricity 
generation through 
renewable energy 
sources supports the 
government’s plan to 
replace fuel-burning 
electricity generation 
with renewable energy 
in the future.

Adherence and set 
standards - We adhere 
to regulations and 
guidelines set by project 
approving agencies and 
also monitor ourselves 
to prograess in an 
environmentally-friendly 
manner as set out in 
our own Environmental 
Management Plan.

Investment in Hydropower and Solar Projects

The cumulative investments we have made in the renewable energy sector as of 31st 

March 2021 amounted to Rs. 3.3 Bn. During the year, the investment by the Group in the 

development and construction of hydropower and Solar plants amounted to Rs. 462 Mn 

(Rs. 470 Mn in 2020).

Employment

As of the reporting date, we have given full-time employment to 63 (2020 - 66) persons 

from the villages around our hydropower plants.
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FINANCIAL CAPITAL

Statement of Financial Value Added

The financial value-added statement depicted below demonstrate the distribution of financial value created by the Group among 

different stakeholders. 

 Group 2020/2021 2019/2020

 Rs. Mn  %  Rs. Mn  %

Revenue  666.3  545.6 

Other Income  0.1 -

Less: Operating Costs - cost of goods and services bought in  (33)  (48.5)

Total Value Added  632.9 100%  497.0 100%

Distribution of Value Added:

Employees  93.3 15%  74.8 15%

Government  -   0%  13.0 3%

Lenders  164.9 26%  183.6 37%

Community  0.3 0%  0.7 0%

Shareholders  56.6 9%  - 0%

Depreciation set aside  68.5 11%  49.3 10%

Economic Value Retained  249.2 39%  175.5 35%

Total Value Added  632.9 100%  497.0 100%

Number of employees 90  94 

Value Added per employee 7.03  5.3 

Value Created and Distributed by Regions

The significance of regions for the below assessment is based on operating regions of our fully owned hydropower plants.

Kandy Kegalle NuwaraEliya Monaragala
2020/2021 2019/2020 2020/2021 2019/2020 2020/2021 2019/2020 2020/2021 2019/2020

 Rs.  Rs. Rs  Rs.  Rs.  Rs.  Rs.  Rs.

Revenue  318,265,033  238,662,224  188,345,202  178,834,201  135,761,772  128,063,838  23,880,082  -   

Other Income  883  19,309  20,853  82,440  -    57,990  123,057  -   
Less: Operating Costs - cost of 
goods and services bought in  (8,430,405)  (11,143,478)  (7,557,348)  (24,318,339)  (17,703,031)  (21,839,258)  (1,030,543)  -   

Total Value Added  309,835,512  227,538,056  180,808,706  154,598,301  118,058,741  106,282,570  22,972,596  -   

Distribution of Value Added:

Employees  16,076,236  21,863,984  15,005,976  12,777,719  10,190,506  10,409,516  26,039  -   

Government  -    772,494  -    3,243,935  -    8,953,269  -    -   

Lenders  65,675,266  70,167,882  46,837,843  59,361,657  5,267,493  (7,244,561)  11,425,128  -   

Community  167,717  301,227  45,000  84,944  10,000  18,105  -    -   

Shareholders  -    -    -    -    -    -    -    -   

Depreciation set aside  29,973,989  26,271,471  24,437,074  24,252,283  7,085,903  6,739,015  3,105,336  -   

Economic Value Retained  197,942,304  108,160,997  94,482,814  54,877,764  95,504,839  87,407,226  8,416,093  -   

Total Value Added  309,835,512  227,538,056  180,808,706  154,598,301  118,058,741  106,282,570  22,972,596  -   

Number of employees  27  28  25  25  11  13  5  -   

Value Added per employee  11,475,389  8,126,359  7,232,348  6,183,932  10,732,613  8,175,582  4,594,519  -   
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Key Economic Parameters and Their Impact On Resus

Exchange Rate  

The Sri Lankan Rupee depreciated 5.5% against the United States Dollar from Rs. 188.62 as at 31st March 2020 to Rs. 199.03  

as at 31st March 2021.

Impact on Resus

 � Rising project development cost as major parts of 

electromechanical equipment are imported.

Impact management

 � Factoring the exchange rate risk at the project viability 

evaluation. 

 �  Hedging strategies are used as practicable to avoid exchange  

rate risk.

Interest rate

AWPL has reduced gradually over the period and recorded lowest at 5.67% as at March 2021.

Impact on Resus

 �  Strengthening of company’s borrowing capacity.

Impact management

 �  Our borrowings which were raised against capital restructuring 

in 2015 are at conducive Fixed Rates. 

 �  Active search for subsidized project funding at attractive 

interest schemes. 

 �  Make attempts to secure fixed rates borrowings at lowest 

possible levels.

Inflation

As at the end of March 2021 year-on-year headline inflation was recorded at 5.1% (7% in 2020)

Impact on Resus

 �  Volatility in the inflation rates lead to unexpected variations in the 

project development cost.

Impact management

 �  Negotiate construction contracts keeping a balance between 

fixed price contracts and labour supply contracts. Latter is 

encouraged when we feel we can benefit from sustainable low 

material costs.

Oil Prices

Brent Crude Oil prices have decreased 3.7% up to $ 63.52 towards end of March 2021 from $66 in March 2020.

Impact on Resus

 �  Variation in oil prices therefore would have a positive correlation 

against the avoided cost tariff calculated on moving average basis. 

Our two main mini hydro power plants Giddawa and Upper Agra are 

under the avoided cost tariff structure.

Impact management

 �  Resus has no control over the tariff setting mechanism. It is part 

of the commercial risks the Company is exposed to. Except 

for the above two projects, the others are subject to cost-

based tariff, where the tariffs are mainly fixed under three tiers 

throughout

 �  the tenure of the SPPA.

Demand for electricity

Current annual electricity demand in the country is around 14,150 GWh and it is expected to increase in future years.

Impact on Resus

 �  Government’s intention to be self-sufficient in energy by 2030.

 �  The demand for electricity is expected to meet through renewable 

and other indigenous energy resources.

Impact management

 �  Resus has great potential and competitive advantage in 

renewable energy space managing its capital inputs more 

productively to create economic value.



MANUFACTURED 
CAPITAL

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

As we continue to expand, 
our manufactured capital 
is crucial in creating and 
delivering value to our 
stakeholders. The civil 
constructions, electro-
mechanical equipment and 
infrastructure developed 
at our power plants form 
a major part of our project 
investment and act as a 
core aspect of our energy 
generation process.

DeployManufactured
Capital

Upgrade

Insure

Build or acquire

Maintain

Operational excellence

Our fully-owned hydropower plants are 

soundly equipped with top-of-the-range 

Western-European electromechanical 

equipment from Germany, Italy, Austria 

and the United Kingdom to ensure that 

they operate with least interruptions at 

their maximum capacities. This way, we 

make the best use of water resources 

and feed the national grid with hydro-

electricity supply to reduce usage of 

electricity generated burning fossil-fuel. 

We comply with rules and regulations 

stipulated in SPPAs and comply with 

safety regulations in building and 

operating our power plants.

Maintenance of our manufactured 

capital is vital in ensuring that the power 

plants operate smoothly and generation 

of electricity remains uninterrupted. 

A preventive maintenance guideline 

is in place at our hydropower plants 

focused on inspection of the electro-

mechanical equipment in a systematic 

manner. The frequency of inspection 

of the components is decided based 

on the nature of their function within 

the system and required interval 

maintenance is carried out according to 

the maintenance manual provided by the 

manufacturer. Preventive maintenance is 
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mostly scheduled during the dry season 

to ensure that there is minimal loss of 

generation units, resulting in the lowest 

opportunity cost. Critical inspection of the 

machines is carried out after operating 

in high rainfall seasons to determine 

the condition of the components of the 

turbines, generators, penstock and civil 

constructions.

For connectivity of our projects with the 

national grid, we invest in the construction 

of transmission lines through which we 

facilitate expansion of CEB’s transmission 

network. At locations with regular line 

interruptions, we have assigned a full-

time team at our expense to oversee 

incidents causing line interruptions and 

take immediate actions to restore such 

faults together with the CEB.

Channel Construction of Karapalagama Plant

Solar Panels Installations at Siyambalanduwa Plant

Regular Maintenance Works at Our Plants - Gomale Oya
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Managing Risk

We have obtained commercial insurance 

covers for all our power plants against 

any risk of natural hazards, fire, riot 

and strike and malicious damage to 

civil constructions, electro-mechanical 

equipment and other assets. We also 

maintain spares of all vital components of 

the electromechanical system to readily 

address any failures.

The policy of safeguarding the assets 

of the Group is well-inculcated across 

our operations with equal emphasis on 

employee engagement.

We have a fully qualified inhouse 

engineering team to safeguard the 

smooth functionality of assets and a 

disaster management protocol is in place 

with clear responsibility and reporting 

lines.

Supervisor

Breakdown Reporting

Manager - Operations

Civil Electrical Mechanical

Senior Civil Engineer Electrical Engineer Senior Mechanical 
Engineer

In the event of the relevant engineer 

being uncontactable, the Operations 

Manager should be informed, failing 

which the Managing Director should be 

contacted. Our incident management 

process also allows staff members to 

promptly report any breach of security 

or risk to any asset to the Operations 

Manager for immediate action.

We have further strengthened our 

inhouse engineering and technical 

team by recruiting additional electrical 

engineer and technically qualified plant 

supervisors.

Also, we have structured an engineering 

division along with implementation of 

a troubleshooting system. Financial 

and other resources have been 

allocated to this mechanism for smooth 

troubleshooting process thus minimizing 

down time losses. This engineering 

division do the most of electrical, 

electronical, electromechanical, and 

mechanical troubleshooting in-house.

Upgrades

During the year under review we 

upgraded our manufactured capital in the 

following manner;

 � Adjustment of guide vanes to get 

maximum generation capacity at 

Moragaha Oya Hydropower plant

 � Upgrading of sensor cable of 

Moragaha Oya Hydropower plant to 

ensure the smooth operation of the 

plant.

 � Installation of in-house plant 

monitoring system at Resus Solar 

Power Plant in Siyambalanduwa 

which enable a real-time information 

on plant operation.

 � Modification of synchronizing breaker 

component at Agra Oya Hydropower 

plant to enhance the lifetime of the 

breaker

 � Installation of protection modules at 

Agra Oya Hydropower plant to protect 

the powerplant from abnormalities or 

disturbances in the gridlines.

MANUFACTURED CAPITAL
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SOCIAL AND
RELATIONSHIP
CAPITAL

Resus shares the outcomes 
of its corporate growth with 
employees, the society, 
suppliers, customers and 
other stakeholders to 
jointly build a harmonious 
entity and contribute to its 
growth. Hence it values the 
importance of social and 
relationship capital and has 
taken initiatives to become 
an outstanding “responsible” 
corporate citizen.

Customers

102-6 | 416-2 | 418-1 | 419-1 | 201-4 | 203-1

The Ceylon Electricity Board (CEB) is our sole customer. We have built good 

relationships with those at the CEB over the years and they are aware that we are an 

integral part of the national effort to increase the non-conventional renewable energy 

generation. Our small hydropower plants contribute significantly to the national grid for 

which we are paid in accordance with agreed tariffs and provisions in the Standardised 

Power Purchase Agreements (SPPA), struck with the CEB.

Grid interconnection points of our fully-owned hydropower plants, electricity units 

dispatched and collections from CEB in financial years under review are shown in the 

table below:

Project CEB inter-connection 

point

CEB regional office

Giddawa MHPP Ukuwela, Matale Kandy

Okanda MHPP Polgaswatte, Deraniyagala Ratnapura

Upper Agra Oya MHPP Henfold Estate, Lindula Nuwara Eliya

Gomale Oya MHPP Dikellakanda, Deraniyagala Ratnapura

Moragaha Oya MHPP Ukuwela, Matale Kandy

Ranwala Oya MHPP Feeder 8, Wimalasurendra Ratnapura

Upper Huluganga Oya 

MHPP

Ukuwela, Matale Kandy

Siyambalanduwa Solar 

Power

Mahagalugolla, 

Siyambalanduwa

Ampara

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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In accordance with prevailing 

tax regulations, the imported 

electromechanical equipment for 

hydropower projects that have entered 

in to SPPAs with the CEB are exempted 

from VAT and NBT.

We comply with rules and regulations 

stipulated in SPPAs and comply with 

safety regulations in building and 

operating our power plants. We, as a 

policy, manage relationships on ethical 

grounds and support good-cause events 

and programmes of the CEB and other 

stakeholders.

Government Institutions

We regularly associate with various 

Government Institutions which are our 

project approving agencies. Following 

are such institutions that we are in close 

contact with:

t Sustainable Energy Authority

t Ceylon Electricity Board

t Public Utilities Commission of Sri 

Lanka

t Central Environmental Authority

t Irrigation Department

t Water Board

t Forest Department

t Wild Life Department

t Divisional Secretariat Offices

t Pradeshiya Saba

t Board of Investments of Sri Lanka

We manage relationships with 

Government agencies on ethical grounds 

with responsible and transparent 

policies and systems. We ensure that our 

projects are constructed and operated in 

accordance with the guidelines stipulated 

in approvals. Additionally, we also actively 

support good-causes at government 

agencies.

Suppliers and Contractors

102-9

Our approach to engaging with suppliers 

extends beyond mere supply contracts, 

and long-term relationships are built 

on trust, loyalty and shared values, 

creating business sustainability for all 

parties. Just as our partnerships with 

them are mutually beneficial we ensure 

these relationships are professional, 

transparent, and fair so that we may be 

assured of operational excellence at all 

times.

Supplier Selection and Monitoring 

Criteria

- Technical standards

- Cost-competitiveness

- Reliability

- Supplier capacity

- Compliance to applicable laws and 

regulations

- Compliance to relevant licenses, 

certifications and standards

- Sustainable practices of sourcing 

raw materials

- Adherence to environmental and 

social specifications

- Labour practices

- Ethical business conduct

- Health and safety at project sites

- Human rights laws and regulations
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SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
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Overseas equipment suppliers

Our first supplier (WKV from Germany), 
who provided electromechanical 
equipment for the Giddawa hydropower 
project in 2008 still works with us lodging 
their bids for our new projects and 
providing regular maintenance advice for 
operational plants.

Our team visits overseas suppliers and in 
turn invites them to our project sites too 
in order to strengthen relationships and 
boost confidence between parties.

The value of orders that we placed with 
overseas electromechanical suppliers are 
given in the table below:

Company Supplier and country Amount (Rs. 
millions)

Year of 
investment

Giddawa MHPP WKV-Germany 138.0 2008/09

Okanda MHPP GHE-Austria 106.0 2011/12

Gomale Oya MHPP Zeco-Italy 78.0 2015/16

Moragaha Oya MHPP Gugler-Austria 82.0 2015/16

Upper Huluganga Oya MHPP Zeco-Italy 81.0 2016/17

Ranwala Oya MHPP Lanzu International - China 30.0 2017/18

Karapalagama MHPP – Ongoing Lanzu International - China 85.5 2018/19

Resus Solar 2 MW project - Siyambalanduwa Trina Solar Energy Pvt Ltd – Singapore

Sungrow – India

108.0 2018/19

Resus Solar 5 MW project - Ampara Trina Solar Energy PTE Ltd – India

1,265

2020/21

Resus Solar 1 MW project - Siyambalanduwa JA Solar International Limited - China 2020/21

Resus Solar 6 MW project – Mahiyanganaya JA Solar International Limited - China 2020/21

Total 1,966

Upper Agra Oya hydropower plant was acquired as an operational plant in 2009/10 which uses turbines imported from Gilkes, United Kingdom.

Local suppliers

204-1 | 308-1 | 308-2 | 408-1 | 409-1 | 
414-1 | 414-2

We offer civil construction work to local 

suppliers and thereby indirectly partake 

in the economic growth of our country. 

In selecting local civil contractors, Resus 

considers organizations that share similar 

values and commitments.

The amounts that we paid to local civil 

contractors are as follows;

Amounts paid to
 Local Contractors

Giddawa Hydro 
Power (Pvt) Limited   

28% (2018/09)

J B Power 
(Pvt) Ltd 
11% (2018/19)

Okanda 
Power Grid 

(Pvt)  
  23% (2010/11)

Gomale Oya 
Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited 
8% (2015/16)

Upper 
Huluganga 
(Pvt) Ltd 
13% (2018/19)

Moragaha Oya 
(Pvt) Limited
11% (2015/16)

Resus Solar 
2MW SPP
6% (2020/21)

Painting Work Done at Narmpanawa Temple - Giddawa
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Supplier Selection and Monitoring 

Criteria

t Technical standards

t Cost-competitiveness

t Reliability

t Supplier capacity

t Compliance to applicable laws and 

regulations

t Compliance to relevant licenses, 

certifications and standards

t Sustainable practices of sourcing raw 

materials

t Adherence to environmental and 

social specifications

t Labour practices

t Ethical business conduct

t Health and safety at project sites

t Human rights laws and regulations

At Resus, we always facilitate a win-win 

proposition to both parties in achieving 

mutual value creation in a compliant and 

responsible work set up. We strive to 

maintain an open communication culture 

in dealing with both local and overseas 

suppliers and resolve issues and disputes 

speedily in the most amicable way.

Supplier relationships too are a key 

element of Resus’ relationship capital and 

suppliers have shown their continuous 

willingness to undertake supply and 

construction contracts repeatedly with 

Resus Group. There have not been any 

significant actual or potential negative 

impacts on society, the environment, 

labour practices or human rights impacts 

in the supply chain.

Communities

413-1,2 | 203-1

Empowering the communities within which we operate and supporting their 

development is part of the ethos of Resus. During the project phase as well as in the 

operation phase, there is a high level of involvement with the surrounding communities.  

We build strong relationships with them based on mutual trust and benefits. As a policy 

encapsulated in our Code of Ethics, we do not give false promises to the communities 

that we engage with and we deliver what we promise to them. The villagers often 

keenly engage in the course of project development and our team shares day to day 

working life with the surrounding community.

For the period under review, we conducted several community development 

programmes to make an impact for the greater good. We commenced a project 

to utilize the available garden spaces at our power plants  for organic vegetation. 

The harvest is being consumed by the staff and the villagers for various communal 

programmes of the villages surrounding the power plants. We also offer employment 

opportunities to the nearby villagers during the project development phase and then 

permanent employment once the plants are operational. We continuously monitor and 

assess the impact of our business on our local communities and have adapted practices 

that prevent or mitigate any negative impacts. There were no significant actual and 

potential negative impacts on local communities from our business operation.

 

Vegetation at one of our plant

Compliance

308-2 | 408-1 | 409-1 | 413-2 | 416-2 | 418-1 | 419-1

Resus Energy PLC is an uncompromising law-abiding corporate citizen, thus legal 

compliance is regarded as high priority. For development projects as well as operational 

business-units, we follow the relevant protocol to identify all applicable legal needs, 

monitor and document new changes and requirements of the relevant regulatory 

framework and undertake awareness sessions to educate employees to ensure 

compliance.

SOCIAL AND RELATIONSHIP CAPITAL
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Measure of Compliance Status

Negative environmental impacts in the 

supply chain and actions taken

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Operations and suppliers at significant 

risk for incidents of forced or compulsory 

labor

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Operations with significant actual and 

potential negative impacts on local 

communities

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Negative social impacts in the supply 

chain and actions taken

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Incidents of non-compliance concerning 

the health and safety impacts of products 

and services

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Substantiated complaints concerning 

breaches of customer privacy and losses 

of customer data

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Non-compliance with laws and 

regulations in the social and economic 

area

No incidents of non-compliance during 

the year

Ethical Business Conduct

102-16 | 205-3

Our values and culture are founded on the principles of good ethics and we are 

committed to conduct our business operations with honesty, integrity and with respect 

to the rights of all our stakeholders. Employees are encouraged to do right things and 

in right ways so that our actions benefit the society and people in a wider manner. All 

our employees are given a copy of our Code-of-Ethics and we conduct awareness 

sessions at regular intervals to disseminate our values. Furthermore, we use numerous 

mechanisms to monitor ethical compliance through formal and informal channels. We 

have a ‘whistleblowing’ policy to encourage tip-offs and telltales at all levels. This we 

believe encourages good conduct among the employees, which in turn enhances 

the organisation’s corporate image. The Group did not come across any incidents of 

corruption during the year under review.

Discretionary Responsibility

The philanthropic element of our social 

responsibility encompasses anonymous 

or low profile donations and contributions 

to good causes. We support numerous 

good-cause-projects usually focused on 

improving the quality of life of the rural 

communities in and around the areas 

where our operational power plants and 

project development sites are.

Moragaha Oya Road Rehabilitation
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HUMAN CAPITAL
MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

Our Team

The team of employees at Resus is at 

the core of the Groups sustainability, 

driving the growth of business and 

ensuring the creation of shared 

values. With employees from diverse 

backgrounds and ethnicities, varying 

talent, skills and education is brought 

in, enabling us to strengthen our value 

creation process. We therefore place 

great importance in understanding our 

employee demands and aspirations and 

creating a work atmosphere focused on 

employee satisfaction and motivation. 

All human resource activity within the 

Group is coordinated centrally with the 

Human Resource Department through 

formalized governance structures and 

policy framework to ensure uniformity in 

the application of policies. Consistency 

and fairness in the application of policies 

has enabled us to maintain high levels of 

employee engagement and satisfaction.
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Employee Diversity

102-7,8 | 405-1

Employees of the Group by age, gender and category

Category

Age

Total

Percentage 
of total 

employees
< 30 30-50 50<

M F M F M F

Board of Directors - - - - 6 1 7 8%

Senior Management - - 4 1 - - 5 5%

Middle Management - - 2 - - - 2 2%

Executives 3 1 1 2 - - 7 8%

Supervisory Staff - - 3 - 1 - 4 4%

Technical Staff - - 1 - - - 1 1%

Power Plant Staff 17 - 37 - 8 - 62 69%

Other Non-Executives - - 1 - 1 - 2 2%

Total 18 1 52 3 16 1 90 100%

Our recruitment policy aims to enrich the Group’s talent pool to create an empowered 
workforce. This in turn leads to better positioning in the market and creation of 
sustainable value.

New Recruits by age, gender and reigion 

Region

Age

Total< 30 30-50 50<

M F M F M F

Colombo 3 - 1 - 1 - 5

Kandy - - 1 - - - 1

Kegalle 1 - 1 - - - 2

Moneragala 6 - - - - - 6

Grand Total 10 - 3 - 1 - 14

*Includes Board of Directors

All employees (other than the non-

executive directors) recognized on the 

basis of head count, as reported in the 

section above are legally recognized as 

full time basis permanent employees of 

the Resus Group.

New Recruits 
by Region

Moneragala 
5

Colomb o
5

Kegalle 
2

Kandy 
1

Kegalle 
2

New Recruits by 
Employment Category

Director 1,(7%) Senior 
Management

1,(7%)

Supervisory 
Staff  1,(7%)

Executives 
3, (21%)

Power 
Plant Staff 
8, (57%)
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HUMAN CAPITAL

Training and Development

404-1,2

We invest in our people. We support 

our team to learn and grow within the 

organization. Thus, we provide training 

and learning opportunities for staff both 

locally and overseas based on individual 

or departmental requirements. Pre- and 

post-training evaluation is conducted 

after the conclusion of the training 

programme to gauge the improvements 

in skills and competencies. Employees 

who undergo training share their 

learnings with the rest of the team 

members thus maximizing the benefits 

of their experience. The objective of 

these training programmes is to ensure 

the continuous development of skills 

and competencies and knowledge of 

all employees which in turn leads to 

improved present and future standards of 

performance. During the corresponding 

financial year, training initiatives were 

more focused on providing on the job 

training to enhance the technical skills of 

the staff.

All new recruits were onboarded with an 

insightful induction programme which is 

designed to familiarize the employees 

with the company’s operations, systems, 

practices, culture and values.

During the year the Company also 

initiated a ‘Speakers Club’ with the 

intention of improving the public 

speaking and communication skills of the 

employees.

In addition, the Group is also an approved training partner for numerous professional 

bodies and technical institutes such as;

t National Apprentice and Industrial Training Authority (NAITA)

t Higher National Diploma in Engineering (HNDA)

Average training hours per employee category

Category Total 

Employees

Total Training 

Hours

Average Training Hours per 

Employee Category

Board of Directors 7 - -

Senior Management 5 8 1.6

Middle Management 2 12 6.0

Executives 7 12 1.7

Supervisory Staff 4 32 8.00

Technical Staff 1 - -

Power Plant Staff 62 18 0.3

Other Non-Executives 2 - -

TOTAL 90 82 0.91

Retaining talent

401-1

Our employee retention policy is underpinned by a range of factors to include a 

performance-based recognition and reward system, strategic training opportunities, 

health and safety measures and Company guaranteed employee well-being policies. 

For the year under review our employee turnover was as follows;

Total 
Training 
Hours

Total 
Training 

Hours74

 15 5Average training 
hours per gender

Average training 
hours per gender

08
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Turnover by age, gender and region

Region

Age

Total< 30 30-50 50<

M F M F M F

Colombo 3 1 4 - 1 - 9

Kandy 3 - - - - - 3

Kegalle 1 - 1 - 1 - 3

Nuwara Eliya 1 - - - - - 1

Grand Total 8 1 5 - 2 - 16

*Includes Board of Directors

Performance Management

404-3

Our performance evaluation system 

assesses employees based on criteria 

and goals mutually agreed with the 

supervisors at the beginning of the 

financial year. A mid-year and year end 

evaluation is carried out, assessing the 

status of achievement of the set goals 

and a review of competencies is carried 

out to identify training and development 

needs, in line with business requirements. 

This process assists in building a target 

driven culture, rewarding and recognizing 

employee commitment and developing 

employee strengths.

Employee Benefits

401-2,3

Staff loans, performance bonuses, 

fuel and transport allowances, 

reimbursements of professional 

membership fees, gym memberships 

and health insurance are some of the 

benefits available for the Group’s full-time 

employees. These benefits vary based on 

the individual grades of the employees. 

All female employees of the Group are 

entitled to maternity leave.

Staff Bonding

We host numerous socializing activities 

focused on teamwork, bonding and 

building harmony and unity among 

employees.  Staff outings, formal and 

informal social gatherings are usually 

featured every year. We adjusted to new 

normal way of working and we keep 

in touch with each other with the help 

of social networks and other related 

platforms

Employee Health and Safety 403-2

Ensuring a safe and hazard free work 

environment is a key area of focus 

and steps have been taken to ensure 

that health and safety concerns are 

prioritized and addressed across the 

Group. Alarm systems, fire safety 

systems, CCTV cameras and trained 

security personnel are employed to 

ensure that all premises, and employees 

remain secure at all times. The Company 

provides its employees all necessary 

safety equipment to be used at work and 

Turnover by 
Employment Category 

Director Executives Supervisory 
Staff

Technical 
Staff

Power 
Plant Staff

Senior 
Management

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Turnover by Employment Category 

1

2

5

2

1

5

Turnover by 
Region

Nuwara Eliya
1,(6%)

Kandy
3,(19%)

Colombo 
9, (56%)

Kegalle 
3,(19%)

Wearing Human safety equipment at regular 
maintenance works
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stringent health and safety regulations 

have been put in place to ensure safety 

helmets, boots and belts are worn at 

construction sites and safety standards 

are adhered to.

No any major injuries were reported 

during the year thus no loss of working 

days were identified due to injuries to the 

employees.

Non-discrimination

406-1

In accordance with the doctrines 

inculcated within our system, we do not 

discriminate on the grounds of gender, 

age, race, cultural differences or any other 

applicable indicator. We unceasingly 

encourage our employees who have 

concerns of serious misconduct or any 

breach or suspected breach of law or 

regulation that may adversely impact 

the Company, to come forward and 

express such concerns without fear of 

punishment or unfair treatment through 

our ‘whistleblowing’ and ‘open door’ 

policies.

Employee concerns are addressed as far 

as possible by the senior management 

and those that are not satisfactorily 

addressed can be directly discussed 

with the Managing Director (Mr. G A K 

Nanayakkara) and/or Independent Non-

Executive Director (Mr. U P Egalahewa, 

PC) under the whistleblowing policy.

Our Head of Human Resources regularly 

visits the project sites and speaks to 

the site employees to understand and 

address their needs and concerns

There were no incidents of discrimination 

during the year, hence no corrective 

action was required.

Collective Bargaining

102-41

Resus has sustained harmony among 

employees in all possible ways and the 

Group does not have any collective 

bargaining agreements. However, a 

“check-off” agreement covering the 

mechanism of dispute resolution 

between the company and the 

employees is signed between Upper 

Agra Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited and 

Plantation Staff Congress, a trade union 

with which the non- executive employees 

of Upper Agra Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) 

Limited are registered.

Upper Agra Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) 

Limited was acquired by Resus Energy 

PLC in 2009/10 where a total workforce 

of 24 employees joined the Group with 

the said acquisition. All non-executive 

employees of Upper Agra Oya Hydro 

Power (Pvt) Limited had been registered 

with the said trade union.

The said “check-off” agreement only 

covers the mechanism of dispute 

resolution between the company and the 

employees.

HUMAN CAPITAL
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INTELLECTUAL 
CAPITAL

At Resus, we consider 
Intellectual Capital as a 
vital aspect in sustainable 
value creation. To enrich 
our intellectual capital, we 
work towards innovations, 
continuous technological 
improvements and 
enhancement of knowledge 
and skills of our employees.

Knowledge, Skills and Experience

The knowledge and expertise at Resus has been built and enhanced through years of 

experience of operating in the power sector across various geographic locations and 

social conditions. Our team has gained invaluable expertise in managing projects in 

extremely backward and socially sensitive areas in Sri Lanka; overseas exposure in East 

Africa; and learnings in the biomass segment, which ran in to a standoff due to social 

and political interferences. We create, shape and enhance the value of our intellectual 

capital via an ongoing process of learning through the experiences gained and 

challenges faced and overcome to provide increasing value to all our stakeholders.

Processes, Systems and Procedures

Our comprehensive suite of processes, systems and procedures set out clear 

responsibilities and outline the principles to accomplish strategies and deliver business 

promises. Resus operations are directed by:

t Environmental Management Systems

t Project Management Manuals

t Financial and Accounting Controls and Systems

These policies are instigated to ensure that set parameters and benchmarks are 

followed in carrying out the business activities. Our systems are continually reviewed 

and updated to reflect industry variations and to ensure that they function effectively to 

serve our business objectives.

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
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Working Culture

We possess a working culture that is 

open and supportive, with learnings 

continuously being shared amongst each 

other, thus maximizing the benefits of the 

experiences gained and fostering mutual 

growth. Our team is rich with a diverse 

mix of experience and skills, nurturing a 

dynamic culture built on the core values 

of the Company. Our ability to attract, 

develop and retain talent has ensured 

that we have one of the most skilled and 

experienced teams in the sector.

Ethics and Compliance

It is in our best interests, as well as of 

all our stakeholders, that we conduct 

our operations in a fair and transparent 

manner. We are committed to upholding 

the highest standards of ethics and 

integrity in all our operations. We ensure 

that our activities comply with relevant 

rules and stipulations laid down by 

regulatory bodies and there were no 

incidents of non-compliance with laws 

and regulations during the year.

Creativity and Innovation

The drive for innovation is an attribute 

that is endorsed in the enhancement of 

our intellectual capital base. Providing 

creative and innovative project designs 

has been a key development feature 

of Resus over the past years. We are 

conscious on the way we work and are 

always prompted to adapt technological 

developments to streamline and enhance 

our operations.

Awards

The awards and recognition we have received bear testimony to our commitment 

to quality and excellence, the strength of our knowledge base and the quality of our 

systems and processes.

INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL

Sustainability Awards
Runner-up- Small and  
Medium Scale Enterprises

Sustainability Reporting  
Awards 2019 ACCA

Corporate Awards
Silver Award in the Power and  
Energy Sector

Annual Report Awards 2019

CA Sri Lanka
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ENVIRONMENT 
CAPITAL

Our approach to managing 
environment capital is vital 
in every facet as we are in 
the business of producing 
electricity from renewable 
energy sources.  Renewable 
Energy, which is considered 
“clean” and “green” counters 
the negative effects to our 
environment from fossil-fuel-
fired electricity generation. 
Therefore, we are proud 
to present “Resus” as an 
“environmentally-friendly 
business”.

Hydro Power Projects are location 
specific. It determines the main 
parameters of a project which are “head” 
and “water flow”. Head is the difference 
in elevation between head-water level 
at the forebay tank and the tail-water 
level at the power house. Thus, “Land’ 
is considered to be one of the main 
elements in our operation.

The primary environmental-capital 
input in value creation from hydropower 
generation is “Water”. The water used for 
generation of electricity through diversion 
of the river is released back to the 
same river without causing any impact 
to the water resource. All our projects 
are built preserving an uninterrupted 
“environmental flow” released at the weir 
for the benefit of the eco system and 
human livelihood. Hence, water is used 
as a renewable source of energy.

At the project design stage, we are 
extra cautious to optimize the design 
parameters to apply “Land” and “Water” 
resources economically and in an 
environmentally safe manner. Any 

MANAGEMENT DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

significant deviations from an optimum 
design can cause poor utilization of 
natural resources and impact the 
investment negatively.

Our environmental regulations 
encompass standard guidelines 
stipulated in the approvals of Central 
Environmental Authority, other connected 
government institutions and also our own 
guidelines. The following five aspects are 
prioritized as objectives and targets:

 � Conservation and optimisation of the 
use of natural resources

 � Waste management

 � Minimisation of environmental 
pollution during construction and 
operation

 � Optimise project design parameters 
to minimise environmental impact

 � Engage with stakeholders to minimise 
the environmental impact from our 
activities



Policy of Environment Capital  

Management

Unlike other forms of capital such as 

buildings and infrastructure, which can 

be created or refurbished, most natural 

resources are finite and cannot be 

replenished. ‘Resus’ stands for REnewable 

energy and SUStainability and our 

philosophy revolves around the highest 

level of care towards the environment 

when developing and operating projects. 

We are committed towards adhering to 

good environmental practices, ensuring 

that the natural resources are preserved 

for future generations.

Pre-Construction

 � Project Charter

 � Detailed assessment of 
impacts

Construction

 � Continuous monitoring

 � Corrective and  

preventive measures

Post-Construction

 � Review of EMS

 �  Continuous Improvement

Input Management

 � Water

 � Energy

 � Material

Output Management

 � Noise

 � Waste

 � Emissions

Conservation Efforts

 � Biodiversity

 � Compliance and Protection 
Expenditure

Hydropower
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Land Water

Environmental Management System (EMS)
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Pre-Construction Phase

A full assessment of the environmental 

impact is carried out and we sign off 

a Project Charter Prior to starting a 

development project. Our team identifies 

and plans for significant environmental 

aspects associated with the projects 

in line with our environmental policy, 

objectives and targets. This becomes part 

of the Environmental Management Plan.

Construction Phase

We ensure full compliance of 

environmental regulations as stipulated 

by the Central Environmental Authority 

and also our own environmental 

management policy. Our own policies 

are crafted encompassing the ISO-

14001 guidelines and some Equator-

Principles, thus often going beyond the 

requirements of the state regulations.

Our inhouse project development team 

is an integral part of our Environmental 

Management Plan (EMP) and they have 

vouched to act in line with the plan. Our 

Senior Operations Manager regularly 

visits sites to monitor compliance with  

the Environmental Management Plan  

and take corrective and preventive 

measures on the issues that arise. 

External contractors who work at our 

project sites should also abide by 

our environmental regulations, which 

become a contractual requirement in 

construction agreements.

Post-Construction Phase

The Environmental Management System is reviewed at planned intervals, to ensure its 

continuing suitability, adequacy and effectiveness. The outcomes from management 

reviews include any decisions and actions related to possible changes to the 

environmental policy, objectives, targets and other elements of the Environmental 

Management System, consistent with the commitment to continuous improvements.

A considerable amount of capital has been spent to maintain excellent aesthetics and a 

pleasant and green environment with tastefully contrived landscaping to blend with the 

natural environment. This way we try to ensure that we develop and operate renewable 

energy projects in the best possible way to benefit the environment, staff, society and 

nation.

Input Management

Water Management

303-1,2,3|306-1

Resus engages in development and operation of small hydropower projects based on 

the run-of-the-river concept where water is not retained in large reservoirs as in large-

scale hydropower projects.

In the process of power generation, the water used for generating power is released 

back to the same river without any pollution or consumption. In fact, the water gets 

cleansed and relatively debris-free in the power generation process since bulk of the 

trash that flows along the stream gets collected at trash racks placed in the diversion 

channel and is removed. The water discharge destination is located within a 1km radius 

of the downstream from the diversion point of all our power plants.

During project construction, the water in the river is regularly tested for water pollution 

engaging external consultants from the Industrial Technology Institute or Water Board.

Contractors are not allowed to build any structures in close proximity to the river and we 

strictly monitor standard sanitation facilities and proper disposal of waste to ensure that 

water is not polluted by any activities at project sites.

At our power plants, we consume water tapped from sub-streams for drinking and other 

purposes, and municipal water is not consumed except at Giddawa, Huluganga and 

Moragaha Oya. We carry out regular observations to identify issues which could affect 

water pollution.
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Water consumption and Management by Source 

Energy Management 

302-1

As a green energy generator, we try our 

level best to reduce the consumption of 

energy across all companies of the Group. 

Our energy preservation efforts include 

using natural lighting when buildings 

are planned, LED technology, having 

separate air conditioning units rather 

than central air conditioning to control 

usage when not required, setting air 

conditioning units at a constant minimum 

of 23C0-26C0, and inculcating a culture 

amongst the staff of ‘switching it off’ when 

not in use.

Material Management

301-1

We have adapted our internal process 

to effectively manage scarce resources. 

The two ongoing projects Karapalagama 

Hydro Power & Resus Solar projects 

and the Solar project at Siyabalanduwa 

which was completed during the year 

contributed towards the given material 

consumption during the current year. 

All material has been purchased from 

external suppliers and we ensure that 

they operate under ethical social and 

environmental standards.

Output Management

Noise Management

Noise level testing is regularly carried 

out at our project sites engaging 

professional institutes, such as Industrial 

Technology Institute or National Institute 

of Occupational Health and Safety. A 

baseline noise level test is carried out 

before the start of construction work 

at project sites. Thereafter, the tests 

are carried out every six-months for 

comparisons and monitoring.

As per the Noise Control Regulation 

No. 1 of 1996 of Schedule III of National 

Environmental Act, we measure noise 

levels against the below benchmarks;

Day time – Maximum Level – 75 dB

Night time – Maximum Level – 50 dB

All blasting operations are carried out 

under strict supervision of a qualified 

mining engineer. Civil contractors are 

not permitted to use machineries in bad 

conditions at project sites to ensure that 

construction activities do not disrupt the 

surrounding environment.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY SOURCE
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Description Water Usage (m3) Water recycled (m3) Percentage recycled

2020/21 2019/20 2020/21 2019/20 2020/21 2019/20

Municipal water  1,478  1,193 

Drinking water  5  6 

Surface water  301,059,088  279,930,906  301,057,888  279,929,706 99.99% 99.99%

Total  301,060,571  279,932,105  301,057,888  279,929,706 99.99% 99.99%

Assumption : Our fully-owned hydropower plants use a water volume of 22.28m3/sec when operating at their full capacities.
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Water consumption and Management by Source Waste Management
306-2

Resus promotes group wide waste 

segregation as a green practice, 

implemented in partnership with local 

authorities and other waste management 

solution providers.

PAPER AND OTHER (KG)

  1,935  
2019/20

 1,943  
2020/21

KITCHEN WASTE (KG)

 1,518 
2019/20

 3,601 
2020/21

It is mandatory as per our organizational 
regulations for contractors to clean the 
site on a daily basis and all waste should 
be dumped in identified locations. Waste 
burning and use of polythene is strictly 
prohibited at construction sites and at 
power plant premises. Penalties are 
imposed for any violation of regulations.

Daily inspections are conducted by an 
assigned representative of the project 
team to observe any deviations from 
waste management procedures.

E-Waste

Our E-waste initiative covers the disposal 
of computers and accessories, mobile 
phones, batteries and other electrical and 
electronic appliances in a responsible 
manner. However, due to the low quantity 
of e-waste collected we have not 
reported the quantity of e-waste.

Emissions Management

305-1,2,3,5,6,7

We operate our hydropower plants in 
a zero-emission environment. During 
project construction, machinery deployed 
by contractors may have emissions and 
discharges. All machinery should be in 
good condition without unacceptable 
levels of emissions. Machinery in bad 
conditions are not allowed to be used at 
our project sites.

All electromechanical equipment at our 
hydropower stations are supplied by 
top-of-the-range Western-European 
suppliers, which are manufactured under 
strict European Standards.

Through this, we ensure that our 
equipment operates at highest efficiency 
and in accordance with acceptable 
engineering norms and they are 
environmentally sustainable.

Carbon footprint:

Heavy machineries are not used 
in project construction areas, and 
emissions from machinery such as 
concrete mixtures, excavators, and small 
generators used are not significant. Our 
operational power plants partly use 
self- generated electricity for internal 
consumption needs.

As a result, greenhouse gas emissions 
from these activities are not considered 
significant in the sector we operate. In 
fact, our business operation helps to 
reduce the carbon footprint considerably.

The nature of our business itself 
contributes towards the reduction of the 
carbon footprint, as electricity generation 
from renewable energy sources replaces 
electricity generation from burning fossil 
fuel.
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ENVIRONMENT CAPITAL

Generation of electricity from our fully owned hydropower plants helps to reduce the 
CO2 emissions from generation of electricity with fossil fuel.

Reduction of  t-CO2 emission

2020/21 2019/20

Electricity generation from fully-owned hydro 
power plants 37.83 32.14

Reduction of t-CO2 emission from fully-owned 
hydro power plants 26.46  t-CO2 22.454 t-CO2

Emmisiion of t-CO2

Emission Category 2020/21 2019/20

Scope 1 Fuel Consumption for 
Generators

 38.65 46.5
Fuel Consumption for 
Machineries at sites

Fuel Consumption for 
Transportation/ vehicles for 
business use

Scope 2 Electricity Consumption 17.1 15.9

Scope 3 Business purpose air travel  - 6

Generation of electricity from our fully owned hydropower plants helps to reduce the 
CO2 emissions from generation of electricity with fossil fuel.

The above calculations are based on 
three-year generation based weighted 
average grid emission factor of 0.6993 
t-CO2 / MWh for 2017 published by the 
Sri Lanka Sustainable Energy Authority.

There are no significant emissions of 
ozone depleting substances (ODS), NOx, 
SOx, and other significant air emissions 
produced from our business.

Continuing our efforts of reducing carbon 
emissions and promoting environmental 
sustainability, we have taken measures 
towards implementing a Clean 

Development Mechanism (CDM) at our 
operational hydro power plants Gomale 
Oya and Moragaha Oya and at the Upper 
Huluganga hydro power project. Together 
with Sri Lanka Climate Fund (Pvt) Ltd., a 
reputed carbon consultancy company 
offering guidance for proper CDM activity 
and verification of emissions reductions, 
the above three plants have registered 
with the UNFCC (The United Nations 
Framework Convention on Climate 
Change) and will be operating with proper 
monitoring, recording and reporting of 
greenhouse gas emissions.

Conservation Efforts

Resus attaches great importance to 
environmental protection and green 
low-carbon operations in its corporate 
development with an aim to build an 
environment friendly enterprise.

Biodiversity

304-1,2,3,4

Our projects are developed and operated 
with minimum impact to the natural eco 
system and livelihood on the Earth. The 
importance of conservation of biodiversity 
of the environment is readily addressed in 
Our Environmental Management System.

At the project planning stage, we devote 
considerable effort to identify the species 
affected by our project development 
activities to ensure that variability 
within species, between species, and 
between ecosystems are preserved and 
maintained.

Magal Ganga, Gomale Oya and Ranwala 
Oya projects are adjacent to protected 
areas of high biodiversity.

We have constructed a covered water 
channel to protect wild animals from 
falling into it in Magala Ganga and 
diverted the channel path to save and 
minimize the damage to trees in the 
surroundings.

Few flora and faunal threatened species 
were found in the area where the 
Gomale Oya project is being constructed. 
Construction is done on a narrow strip on 
the ground, therefore the threatened flora 
species were not found in the excavated 
and cleared area. However, the effects to 
the faunal species due to construction is 
insignificant.
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Fauna and Flora species found at 

Gomale Oya project site- IUCN Red  

List – 2007

Conservation 
Status

No. of 
Fauna 
Species

No. of Flora 
Species

Near 
Threatened

2 -

Vulnerable 2 8

Critically 
Endangered

- 1

Endangered - 1

Compliance and Expenditures

307-1

The Group was not fined for any non-

compliances with environmental laws 

and regulations for the financial year 

under review and the previous year.

The Group incurred considerable 
additional costs in designing the projects 
to preserve and protect the environment 
and its biodiversity in the project areas.
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Our approach to governance has 
been based on the belief that high
quality governance is essential to the 
creation of long-term shareholder 
value and must be pursued 
resolutely

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE



Compliance Summary

Regulatory Benchmarks

Adoption Standard/Principle/Code Adherence

Mandatory Provisions The Companies Act No.7 of 2007 and 

regulations D

Mandatory Provisions Listing Rules of the Colombo Stock 

Exchange (CSE) D

Mandatory Provisions Securities and Exchange Commission 

of Sri Lanka Act No. 36 of 1987, 

including directives and circulars
D

Mandatory Provisions Code of Best Practice on Related 

Party Transactions (2013) advocated 

by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission of Sri Lanka (SEC)

D

Voluntary provisions Code of Best Practice on Corporate 

Governance 2017 issued jointly by the 

Institute of Chartered Accountants 

of Sri Lanka (CA Sri Lanka) and the 

Securities and Exchange Commission 

of Sri Lanka (SEC)

D

Internal Benchmarks

Articles of Association D
Environmental Management System D
Project Management Manual D
Code of Business Ethics D
Internal Control System D
Risk Management Framework D
HR Policies D
Finance Policies D
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Chairman’s Statement

The trust and confidence placed on us by our stakeholders’ bares testimony to our integrity and sustained value creation, 

which in turn reflects our adherence to high standards of governance. Our approach to governance has been based on 

the belief that high quality governance is essential to the creation of long-term shareholder value and must be pursued 

resolutely.

We aspire to maintain the highest level of governance standards ensuring that through sound policies and procedures 

these standards and values are cascaded across the Group. The Board is supported by robust and independent audit and 

compliance functions that provide effective oversight over the governance process and plays an important role in setting 

the tone and creating a culture that delivers sustainable value. Towards this end we focus on creating a values-driven 

culture at Resus, where everyone demonstrates the core values of Creativity, Integrity, Concern for People and Planet, 

Obsession for Performance and Sense of Urgency, making sound governance practices a way of life through our daily 

operations of the Group.

The level of compliance with the Code of Best Practice on Corporate Governance issued jointly by the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka (CA Sri Lanka) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) of Sri Lanka in 

2017 (the Code) and the disclosure requirements and continuing listing rules of the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) are 

described in the Report below.

As required in the Code, I hereby confirm that, I am not aware of any material violations of any of the provisions of the Code 

of Business Conduct and Ethics by any Director or any member of the Corporate Management of Resus Energy PLC.

H A S Madanayake  

Chairman

 

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE
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1. Corporate Governance Framework

The Group has in place a well-structured corporate governance 

framework, which is integral in creating sustainable shareholder 

value. The corporate governance framework at Resus Energy 

PLC, is built on the core principles of accountability and 

transparency, which are essential for the creation, enhancement 

and maintenance of a sustainable business model. The Group 

has also established its own set of internal benchmarks, 

processes and structures in meeting accepted best practices 

in governance, which have lent credence to Resus’s continuous 

and consistent value creation for its stakeholders. Our cohesive 

governance structure consisting of several governance bodies 

with well-defined roles and responsibilities, ensures greater 

accountability and clear reporting lines.

The Company operates with an Integrated Governance 

framework with due considerations given to Corporate 

Governance Best Practice issued jointly by the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka (CA Sri Lanka) and the 

Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka (SEC) and also 

continuing listing rules of the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE).

The following sections describe in detail:

 � The components of the Resus Corporate Governance 

System

 �  Resus’ level of compliance with the above Code

 � The monitoring and review mechanisms in place to ensure 

strict compliance to the Group’s Governance policy in order 

to gain assurance of its effectiveness

EXTERNAL REGULATIONS INTERNAL REGULATIONS

 � Code of Best Practice on 

Corporate Governance 

issued jointly by SEC and 

CA Sri Lanka

 � Continuing listing rules 

published by the CSE

 �  Companies Act No. 7 of 

2007

 �  Sri Lanka Accounting 

Standards (LKAS and 

SLFRS)

 �  GRI Guidelines on 

Sustainability

 � Independent Audit

 � Internal Audit

 �  Articles of Association

 �  Environmental 

Management System

 �  Project Management 

Manual

 �  Code of Business Ethics

 �  Internal Control System

 �  Enterprise Risk 

Management Framework

 � HR Policies

 � Finance Policies

Managing Director
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1.1 Governance Structure 

102-18

INTERNAL GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

Board of Directors

Shareholders

Remuneration
Committee
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2.Board Effectiveness

2.1 Board Composition and Expertise 

102-22

Director’s Independence

of the directors are independent

BOARD COMPOSITION INDEPENDENCE

Executive Directors

Non-Executive Directors  

(Including Chairman)

Independent  

Non-Executive Directors

Alternate Directors

TENURE

0 1 2 3 4

>9 Years

6-9 Years

3-6 Years

<3 Years

1

3

1

2

43%
Accounting & 
Finance

29%
Engineering

28%
Legal

INDUSTRY EXPERTISE
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Independence is determined

against criteria as set out 

in the Listing Rules of the 

Colombo Stock Exchange and 

in compliance with Schedule 

K of the Code.

Independence assessment 

of directors is conducted 

annually by the Board, based 

on annual declaration and 

other information submitted 

by Non Executive Directors.

The Board is satisfied there 

are no relationships or 

circumstances likely to affect 

or appear to affect, directors’ 

non-independence during the 

period under review.

Appropriate board size 

promoting accountability while 

ensuring effective and rapid 

decision making

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Female
14%

Male
86%

GENDER DIVERSITY

BOARD SIZE

07
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2.1 Role of the Chairman and MD 

102-23

The role of Chairman is separate from that of the MD/ CEO which is in line with best practices in Corporate Governance ensuring 

that no one Director has unfettered power and authority. The Chairman is Non-Executive Director while the MD/CEO is an Executive 

Director appointed by the Board.

Responsibilities of the Board Chairman’s Responsibilities Managing Director’s Responsibilities

The Board’s role is to provide

entrepreneurial leadership to the Group

within a framework of prudent and

effective controls which enables risks to

be assessed and managed.

 �  Formulation, implementation and 

monitoring the business strategy

 �  Placing effective systems to secure 

the integrity of information, internal 

controls, business continuity and risk 

management

 �  Compliance with laws, regulations, 

and ethical standards

 �  Consider the interest of all 

stakeholders in corporate decisions

Chairman leads the Board, preserving

good corporate governance and 

ensuring that it works ethically and 

effectively, acting in the best interest of 

the Group.

 �  Lead the Board and manage the 

business of the Board

 �  Approve the agenda for each Board 

meeting

 �  Ensure that the Board members 

receive accurate, timely and clear 

information to enable the Board to 

take sound decisions

 �  Ensure regular meetings, the minutes 

of which are accurately recorded 

and where appropriate include the 

individual and collective views of the 

Directors

 �  Facilitate and encourage discussions 

among all Directors in the decision 

making

 �  Represent the views of the Board to 

the public

 �  Ensure that the new Board members 

are given appropriate induction

The MD is an Executive Director

appointed by the Board and is

accountable for implementation of

the Group’s strategic plan and driving

performance.

 �  Formulate and implement the 

Company’s strategies and managing 

the day-to-day operations of the 

Company

 �  Continuously monitoring and 

reporting to the Board on the 

performance of the Company

 �  Establishing an optimum 

organizational structure which is 

appropriate for the execution of 

Company’s Strategy

 �  Compliance with all the applicable 

legal and regulatory obligations

 �  Managing the financial and the 

business risk of the company’s 

operations and identifying the 

potential risks of the company

 � Developing and recommending 

budgets to the Board
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2.2 Board Sub-Committees & Areas of Oversight

Board Committee Composition of Directors Areas of Oversight

Audit Committee  �  Professor K A M K Ranasinghe (C)
(INED)

 �  Mr. U P Egalahewa PC (INED)

 �  Ms. D C Abeyawardena (INED)

 �  Integrity of Financial Statements
 �  Risk management
 �  Business Ethics
 �  Internal Controls
 �  Compliance with legal and regulatory requirements
 �  External Audit
 �  Internal Audit

Remuneration
Committee

 � Mr. U P Egalahewa PC (C) (INED)

 � Professor K A M K Ranasinghe (INED)

 � Mr. H A S Madanayake (NED)

 �  The Company’s remuneration philosophy and the principles of 
its remuneration policy

 �  Company’s framework of executive remuneration

 �  The level and structure of remuneration for Senior 
Management

Related Party 
Transactions Review 
Committee

 �  Mr. U P Egalahewa PC (C) (INED)

 �  Professor K A M K Ranasinghe (INED)

 �  Mr. G A K Nanayakkara (ED)

 �  Ms. D C Abeyawardena (INED)

 �  Related Party Transaction Policy

 �  Disclosures on related party Transactions in the annual report

C - Chairman INED - Independent Non-Executive Director  NED - Non-Executive Director ED – Executive  Director

2.3 Board Evaluation

At the commencement of each financial 
year, the Board in consultation with the 
Managing Director sets financial and 
non-financial goals based on the short, 
medium and long-term objectives of the 
Company. The annual appraisal of the 
Managing Director is carried out by the 
Board at pre-agreed performance targets 
at the end of each financial year. Goals 
and targets of the Board of Directors 
set out are evaluated at the end of the 
year by the members. Further, the Board 
considers Non-Executive Directors’ 
independence on an annual basis and 
concluded for the financial year that each 
of them continues to be free from any 
business or other relationship that could 
reasonably be perceived to materially 
interfere with the exercise of their 
unfettered and independent judgment.

2.4 Ethics

Our values and code of ethics ensure that 
we do the right business in the right way, 
by complying with relevant laws which in 
turn enhances the trust placed on us by 
our stakeholders. Our Code of Conduct & 
Ethics is communicated to employees in 
all three languages, detailing our Policies 
on Anti-Bribery & Corruption, Anti-
harassment and Whistle Blowing which 
applies to all employees and covers all 
operations. It is aligned to our values, 
standards, and procedures. The Board is 
not aware of any material violations of any 
of the provisions of the Code of Conduct 
and Ethics by any Director or Corporate 
Management Member of the Company. 
Please refer to Chairman’s statement on 
Corporate Governance on page 78 for 
declaration that there is no violation of 
the code of conduct & ethics.

2.5 Remuneration

102-36

Our Remuneration Policy for the Board 
of Directors and Key Management 
Personnel seeks to motivate and reward 
performance while reinforcing the 
importance of complying with regulatory 
requirements, stakeholder expectations 
and corporate values. The remuneration 
committee consists exclusively of Non-
executive directors where majority are 
Independent. The remuneration package 
of the MD is structured to link rewards to 
corporate and individual performance. 
Further, our remuneration framework 
for the MD is designed to create and 
enhance value for all stakeholders and 
to ensure there is strong alignment 
between the short term and long term 
interest of the Company while taking into 
consideration the level of remuneration 
paid by the other comparable companies, 
performance and risk factors entailed in 
his job.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
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Strategy and Business

Review and approval of policies, key metrics 

and structural changes

Approval of significant investments

Approval of annual budget

Funding arrangements

Approval of interim dividends for 2020/21

Governance

Board Sub-Committee composition, 

resignations, 

nominations and appointments

Board evaluations and action plan to implement 

recommendations

Review of policy frameworks

Risk and Oversight

Review of overall risk policy 

Approval of the quarterly Financial  

Statements and the Annual Report

Compliance review

Review of impacts from operating environment

Stakeholder Engagement

Review of shareholder communications

Review of feedback from institutional investors

Review of regulatory reviews

3. Board Calendar and Activities

The agenda and Board papers for the meetings are sent 15 days before the meeting, allowing members sufficient time to review 

the same. Urgent board papers are included on an exceptional basis. Care is taken to ensure that the Board spends sufficient time 

on matters critical to the company, as well as compliance matters. The Board is aware of other commitments of its Directors and is 

satisfied that all Directors allocate sufficient time to enable them to discharge their responsibilities effective

3.1 Board and Sub-Committee Meeting attendance

Name of Director Directorship Status Meeting attendance – Attended/Eligibility

Board Audit 
Committee

Remuneration 
Committee

Related Party 
Transactions 

Review 
Committee

Mr. H A S Madanayake Chairman 4/4 N/A 0/1 N/A

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara Managing Director 4/4 N/A N/A 3/3

Prof. K A M K Ranasinghe Independent Non-Executive Director 4/4 4/4 1/1 3/3

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC Independent Non-Executive Director 4/4 4/4 1/1 3/3

Mrs. D C Abeyawardena Independent Non-Executive Director 4/4 4/4 N/A 3/3

Mr. U G Madanayake Non-Executive Director 0/4 N/A N/A N/A

Mr. C D Coomasaru Alternative Director to Mr. U G Madanayake

(Resigned w.e.f. 27th Jan 2021)

3/3 N/A N/A N/A

Mr. J N Weerakoon Alternative Director to Mr. U G Madanayake

(Appointed w.e.f. 27th Jan 2021)

2/2 N/A N/A N/A

N/A - Not a member of the committee

3.2 Key areas and activities considered in 2020/21

During the year the board held four meetings. A synopsis of the key areas discussed is illustrated as follows:
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Statement of Compliance pertaining to Companies Act No. 7 of 2007

Mandatory Provisions - Fully Compliant

Rule Requirement Compliance 
Status

Reference within the Report

168 (1) (a) The nature of the business together with any change thereof Yes About us

168 (1) (b) Signed financial statements of the Group and the Company Yes Financial Statements

168 (1) (c) Auditors’ Report on financial statements Yes Independent Auditors’ Report

168 (1) (d) Accounting policies and any changes therein Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements

168 (1) (e) Particulars of the entries made in the Interests Register Yes Annual Report of the Board of 

Directors

168 (1) (f) Remuneration and other benefits paid to Directors of the 

Company

Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements

168 (1) (g) Corporate donations made by the Company Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements

168 (1) (h) Information on the Directorate of the Company and its subsidiaries 

during and at the end of the accounting period

Yes Our Organizational Structure

168 (1) (i) Amounts paid/payable to the External Auditor as audit fees and 

fees for other services rendered

Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements

168 (1) (j) Auditors’ relationship or any interest with the Company and its 

Subsidiaries

Yes Report of the Audit Committee

168 (1) (k) Acknowledgement of the contents of this Report and signatures 

on behalf of the Board

Yes Financial Statements / 

Annual Report of the Board of 

Directors

Statement of Compliance under Section 7.6 of the Listing Rules of the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) on Annual Report  

Disclosure

Mandatory Provisions - Fully Compliant

Rule Requirement Compliance 
Status

Reference within the Report

(i) Names of persons who were Directors of the Entity Yes Board of Directors

(ii) Principal activities of the entity and its subsidiaries during the year, 

and any changes therein

Yes About us

(iii) The names and the number of shares held by the 20 largest 

holders of voting and non-voting shares and the percentage of 

such shares held

Yes Investor Information
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Rule Requirement Compliance 
Status

Reference within the Report

(iv) The float adjusted market capitalisation, public holding 

percentage (%), number of public shareholders and under which 

option the Listed Entity complies with the Minimum Public 

Holding requirement

Yes Investor Information

(v) A statement of each Director’s holding and Chief Executive 

Officer’s holding in shares of the Entity at the beginning and end of 

each financial year

Yes Investor Information

(vi) Information pertaining to material foreseeable risk factors of the 

Entity

Yes Managing Risk

(vii) Details of material issues pertaining to employees and industrial 

relations of the Entity

Yes Human Capital

(viii) Extents, locations, valuations and the number of buildings of the 

Entity’s land holdings and investment properties

Yes Our Business Operation

(ix) Number of shares representing the Entity’s stated capital Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements

(x) A distribution schedule of the number of holders in each class of 

equity securities, and the percentage of their total holdings

Yes Investor Information

(xi) Financial ratios and market price information Yes Investor Information

(xii) Significant changes in the Company’s or its subsidiaries’ 

fixed assets, and the market value of land, if the value differs 

substantially from the book value as at the end of the year

Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements

(xiii) Details of funds raised through a public issue, rights issue and a 

private placement during the year

N/A

(xiv) Information in respect of Employee Share Ownership or Stock 

Option Schemes

Yes Investor Information

(xv) Disclosures pertaining to Corporate Governance

practices in terms of Rules 7.10.3, 7.10.5 c. and

7.10.6 c. of Section 7 of the Listing Rules

Yes Corporate Governance

(xvi) Related Party transactions exceeding 10 per cent of the equity or 

5 per cent of the total assets of the Entity as per audited financial 

statements, whichever is lower

Yes Notes to the Financial 

Statements
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Statement of Compliance under Section 7.10 of the Listing Rules of the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) on Corporate  

Governance

Mandatory Provisions - Fully Compliant

Rule No. Subject Requirement Compliance 
Status

Reference within the 
Report

7.10.1(a) Non-Executive 

Directors (NED)

At least 2 or 1/3 of the total number of Directors on the 

Board whichever is higher should be NEDs

Yes Board Composition

7.10.2(a) Independent 

Directors (ID)

2 or1/3 of NEDs, whichever is higher, should be

independent

Yes Board Composition

7.10.2(b) Independent 

Directors (ID)

Each NED should submit a signed and dated

declaration of his/her independence or non-

independence

Yes Board Evaluation

7.10.3(a) Disclosure 

relating to

Directors

The Board shall annually determine the

independence or otherwise of the NEDs, and

Names of each IDs should be disclosed in the

Annual Report (AR)

Yes Board Evaluation

7.10.3(b) Disclosure 

relating to 

Directors

The basis for the Board’s determination of ID, if

criteria specified for independence is not met

Yes Not Applicable.

7.10.3(c) Disclosure 

relating to 

Directors

A brief resume of each Director should be

included in the AR including the Director’s areas

of expertise

Yes Board of Directors

7.10.3(d) Disclosure 

relating to 

Directors

Provide a brief resume of new Directors

appointed to the Board with details specified in

7.10.3(a), (b) and (c) to the CSE

Yes Board of Directors

7.10.4

(a-h)

Criteria for

defining 

Independence

Requirements for meeting criteria to be an

Independent Director

Yes Board Composition

7.10.5 Remuneration

Committee (RC)

A listed company shall have a Remuneration

Committee

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas 

of Oversight, Report 

of the Remuneration 

Committee

7.10.5(a) Composition of

Remuneration

Committee

RC Shall comprise of NEDs, a majority of whom

will be independent

One NED shall be appointed as Chairman of the

committee by the Board of Directors

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the 

Remuneration

Committee
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Rule No. Subject Requirement Compliance 
Status

Reference within the 
Report

7.10.5.(b) Functions of

Remuneration

Committee

The RC shall recommend the remuneration of

Executive Directors

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the 

Remuneration

Committee

7.10.5.(c) Disclosure in

the Annual

Report

relating to

Remuneration

Committee

Names of Directors comprising the RC

Statement of Remuneration Policy

Aggregated remuneration paid to Executive and

Non-Executive Directors should be included in

the Annual Report

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the 

Remuneration

Committee

7.10.6 Audit

Committee (AC)

The Company shall have an AC Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the Audit 

Committee

7.10.6(a) Composition of 

Audit Committee

Shall comprise of Non-Executive Directors, a majority of 

whom are Independent.

Chief Executive Officer and the Chief Financial Officer 

should attend Audit Committee Meetings.

The Chairman of the Audit Committee or one member 

should be a member of a professional accounting body.

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the Audit

Committee

7.10.6(b) Audit Committee 

Functions

Should be as outlined in the Section 7.10 of the Listing 

Rules.

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the Audit

Committee

7.10.6(c) Disclosure in 

Annual Report 

Relating to Audit 

Committee

a) Names of the Directors comprising the Audit 

Committee.

b) The Audit Committee shall make a determination of 

the independence of the Auditors and disclose the 

basis for such determination.

c) The Annual Report shall contain a Report of the Audit 

Committee in the prescribed manner.

Yes Board Sub-

Committees & Areas of 

Oversight,

Report of the Audit

Committee
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Statement of Compliance under Section 9.3.2 of the Listing Rules of the Colombo Stock Exchange (CSE) on Related Party  

Transactions

Mandatory Provisions - Fully Compliant

Rule No. Subject Requirement Compliance 
Status

Reference within the 
Report

CSE 9.3.2 /

SEC 4.0

Related Party

Transactions

Review

Committee

a) Details pertaining to Non-Recurrent Related

 Party Transactions

b) Details pertaining to Recurrent Related Party

 Transactions

c) Report of the Related Party Transactions

 Review Committee

d) Declaration by the Board of Directors as

 an affirmative statement of compliance

 with the rules pertaining to Related Party

 Transactions, or a negative statement

 otherwise

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Board Sub- 

Committees & Areas 

of Oversight, Report 

of the Related Party 

Transaction Review 

Committee

Compliance with the Code of Best Practice on Corporate Governance issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri 

Lanka (CA Sri Lanka) in 2017

Voluntary Provisions

Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

A.1 An effective Board should direct, lead and control the company

A.1.1 Regular Board meetings, 

provide information to the 

Board on a structured and 

regular basis

Yes The Board generally meets on a quarterly basis, but more frequently 

whenever it is necessary.

Accordingly, four Board Meetings are scheduled annually to determine 

the Company’s strategic direction, review the Company’s operational and 

financial performances and to provide insight.

Ad-hoc meetings are also scheduled to discuss and review specific 

matters which require the attention of the Board between scheduled 

Board meetings.

Apart from taking decisions at Board meetings, the Board also takes 

decisions via circular resolutions which are required to be signed by all 

the Directors.

The attendance at Board meetings held during the financial year is set 

out on Board and subcommittee meeting attendance
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

A.1.2 Role and Responsibilities 

of the Board

Yes Role and responsibilities of the board is set out in Role of the chairman 

and MD

A.1.3 Act in accordance with 

laws of the Country

Independent professional 

advice

Yes The Board collectively and the Directors individually act in accordance 

with the laws of the country of operation which are applicable to the 

business enterprise. The Board of Directors ensures that procedures and 

processes are in place to ensure that the Company complies with all 

applicable laws and regulations.

A procedure has been established for Directors to seek independent 

professional advice from external parties when necessary at the expense 

of the Company. There were instances during the financial year under 

review that Board members sought such advice which were attended to 

by the Company.

A.1.4 Access to advise and 

services of the Company 

Secretary

Yes The Directors have access to the advice and services of the Board 

Secretary. The Board Secretary ensures that Board procedures, relevant 

statutory obligations and other applicable rules and regulations are 

complied with.

The Board Secretary had provided the Board with support and advice 

relating to Corporate Governance matters, Board procedures, and 

applicable rules and regulations during the financial year. The Board 

Secretary ensures that the Board members are provided with timely and 

accurate information to fulfill their duties

The appointment and removal of the Board Secretary is a decision taken 

by the Board as a whole.

A.1.5 Independent judgement Yes The Directors exercise independent judgment in all decisions pertaining 

to strategy, performance, resource allocation and standards of business 

conduct.

Non-Executive Directors are responsible for bringing independent and 

objective judgement and scrutinizing the recommendations/proposals 

made by the corporate management led by the Managing Director 

on issues of strategy, performance, resource utilization and business 

conduct.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

A.1.6 Dedicate adequate time 

and effort to matters of the 

Board and the Company

Yes The members of the Board dedicate adequate time and effort to fulfill 

their duties and responsibilities as Directors of the Company. In addition 

to attending Board meetings, they have attended Sub-Committee 

meetings and have also contributed to decision making through circular 

resolutions where necessary. The composition of Board Sub-Committees 

and Meeting attendance are mentioned under Board and subcommittee 

meeting attendance

A.1.7 Calls for resolutions by at 

least 1/3rd of Directors

Yes Any Director can call for a resolution to be presented to the Board if 

deemed necessary.

A1.8 Board induction and 

Training

Yes The Board recognizes the need for continuous training and expansion 

of knowledge and undertakes such professional development as they 

consider necessary in assisting them to carry out their duties as Directors.

Directors are therefore encouraged to participate in continuous 

professional and self-development activities.

In addition, an induction programme is in place for newly appointed 

Directors to familiarize them with the Company’s business operation and 

internal control system.

A.2 Chairman and CEO Yes There should be a clear division of responsibilities between the Chairman 

and the Chief Executive Officer to ensure a balance of power and 

authority, in such a way that any individual has no unfettered powers of 

decisions.

The roles of the Chairman and Managing Director are segregated at 

Resus. The Chairman’s main responsibility is to lead, direct and manage 

the Board to ensure that it operates effectively and fully discharges its 

legal and regulatory responsibilities. The Managing Director is responsible 

for the day-to-day operations of the Company and the Group.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

A.3 Chairman’s role in 

preserving good corporate 

governance

Yes The Chairman should lead and manage the Board, ensuring that it 

discharges its legal and regulatory responsibilities effectively and fully, 

and preserves order, and facilitates the effective discharge of the

Board function.

The Chairman in running the Board and facilitates the effective discharge 

of Board proceedings. All the Directors are encouraged to participate in 

decision making and their views are obtained to ensure that the Board 

functions in an efficient manner which is beneficial to the stakeholders 

and the Company.

The role of the Managing Director is mentioned on Role of the chairman 

and MD.

A.4 Availability of financial 

acumen

Yes The Board should ensure the availability within of those with sufficient 

financial acumen and knowledge to offer guidance on matters of finance.

The Board is equipped with members having sufficient financial acumen 

and knowledge.

Directors qualification and experience are set out in Board of Directors.

A.5 Board Balance Yes There should be balance of Executive and Non-Executive Directors so 

that no individual or small group of individuals can dominate the Board’s 

decision-making.

All Directors are Non-Executive Directors except the Managing 

Director. Each of them brings vast experience and the ability to exercise 

independence and judgment when taking informed decisions.

A.5.1 The Board should include 

sufficient number of NEDs

Yes The board consist with majority of NEDs where six directors are NEDs out 

of seven directors.

A.5.2 If the Board includes only 

3 NEDs, they should be 

independent

Not 

Applicable

A.5.3 Independence of Directors Yes Independent Directors are independent of management and free of 

business dealings that may be perceived to materially interfere with the 

exercise of their unfettered and independent judgement.

A.5.4 Annual declaration of 

independence by Directors

Yes Independent Directors have submitted written declarations of their 

independence as required by Schedule J of the Code and section 

7.10.2(b) of the Listing Rules.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

A.5.5 Annual determination of 

independence of NEDs

Yes The Board considers Non-Executive Directors’ independence on an 

annual basis and concluded for the financial year that each of them 

continues to be free from any business or other relationship that could 

reasonably be perceived to materially interfere with the exercise of their 

unfettered and independent judgment.

A.5.6 Alternate Directors Yes Mr. J N Weerakoon was appointed as the Alternate Director to Mr. U G 

Madanayake on 27th January 2021.

A.5.7 & A.5.8 Senior Independent 

Director (SID)

No A senior Independent Director has not been appointed by the Board as 

the Chairman and the Managing Director are separate persons.

The requirement to appoint a Senior Independent Director does not arise 

under the Code.

A.5.9 Annual meeting with NEDs Yes The Chairman meets with the Non-Executive Directors without the 

presence of the Executive Director on a need basis. However, there were 

no formal specific meetings held with Non-Executive Directors during the 

year.

A.5.10 Recording of dissent in 

minutes

Yes All concerns raised by the Directors on matters of the Company and 

wished to be recorded have been duly recorded in the Board minutes 

with sufficient details.

A.6 Supply of Information Yes Management should provide time bound information in a form and of 

quality appropriate to enable the Board to discharge its duties.

Financial and non-financial information are analyzed and presented to the 

Board to make informed and accurate decisions.

A.7 Appointments to the Board 

and Re-election

Yes A formal and transparent procedure should be followed for the 

appointment of new Directors to the Board.

The Board assesses the suitability of the prospective nominees to the 

Board and approves the persons as “fit and proper” to serve as a member 

of the Board.

A.7.1 Establishing a Nomination 

Committee, Chairman and 

Terms of Reference

No The Board has not established a Nominations Committee to make 

recommendations on Board appointments.

Hence, appointments to the Board are made collectively and with the 

consent of all the Directors.

A.7.2 Annual assessment of 

Board composition

Yes An assessment is made of the Board composition to ascertain whether 

the combined knowledge and experience of the Board matches 

the strategic demands facing the Company when considering new 

appointments to the Board.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

A.7.3 Disclosures on 

appointment of new 

directors

Yes Details of new Directors are disclosed to the shareholders at the time 

of their appointment by way of public announcements to the Colombo 

Stock Exchange as well as in the Annual Report, along with a brief 

resume of the Director.

A.8 Directors to submit 

themselves for re-election

Yes All Directors should submit themselves for re-election at regular intervals 

and at least once in every three years, and all Non-Executive Directors 

should be appointed for a specific term and subject to re-election.

A.9 Appraisal of Board 

and sub-Committee 

Performances

Yes The Board should periodically appraise its own performance against 

the pre-set targets in order to ensure that the Board responsibilities are 

satisfactorily discharged.

The Board carries out an evaluation of its performance in the discharge 

of its key responsibilities. Each member of the Board and Board Sub-

Committees carried out a self-assessment of his own effectiveness as an 

individual as well as effectiveness of the Board as a team.

A.10 Annual Report to disclose 

specified information 

regarding Directors

Yes Details in respect of each Director should be disclosed in the Annual 

Report for the benefit of the shareholders and disclosed under Board of 

Directors.

A.11 Appraisal of the CEO Yes The Board of Directors should at least annually assess the performance 

of the Chief Executive Officer.

At the commencement of each financial year, the Board in consultation 

with the Managing Director sets financial and non-financial goals based 

on the short, medium and long term objectives of the Company.

The annual appraisal of the Managing Director is carried out by the Board 

at pre-agreed performance targets at the end of each financial year.

B. Directors Remuneration

B.1 Establish process for 

developing policy on 

executive and director 

remuneration.

Yes The Remuneration Committee makes recommendations to the Board 

on remuneration policy for the Executive Director and the corporate 

management team that is consistent with the objectives of the Company.

B.2 Level and Make Up of 

Remuneration

Yes The Board makes assessments on the fact that the remuneration 

of Executive and the Non-Executive Directors reflects the market 

expectations and is sufficient enough to attract and retain the quality of 

Directors needed run the Company.

The remuneration package of the Managing Director is structured to 

link rewards to corporate and individual performance, ensuring there is 

strong alignment between the short-term and long-term interests of the 

Company.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

B.3 Disclosures related to 

remuneration in Annual

Report

-  Remuneration Policy 

statement

-  Aggregate Board 

remuneration paid

-  HRRC report

Yes The Company should disclose the Remuneration Policy and the details of 

Remuneration of the Board as a whole.

Remuneration policy is disclosed in Report of the Remuneration 

Committee.

The total remuneration paid to the Directors is disclosed in note to the 

Financial Statements.

C Relations with Shareholders

C.1 Constructive use of the 

AGM and Other General 

Meetings

Yes The Notice of the Annual General Meeting and the relevant documents 

are published and dispatched to the shareholders 15 working days prior 

to the meeting as required by Section 135(1) of the Companies Act No. 7 

of 2007.

The Company proposes a separate resolution for each item of business 

at the Annual General Meeting giving shareholders the opportunity to 

vote on each issue separately.

C.2 Communication with 

shareholders

Yes The Company disseminates information pertaining to the performance of 

the Company through the publication of the Interim Financial Statements 

and the Annual Report in a timely manner. Information is provided to 

the shareholders prior to the Annual General Meeting to give them an 

opportunity to raise any issues relating to business of Resus, either 

verbally or in writing prior to the Annual General Meeting.

Immediate announcements are also made to the Colombo Stock 

Exchange on any information which is considered price sensitive.

The Company Secretary could be contacted in relation to any 

shareholder matter.

C.3 Disclosure of major and 

material transactions

Yes The Directors ensure that any transaction that would materially affect 

the net asset base of the Company or Group is communicated to the 

shareholders and required approvals are obtained in accordance with the 

Statutes. There were no major or material transactions during the year, 

which materially affected the net asset base of the Company.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

D. Accountability and Audit

D. 1 Present a balanced 

and understandable 

assessment of the 

Company’s financial 

position, performance, and 

prospects

Yes Resus Energy PLC has reported a true and fair view of its financial 

position and performance for the year ended 31st March 2021 and at the 

end of each quarter of 2020/21 financial year.

The Board ensures that the quarterly and annual Financial Statements 

of the Company and Group are prepared and published in compliance 

with the requirements of the Companies Act No. 7 of 2007, Sri Lanka 

Accounting Standards (LKASs and SLFRSs) and the Rules of the 

Colombo Stock Exchange.

The responsibility statement of the Managing Director and Head of 

Finance has been set out declaring that the financial records of the 

Company have been properly maintained and are in compliance with 

relevant accounting standards and that the system of risk management 

and internal control operates effectively.

D1.1 Balanced Annual Report Yes

D.1.2 Balanced and 

understandable 

communication

Yes

D.1.3 CEO/CFO declaration Yes

D.1.4 Directors Report 

declarations

Yes The “Annual Report of the Board of Directors” which covers all areas of 

this Section.

D.1.5 Financial reporting 

-statement on board 

responsibilities Statement 

on internal control

Yes The declarations required to be made by the Board is given in the Annual 

Report of the Board of Directors.

“Statement of Directors’ Responsibilities in relation to Annual Financial 

Statements” in preparation of the Financial Statements and  “Independent 

Auditors’ Report” given with Financial Statements. The Directors’ 

Statement on Internal Control is given with “Directors’ Statement on 

Internal Control” Report.

D.1.6 Management Discussion & 

Analysis

Yes A Management Discussion and Analysis is contained in the “Managing 

Director’s Review”, “Capitals Reports”, “Our Business Operation” and “Risk 

Management Report”.

D.1.7 Net Assets < 50% Yes In the unlikely event of the net assets of the company falling below 50% 

of Shareholders Funds the Board will summon an Extraordinary General 

Meeting (EGM) to notify the shareholders of the position and to explain 

the remedial action being taken. Likelihood of such occurrence is remote.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

D.1.8 Related Party Transactions Yes The Directors have instituted an effective and comprehensive system of 

Internal Controls for identifying, recording and disclosure of related party 

transactions.

Steps have been taken by the Board to avoid any conflict of interest that 

may arise, in transacting with related parties. Further, the Board ensures 

that no related party benefits from favorable treatment. The pricing 

applicable to such transactions is based on the assessment of risk and 

pricing model of the Company and is comparable with that what is 

applied to transactions between the Company and its unrelated parties.

Related Party Transactions Review Committee was established by the 

Board w.e.f 1st January 2016 in accordance with the guidelines of the 

Code of Best Practices on Related Party Transactions issued by the 

Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka.

Related Party Transactions Review policy and procedures are discussed 

in the Related Party Transactions Review Committee report.

All related party transactions as defined in Sri Lanka Accounting 

Standard-24 (LKAS 24) on “Related Party Transactions” are disclosed in 

note to the Financial Statements.

D.2 Process of risk 

management and a sound 

system of internal control 

to safeguard shareholders’

investments and the 

Company’s assets

Report of the Audit and 

Risk Committee

Directors’ Statement of 

Internal Control

Yes The Board is responsible for establishing a sound framework of risk 

management and internal control and monitoring its effectiveness on a 

continuous basis. Through such an effective framework, Resus manage 

business risks and ensures that the financial information on which 

business decisions are made and published is reliable, and also ensures 

that the Company’s assets are safeguarded against unauthorized use or 

disposition.

The Board has appointed a three-member Audit Committee comprising 

of Independent Non-Executive Directors.

The Audit Committee on quarterly basis reviews the Risk Register of the 

Company and the Group in the context of likelihood and their impact to 

the Group along with the effectiveness of the system of internal controls 

to address them to a satisfactory level. Strategies adopted by the 

Company to manage its risk are set out in the risk management report.
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Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

D.3 Audit Committee Yes Refer coporate governance for the Directors who served on the Audit 

Committee during the yeart under review.

The said Committee met four times during the year. The Board Secretary 

functions as the Secretary to the Audit Committee.

The Managing Director, Head of Finance, Senior Project Managers, and 

the External and Internal Auditors attend meetings on invitation.

D.4 Related Party Transactions 

Review Committee

Yes Refer “Board Sub-Commitees in and areas of oversight” for the Directors 

who served on the Related Party Transactions Review Committee during 

the year under review.

The said Committee met Three times during the year. The Board 

Secretary functions as the Secretary to the Related Party Transactions 

Review Committee.

D.5 Code of Business Conduct 

and Ethics

Yes The Company has adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and 

the Directors are committed to the Code and the principles contained 

therein.

A set of guidelines for ethical behavior has also been compiled to assist 

employees to act responsibly and to make the correct decisions in 

their day to day work. The Code of Conduct explains the principles for 

dealing with business associates, general partners, colleagues and the 

community in which the Company operates.

The Corporate Governance Report sets out the manner and extent to 

which the Company has complied with the principles and provisions of 

the Code.

The Board is not aware of any material violations of any of the provisions 

of the Code of Business Conduct and Ethics by any Director or any 

corporate management member of the Company.

D.6 Corporate Governance 

Disclosures

Yes This requirement is met through the presentation of this report.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

Code Ref. Requirement Status of 
Compliance

Level of Compliance/ Reference within the Report

E/F Institutional and other 

investors

Yes The Company is committed to maintain good communications with 

investors. The Chairman conducts a structured dialogue with the 

shareholders based on the mutual understanding of objectives and 

ensures that the views of the shareholders are communicated to the 

Board as a whole.

The Annual General Meeting is used to have an effective dialogue with 

the shareholders on matters which are relevant and concern to the 

general membership.

The Managing Director has regular discussions with key institutional 

shareholders to share highlights of the Company’s performance and also 

with the view to obtaining constructive feedback. The feedback obtained 

from institutional shareholders is communicated to the entire Board by 

the Managing Director.

Individual shareholders are encouraged to carry out adequate analysis 

and seek the independent advice prior to investing or divesting directly in 

shares of the Company.

All shareholders are encouraged to participate at meetings of the 

Company and a Form of Proxy accompanies each Notice providing 

shareholders who are unable to attend such meeting the opportunity to 

cast their vote.

H Principals of Sustainability 

Reporting

Yes Please refer our Value Creation model on Capitals Reports and GRI Index.
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DIRECTORS’ STATEMENT ON
INTERNAL CONTROLS

Requirement

The ‘Code of Best Practice on Corporate 

Governance 2017’ (The Code) issued 

jointly by the Securities and Exchange 

Commission and the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka 

recommends that the Board of Directors 

present a statement on internal controls.

Responsibility

The Board of Directors is responsible 

for the Company’s system of internal 

controls and for reviewing its design and 

effectiveness. The Board has delegated 

this responsibility to the Audit Committee 

for review and to report any findings and 

concerns in this regard.

Internal control process

The Audit Committee of Resus Energy 

PLC adopts a continuous review protocol 

to ensure the system of internal controls 

both at Company level and individual 

subsidiary levels are operating effectively. 

The Committee obtains quarterly 

operational compliance certificates 

signed by each Senior Manager of the 

respective functional areas and the 

Managing Director’s confirmation that 

the system of internal control of the 

Group functions without major control 

weaknesses and breakdowns. The 

Audit Committee carries out annual 

independent discussions with both 

external and internal auditors of the 

Company and reports to the Board of 

Directors of any material control aspects 

revealed from such discussions for 

immediate attention of the Board.

There is an ongoing process in every 

Audit Committee meeting agenda to 

review the risk matrix of the Company 

and the Group to continuously identify, 

evaluate, and manage risks faced by 

the Group. The risk register requires 

the management to identify all risks at 

Company level and individual subsidiary 

levels and prioritize risks based on 

the set rating framework. The Audit 

Committee reviews the risk rating and 

obtains explanations from the Managing 

Director and functional heads regarding 

any updates and risk responses. The risk 

register with the comments of the Audit 

Committee is tabled at Board meetings 

and Board discussions are carried out 

to ensure appropriate procedures are 

in place to evaluate and manage the 

identified risks. The Board ensures that 

the disclosures of risks and mitigation 

actions provide meaningful, information 

for facilitating the decision makers 

about the Company and do not give a 

misleading impression for their decisions.

Statement of Confirmation

Based on the said processes, the 

Board of Directors of Resus Energy PLC 

confirms that the financial reporting 

system of the Company and the Group 

has been designed to provide reasonable 

assurance regarding the reliability of 

financial reporting and the preparation 

of Financial Statements for external 

purposes has been done in accordance 

with applicable Accounting Standards 

and regulatory requirements.

By order of the Board,

Professor Malik Ranasinghe  

Chairman-Audit Committee   

     

 
P R A I Gunarathne  

Head of Finance

 

G A K Nanayakkara  

Managing Director

 
 
H A S Madanayake   

Chairman

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021
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REPORT OF THE 
AUDIT COMMITTEE

Composition of the Committee

The Audit Committee is formally 

established as a Sub-Committee of the 

main Board of Resus Energy PLC. The 

committee consists of the following 

members whose profiles are given on 

page 22 - 23.

Professor K A M K Ranasinghe* 

Chairman

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC*

Ms. D C Abeywardena*  

*Independent Non-Executive Director

Regular Attendees by Invitation

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara  

Managing Director

Mr. P R A I Gunarathne  

Head of Finance

Secretary to the Committee

Nexia Corporate Consultants (Pvt) Limited

Meeting

Name Attendance

Professor K A M K 

Ranasinghe

4/4

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC 4/4

Mrs. D C Abeywardena 4/4

Nexia Corporate 

Consultants (Pvt) 

Limited

4/4

 

The Audit Committee held five meetings 

during the period under review. The 

proceedings of the Audit Committee are 

reported to the Board.

Role of the Committee

The Audit Committee is established for 

the purpose of assisting the Board in 

fulfilling their responsibilities regarding 

the integrity of the Financial Statements, 

risk management, business ethics, 

internal control, compliance with legal 

and regulatory requirements, review 

of External Auditors’ performance and 

independence and internal audit.

Compliance with Financial Reporting

The Audit Committee discusses the 

Company’s quarterly and annual Financial 

Statements prior to publication with the 

management and the External Auditors, 

including the extent of compliance with 

Sri Lanka Accounting Standards (LKASs 

and SLFRSs), and the adequacy of 

disclosures required by other applicable 

laws, rules, objectives and guidelines. The 

Audit Committee also regularly discusses 

the operations of the Company and its 

future prospects with the management 

and is satisfied that all relevant matters 

have been taken into account in the 

preparation of the Financial Statements. 

The Audit Committee performs the 

following;

 � Oversee the preparation, presentation 

and adequacy of disclosures in the 

Financial Statements in accordance 

with the LKASs and SLFRSs

 � Review appropriateness and changes 

in Accounting Policies

 � Review significant estimates and 

judgments made by the management

 � Oversee compliance with financial 

reporting related regulations and 

requirements

 � Oversee the processes to ensure 

that internal controls and risk 

management measures are adequate

 � Assess the independence and 

performance of the external Auditors

 � Recommend to the Board the 

appointment, re-appointment and 

removal of the External Auditors and 

approving their remuneration and 

terms of engagement

 � Review the Company’s ability to 

continue as a Going Concern

Internal Audit, Risks and Controls

The main focus of the Internal Audit 

is to provide independent assurance 

on the overall system of internal 

controls, business and associated risk 

management and governance based on 

internal controls, and compliance with 

laws and regulations and established 

policies and procedures of the Group. 

The Audit Committee monitors and 

reviews the scope of the Internal Audit 

plan, the follow-up actions taken by the 

management on recommendations of 

Internal Auditors, and the effectiveness of 

the Internal Audit function.

The Audit Committee also reviews the 

processes for the identification, evaluation 

and management of all significant 

development and operational risks faced 

by the Group. The Committee reviews 

the Risk Register on a quarterly basis 

in order to identify and assess the risks 

attached to different areas of operation 

and effectiveness of internal controls. 

Formal confirmations and assurances are 

obtained from management regularly 

regarding the efficiency of the internal 

control system and risk management 
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system, and compliance with applicable 

laws and regulations. The Board of 

Directors and Audit Committee obtain 

and are guided by technical advice from 

external consultants as required.

The key risks associated with the 

business are given in the Enterprise Risk 

Management Report on page 105 to 111.

Independent External Auditors

Ernst & Young were appointed as the 

External Auditors of the Company and its 

Subsidiaries. Audit plans and the scope 

of work and a letter of engagement 

are formulated in consultation with the 

Finance Division of the Company.

The Audit Committee is satisfied that the 

independence of the External Auditors 

has not been adversely influenced by 

any event or service that could result in 

a conflict of interest. Due consideration 

has been given to the level of audit and 

non-audit fees received by the External 

Auditors from Resus Energy PLC and its 

Subsidiaries.

The Audit Committee meets the External 

Auditors on an annual basis and reviews 

their findings.

The performance of the External Auditors 

has been discussed with the senior 

management of the Company and the 

Audit Committee has recommended to 

the Board that Ernst & Young, Chartered 

Accountants be re-appointed as External 

Auditors of Resus Energy PLC for the 

financial year ending 31st March 2021, 

subject to approval by the shareholders 

at the Annual General Meeting.

Conclusion

Based on the reports submitted by the 

External Auditors, the Internal Auditors 

and the Risk Management system of 

the Company, the Audit Committee is 

satisfied with the control environment, 

and of the implementation of the Group’s 

accounting policies and operational 

controls and the financial position of the 

Group and is confident that the financial 

position of the Group is secure.

 
Professor K A M K Ranasinghe  

Chairman-Audit Committee

Colombo, Sri Lanka

05th August 2021
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REPORT OF THE REMUNERATION 
COMMITTEE

Composition of the Committee

The Committee was established 
for the purpose of recommending 
the remuneration of the Executive 
Directors. The Committee also 
approves the remuneration of the 
members of the Senior Management 
on the recommendations made by 
the Managing Director. The committee 
consists of the following members 
whose profiles are given on page 22 - 23.

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC*  
Chairman

Professor K A M K Ranasinghe*

Mr. H A S Madanayake  
Non-Executive Director

*Independent Non-Executive Director

Regular Attendees by Invitation

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara 
Managing Director

Ms. C H Manage 
Manager-HR & Sustainability

Secretary to the Committee

Nexia Corporate Consultants (Pvt) 
Limited

Meetings

Name Attendance

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC 1/1

Professor K A M K 

Ranasinghe

1/1

Mr. H A S Madanayake 0/1

Nexia Corporate 

Consultants (Pvt) 

Limited

1/1

The Committee held one meeting during 
the period under review. The minutes 
of meetings of the Remuneration 
Committee are circulated to all members 
of the Board.

Role of the Committee

 � Determine and recommend to the 

Board, the Company’s remuneration 

philosophy and its principles, 

ensuring that these are in line with 

the business strategy, objectives, 

values and long-term interests of the 

Company

 � Make recommendations to the 

Board on the Company’s framework 

of executive remuneration and its 

cost, and to determine on behalf 

of the Board specific remuneration 

packages and conditions of 

employment (including compensation 

entitlements) for Executive Directors

 � Make recommendations to the Board 

and monitor the level and structure of 

remuneration for Senior Management

 � Make recommendations to the Board 

regarding the content of the Board’s 

Annual Report to shareholders on 

Directors’ Remuneration (including 

the Company’s policy on Executive 

Director’s remuneration, details of 

individual remuneration and other 

terms and conditions)

Advisers

The Committee is authorised by the 

Board to seek appropriate professional 

advice inside and outside the Company 

as and when it considers this necessary.

Remuneration to Directors

The Remuneration paid to Directors 

during the year under review is indicated 

in note 176 to the Financial Statements.

All Independent Non-Executive Directors 

receive a fee for serving on the Board 

and serving on Sub-Committees. They 

do not receive any performance related 

incentive payments.

The Company does not have an 

Employee Share Ownership Plan 

for Directors and Key Management 

Personnel (KMPs).

Conclusion

The annual evaluation of the Committee 

was carried out by the Board during 

the year and it was concluded that 

the Committee continues to operate 

effectively.

U P Egalahewa PC  

Chairman-Remuneration Committee

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021
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REPORT OF THE RELATED PARTY 
TRANSACTIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE

Composition of the Committee

The Company established the Related 
Party Transactions Review Committee 
(RPTRC) on 31st December 2015 as a 
Board Sub-Committee. The committee 
consists of the following members whose 
profiles are given on page 22 - 23.

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC* 
Chairman

Professor K A M K Ranasinghe*

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara  
Managing Director

Mrs. D C Abeywardena*  
 
*Independent Non-Executive Director

Regular Attendees by Invitation

Mr. P R A I Gunarathne 
Head of Finance

Secretary to the Committee

Nexia Corporate Consultants (Pvt) Limited

Meetings

Name Attendance

Mr. U P Egalahewa PC 3/3

Professor K A M K 

Ranasinghe

3/3

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara 3/3

Mrs. D C Abeywardena 3/3

Nexia Corporate 

Consultants (Pvt) 

Limited

3/3

The Committee held four meetings 

during the period under review. The 

minutes of all meetings are properly 

documented and communicated to 

the Board of Directors. The Finance 

Division submits a comprehensive 

report on related party transactions to 

the Committee. Any concerns of the 

Committee will be reported to the Board 

of Directors on a continuous basis.

The Committee meets at least quarterly, 

to monitor, review and report to the Board 

on matters pertaining to related party 

transactions.

Objective

Related Party Transactions Review 
Committee was formed to ensure 
that the Company complies with the 
requirements of the Code of Best 
Practices on Related Party Transactions 
issued by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Sri Lanka with effect from 
1st January 2016 which is part of the CSE 
Listing Rules.

The Committee specifies a process to 
capture related party transactions and to 
report to the Board of Directors.

Role of the Committee

 � Recommend and develop terms of 

reference of the RPTRC for adoption 

by the Board of Directors of the 

Company.

 � Review of related party transactions 

as required in terms of the provisions 

set out in Section 9 of CSE Rules.

 � Make recommendations to obtain 

shareholder approval for applicable 

related party transactions as per the 

provisions in the Code and Section 9 

of CSE Listing Rules.

 � Obtain ‘competent independent 

advice’ from independent professional 

experts with regard to the value of the 

substantial assets of the related party 

transaction under consideration.

 � Make immediate market disclosures 

on applicable related party 

transactions as required by the Listing 

Rules of CSE.

 �  Make appropriate disclosures on 

related party transactions in the 

Annual Report as required by CSE 

Listing Rules.

Conclusion

The Committee confirms that all 
applicable rules in the Code of Best 
Practice on Related Party Transactions 
and Section 9 of CSE Listing Rules have 
been complied with by the Group as at 
the date of this Report.

U P Egalahewa PC  
Chairman-Related Party Transactions 
Review Committee

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021
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RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT OF 
MANAGING DIRECTOR AND HEAD OF FINANCE

Compliance with Laws and Regulations

The Financial Statements of Resus Energy 
PLC (the Company) and the Consolidated 
Financial Statements of the Company 
and its subsidiaries (the Group) for the 
year ended 31st March 2021 are prepared 
and presented in compliance with the 
requirements of the followings:

 � Sri Lanka Accounting Standards 
issued by The Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of Sri Lanka (SLFRS/LKAS),

 �  Companies Act No. 07 of 2007,

 � Listing Rules of the Colombo Stock 
Exchange,

 � Sri Lanka Accounting and Auditing 
Standards Act No. 15 of 1995 and

 � Code of Best Practice on Corporate 
Governance issued jointly by the 
Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri 
Lanka and the Securities and Exchange 
Commission of Sri Lanka.

Financial Reporting

The Significant Accounting Policies used 
in the preparation of the consolidated 
Financial Statements are appropriate and 
are consistently applied, except unless 
otherwise stated in the notes accompanying 
the Financial Statements. The Significant 
Accounting Policies and estimates that 
involved a high degree of judgment and 
complexity were discussed with the Audit 
Committee and Company’s External 
Auditors. There are no departures from the 
prescribed Accounting Standards in their 
adoption. Comparative information has been 
reclassified wherever necessary to comply 
with the current presentation.

The Board of Directors and the 
management of the Company accept 
responsibility for the integrity and objectivity 
of these Financial Statements. The estimates 
and judgments relating to the Financial 
Statements were made on a prudent and 
reasonable basis, in order that the Financial 
Statements reflect a true and fair view and 
the form and substance of transactions 
reasonably present the Company’s state of 
affairs.

We confirm that to the best of our 
knowledge, the Financial Statements, 
significant Accounting Policies and other 
financial information included in this Annual 
Report, fairly present all material aspects 
regarding the financial position, results of 
the operations and the Cash Flows of the 
Group during the year under review. We 
also confirm that the Group has adequate 
resources to continue in operation and 
have applied the Going Concern basis in 
preparing these Financial Statements.

System of Internal Control

The Company has taken proper and 
sufficient care in installing a system of 
internal control and accounting records, 
for safeguarding assets, and for preventing 
and detecting frauds as well as other 
irregularities, which are reviewed, evaluated 
and updated on an ongoing basis. We 
have evaluated the internal controls and 
procedures of the Group for the financial 
period under review and confirm, based 
on our evaluations that there were no 
significant deficiencies and material 
weaknesses in the design or operation of 
internal controls and frauds that involves 
management or other employees. The 
Internal Auditors conduct periodic audits 
to provide reasonable assurance that the 
established policies and procedures of the 
Group were consistently followed. However, 
there are inherent limitations that should 
be recognised in weighing the assurances 
provided by any system of internal control 
and accounting.

Report of Independent Auditors

The Financial Statements were audited 
by Messrs Ernst & Young, Chartered 
Accountants, the Independent Auditors and 
their report is given on page 121.

Audit Committee

The Audit Committee pre-approves the 
audit and non-audit services provided by 
Messrs Ernst & Young. The Audit Committee 
meets periodically with the Internal 
Auditors and the Independent Auditors to 
review the manner in which these Auditors 
are performing their responsibilities, 
and to discuss auditing, internal control 

and financial reporting issues. To ensure 
complete independence, the Independent 
Auditors and the Internal Auditors have full 
and free access to the members of the 
Audit Committee to discuss any matter of 
substance.

The Audit Committee Report is given on 
page 100 to 101.

Conclusion

We confirm that to the best of our 
knowledge:

 � The Group has complied with all 
applicable laws, regulations and 
guidelines and there is no material 
litigation against the Group other than 
those disclosed in note 176 of the 
Financial Statements.

 � The system of internal control is 
operating effectively.

 � The Financial Statements reflect 
in a true and fair manner, the form 
and substance of transactions, and 
reasonably present the Company’s 
state of affairs and have applied the 
Going Concern basis in preparing these 
Financial Statements.

 �  All taxes, duties, levies and all 
statutory payments by the Group and 
all contributions, levies and taxes 
payable on behalf of and in respect of 
the employees of the Group as at 31st 
March 2021 have been paid, or where 
relevant provided for.

G A K Nanayakkara  
Managing Director

 
P R A I Gunarathne  
Head of Finance

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021
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MANAGING RISK
102-15

A sound risk management system is vital 

for any organization to keep up with the 

turbulent and ever-evolving external 

environment. At Resus, we seek to create 

value for all stakeholders by ensuring 

that Group companies effectively identify 

and mitigate a range of operational, 

managerial and strategic risks that may 

otherwise prevent the organisation from 

meeting its objectives. 

Risk Governance

The Board is responsible for;

 � Evaluating and determining the 

nature and extent of the risks

 � It is willing to take in achieving the 

Company’s strategic objectives

 � Ensuring that the Company 

establishes and maintains appropriate 

and effective risk management and 

internal control systems

 � Promoting the sustainable and 

healthy development of the Company

 � Enhancing the Company’s operation 

management level and risk 

prevention ability 

The Board oversees the management 

in the design, implementation and 

monitoring of the risk management 

and internal control systems, and the 

management provides a confirmation to 

the Board on the effectiveness of these 

systems. The Board and the management 

of Resus continuously face the challenge 

of striking a balance between the 

downside exposure and upside potential 

to optimize or preserve value creation.

Risk Management Framework

The risk management framework of the 

Group is to respond to risks pro-actively 

to ensure continued growth within a 

competitive and uncertain business 

environment. Accordingly, we operate 

an integrated risk management system, 

while maintaining business flexibility to 

identify, assess and mitigate significant 

risks associated with our business.

The strong risk management culture at 

Resus reinforces the key elements of 

the risk management framework which 

comprise risk governance, risk appetite 

and risk management tools. 

Risk Management Process

The Board has delegated the 

responsibility for reviewing the 

effectiveness of the Group’s risk 

management process to the Audit 

Committee. A well- structured risk 

managing framework has been 

established under which the risks are 

being assessed at enterprise level, 

subsidiary level and business unit 

process level.

The identified risks in the Risk Register 

are reviewed by the Audit Committee 

at the Company level as well as at the 

Group level. Under the Framework, the 

risks are prioritized and business units 

use both preventive and mitigation 

controls to manage risk exposures within 

the prescribed tolerance limits. 

1st Line of  

Defense: 

Business Units/ 

Departments

2nd Line of 

Defense: 

Risk and 

compliance 

management

3rd Line of  
Defense: 
Independent 
Assurance by Audit 
Committee/ Board

Identification and 

management of risks 

in the business

Primary responsibility 

of the day-to-day risk 

management

Assist in determining 

the risk capacity, risk 

appetite, strategies 

and policies for risk 

management

Provide oversight, 

support, monitoring 

and reporting 

Challenge and review 

the effectiveness 

of processes and 

controls

Provides independent 

assurance on overall 

effectiveness of risk 

framework

RISK GOVERNANCE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

AUDIT COMMITTEE

MANAGEMENT TEAM
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MANAGING RISK

Risk Grid 

Risks are assessed based on their 

likelihood of occurrence and the 

probable impact of the event. 

Accordingly, the risks are ranked as very-

high, high, medium and low.

The impact of the event is assessed by 

determining the loss or damage it would 

cause and the extent of the impact. 

Likelihood of occurrence is assessed 

on the basis of past experience and 

the preventive measures in place. The 

Risk Register is updated quarterly and 

discussed at each Audit Committee 

meeting along with the operational 

compliance statements submitted by the 

heads of business units.

We have introduced various risk management templates into our project management 

process to facilitate project managers to adopt risk management protocols at 

project levels to ensure that projects are completed and delivered within anticipated 

parameters. An effective communication network has been established to encourage 

fruitful dialogue and debate among team members in drafting a risk matrix for their 

respective projects.
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Major risks and uncertainties 

The principal risks in achieving the Company’s objective of enhancing stakeholder value and safeguarding its assets have been 

identified and are set out below. The nature and the scope of risks are subject to change and not all of the factors listed below are 

within the control of the Company.

Risk Potential Exposure Mitigating Actions
Priority Strategic 

Impact
2020/2021 2019/2020

1. Business Risk 

 Low returns due 
to inaccurate 
projections 
on business 
parameters

 � Deviation from expected 
rainfall patterns

 � Design discrepancies

 � Inaccurate assessments 
of hydrological properties 
for hydropower plants

 � Obtain expert knowledge 
on establishing business 
parameters

 � Utilize in-house capabilities to 
perform cross verifications on 
estimates and assumptions

M M Sustainable 
growth 
and all 
stakeholders

2. Default Risk 

 Risk that the 
customer may 
revise the 
agreements and 
may not serve 
debt

 � Renegotiation of Power 
Purchase Agreements 
before the termination 
dates

 � Default of settlements by 
Ceylon Electricity Board 
(CEB)

 � Delays in settlements by 
CEB

 � Standardised Power Purchase 
Agreements (SPPAs) entered 
into with CEB for all power 
plants

 � Carry out necessary and 
appropriate representative 
efforts

M M Financial 
Capital

3. Growth Risk 

 Hindrances to 
the growth of the 
Group

 � The growth potential 
may dilute, due to lack of 
viable new projects

 � Government’s plan 
not to execute SPPAs 
or limit the private 
developers’ participation 
in development of non-
conventional renewable 
energy projects

 � Strengthen business leads 
generation and reference 
network

 � Exert lobbying efforts both at 
Company and industry level

 � Explore other countries for 
viable projects that matches 
risk-return profile

VH VH Sustainable 
growth 
and all 
stakeholders

4. Price Risk

 Adverse 
movements in 
tariff rates

 � Downward revisions 
of non-conventional 
renewable energy tariff 
adversely impacting on 
returns and profitability of 
existing projects

 � Participate in representative 
and lobbying efforts 
through industry groups and 
associations

VH VH Financial 
Capital

VH   Very High     H   High     M   Medium     L   Low
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Risk Potential Exposure Mitigating Actions
Priority Strategic 

Impact
2020/2021 2019/2020

5. Inflation Risk 

 Continual increase 
in the general 
price level

 � Spare-parts price 
increases leading to 
high Operation and 
Maintenance cost of 
hydropower plants

 � Capital expenditure 
overruns of new projects 
under development

 � Use of appropriate financial 
and hedging strategies

 � Use of top quality electro-
mechanical equipment is 
expected to keep the spare 
parts requirement at low 
levels.

L L Financial 
Capital

6. Interest Rate Risk 

 Continual increase 
in the interest 
rates

 � Upward pressure in 
overheads 

 � Adverse impact on 
profitability due to 
resultant high interest 
cost to the Group

 � Use of appropriate financial 
and hedging strategies

 � Maintain an appropriate 
combination of fixed and 
floating rate borrowings

 � Negotiate for concessionary 
interest rates using Group 
strength 

L L Financial 
Capital

7. Exchange Rate 
Risk 

 Adverse 
movements in the 
exchange rate

 � Capital expenditure 
overruns of new projects 
under development

 � Changes in meeting 
feasibility of new projects

 � Effective management of 
exchange rate exposure using 
financial risk management 
tools such as forward 
contracts etc.

H H Financial 
Capital

8. Credit Risk  � Impact on liquidity due to 
delays/non- payments 
by CEB

 � Protection through legally 
enforceable agreements

L L Financial 
Capital

9. Regulatory and 
Compliance 

 � Introduction of new 
regulations affecting the 
business adversely

 �  Complexity in complying 
with regulatory 
requirements

 � Unexpected tax burdens

 � Abolishing of tax and 
import duty concessions 
and enforce infeasible 
environmental regulations

 � Monitor the compliance with 
regulatory requirements

 � Participate in representative 
efforts against regulations 
that could have a negative 
impact on business/industry

VH VH All 
stakeholders

VH   Very High     H   High     M   Medium     L   Low

MANAGING RISK
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Risk Potential Exposure Mitigating Actions
Priority Strategic 

Impact
2020/2021 2019/2020

10. Risk arising 
due to Adverse 
Environmental 
Conditions

 � Impact on returns from 
hydropower plants due 
to adverse environmental 
conditions such as 
droughts, floods etc.

 � Adverse environmental 
conditions impact on 
the continuation of 
current projects under 
constructions

 � Carry out preventive 
maintenance work to mitigate 
the plant down-time risk in 
bad weather conditions

 � Have a business continuity 
plan to reduce the plant start-
up lag after a disaster

H H Financial 
Capital

11. Project 
Development 
Risk and 
Crowding Out 
threat

 Delays in project 
development 
work due to 
deadlocks leading 
to loss of revenue

 � Social and political issues 
that result in abandoning 
viable projects

 � Lack of government 
support to encourage 
credible developers

 � Government’s attempt to 
engage in the sector as a 
developer (crowding out 
threat)

 � Strengthen project 
management expertise

 � Build and maintain good 
rapport with the project 
stakeholders

 � Exert lobbying efforts both at 
Company and industry level

VH  VH  All 
stakeholders

12. Funding 
Constraints

 Ability of the 
company to 
raise funds at the 
lowest rates

 � Unavailability of funding 
lines at favourable terms

 � Build and maintain good 
rapport with banks, financial 
institutions and funding 
agencies

 � Maintenance of a desired mix 
of financial slack

 � Search for foreign funding 
sources

 � Selecting projects with 
high internal rate of returns 
for development to attract 
investors/ lenders

H H All 
stakeholders

VH   Very High     H   High     M   Medium     L   Low
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Risk Potential Exposure Mitigating Actions
Priority Strategic 

Impact
2020/2021 2019/2020

13. Employee health 
and safety

 � The health and safety of 
the employees who work 
in the power plants and 
construction site.

 � Establishing safety 
procedures for all operations 
that illustrate risks to 
employees and

 � Ensuring implementation and 
monitoring of the same

 � Maintaining and monitoring 
employee health and safety 
statistics

 H   H  Human 
Capital- 
Employees

14. Employee 
relations

 � Impact on business 
competitiveness due to 
difficulties in recruiting/
retaining required talent

 � Losses from low productivity 
and low employee 
engagement as a result of 
industrial disputes

 H   H  Human 
Capital- 
Employees

15. Project Cost 
Overrun Risk

 � Project cost exceeding 
budgets and estimates 
impacting the project 
return due to unexpected 
circumstances or 
inefficiencies.

 � Detailed Planning

 � Making accurate project 
cost estimates using expert 
knowledge

 � Having tight budgetary 
controls on development 
cost and close monitoring of 
the costs by both project and 
finance teams

 H   H  Financial 
Capital

16. Operational Risk  � Losses arising from fraud, 
human errors, inefficient 
processes, natural perils 
and loss of sensitive 
information

 � Conduct periodic internal 
audit reviews and report to 
the Audit Committee

 � Maintain a business continuity 
plan to ensure disaster 
preparedness

  L   L All 
stakeholders

MANAGING RISK

VH   Very High     H   High     M   Medium     L   Low
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Risk Potential Exposure Mitigating Actions
Priority Strategic 

Impact
2020/2021 2019/2020

17. Reputational Risk

 Loss of reputation 
arising from 
corporate 
behavior against 
the interest of the 
society

 � Potential exposure of 
the Group to financial 
losses, litigation and 
unacceptable corporate 
behavior

 � Loss of confidence 
due to the Group not 
being perceived as a 
responsible corporate

 � Operate within a code of 
business ethics that requires 
compliance with laws and 
regulations by all employees

 � Projects are developed 
according to the 
Environmental Management 
System of the Group

 � Environmental sustainability 
is within corporate DNA of 
Resus

 � Engagement in various 
community related activities, 
including community 
development in surrounding 
areas of project sites

 � Developing the social and 
physical infrastructure in rural 
villages where our projects 
are developed

 M  M All 
stakeholders

18. IT Risk  � Potential threat of loss 
of data, interruptions to 
systems and outdated 
systems

 � Having an internal IT 
consultant for facilitating 
the smooth functioning of IT 
systems

 � Regular maintenance and 
upgrades to the systems 

 � Establishment of IT policy and 
guidelines

  L   L Employees/

Management

19. Pandemic Risk  � Risk of adverse 
operational and economic 
impact stemming from 
pandemic outbreaks

 �  Strictly adhered the 
guidelines mandated by 
authorities. 

 �  Flexible working hours 
with the option of working 
from home arrangements 
considering the social 
distancing advisories issued.

 �  Contingency Planning

 H H All 
stakeholders

VH   Very High     H   High     M   Medium     L   Low



OUR
RESULTS

The group generated a net 
profit of Rs. 330Mn, 87% 
increase over the Rs. 176Mn 
reported for the previous year



Financial Calendar

Interim Financial Statements

Three months ended 30th June 2020 29th July 2020

Six months ended 30th September 2020 13th November 2020

Nine months ended 31st December 2020 29th January 2021

Twelve months ended 31st March 2021 28th May 2021

Annual Report for the year ended 31 March 2020

17th Annual General Meeting 06th November 2020

Annual Report for the year ended 31 March 2021

18th Annual General Meeting 02nd September 2021
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The Board of Directors of Resus Energy PLC takes pleasure in 

presenting its report combined with the Audited Consolidated 

Financial Statements for the year ended 31st March 2021.

The details set out herein provide the pertinent information 

required by the Companies Act No. 7 of 2007 and the Colombo 

Stock Exchange’s Continuing Listing Requirements and are 

guided by Recommended Best Practice.

Principal Activities and Review of Business Segment  

Performance

Investing in power generation projects remained the principal 

activity of Resus Energy PLC and its subsidiaries during the year 

under review.

The Group portfolio now consists of hydro power and 

solar power projects and the strategic intent of the Group’s 

business focuses on non-conventional renewable energy 

projects. Twp Solar power project with capacity of 1MW each 

in Siyambalanduwa under 1MW X 60 PV Power Plants of the 

Soorya Bala Sangramaya Phase II was commissioned during 

September and November 2020 respectively.

Construction of 12 solar power projects awarded under 1MW X 

90PV Power Plants of the Soorya Bala Sangramaya - Phase II 

was started during the year.

The Group’s revenue chiefly represents economic benefits 

derived from selling of electricity by its Hydro and Solar Power 

plants. The details of operational Hydro and Solar Power projects 

under their respective companies for the year ended 31st March 

2021 are depicted in the table below:

Name of Special Purpose  

Entity/Project

Generation

Capacity

Location River Electricity Units 

Dispatched GWh

2020/21 2019/20

Hydro power projects

Giddawa MHPP 2.0MW Giddawa, Digana, Kandy District Hulu Ganga 7.65 5.85

Upper Agra Oya MHPP 2.6MW Lindula, Talawakelle, Nuwara Eliya 
District

Agra Oya 7.08 7.00

Okanda MHPP 2.4MW Maliboda, Deraniyagala, Kegalle 
District

Magal Ganga 6.62 6.37

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd 1.4MW Magala, Maliboda,Kegalle District Gomale Oya 2.74 2.48

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd 1.5MW Panvila, Theldeniya, Kandy District Moragaha Oya 4.80 4.02

J B Power (Pvt) Ltd 0.7MW Maliboda, Deraniyagala, Kegalle 
District

Ranwala Oya 2.95 2.90

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Ltd 1.9MW Panvila, Kandy District Hulu Ganga 4.65 3.50

Solar power projects

Ampara SPP 2.0MW Mahakalugolla, Siyambalanduwa, 
Monaragala District

       - 1.33 -

Total 14.5MW 37.82 32.12

Business Segmental performance has been extensively 

presented and discussed in the Managing Director’s Review on 

page 14 to 19 and in Financial Capital Report on page 46 to 53 of 

this Report.

The Directors to the best of their knowledge and belief confirm 

that neither the Company nor its subsidiaries have been 

engaged in any activity that contravenes laws and regulations.
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Financial Statements

The Financial Statements of the Company and the Group are given on page 124 to 129.

Results and Appropriations

For the year ended 31st March Group Company

2021

Rs.

2020

Rs.

2021

Rs.

2020

Rs.

Revenue  666,252,089  545,560,263  409,091,304  327,864,461 

Gross Profit  540,052,929  425,482,671  328,556,423  251,183,695 

Other operating income/(expenses)  78,680  13,051,758  56,944  13,051,758 

Operating profit/(loss) before interest and tax  470,005,882  373,407,401  265,593,153  210,728,409 

Net Finance cost (164,186,522) (182,078,234) (87,478,397) (94,200,638) 

Profit/(Loss) before tax  305,819,360  191,329,167  178,114,756  116,527,771 

Provision for tax including deferred tax  24,518,899 (15,023,866)  32,180,328  2,423,745 

Profit/(Loss) for the Year  330,338,259  176,305,301  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Deficit/(Profit) attributable to Non-controlling interests  -  -  -  - 

Profit/(Loss) available to Group’s shareholders  330,338,259  176,305,301  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Other comprehensive income/(expense) (1,522,534) (671,655) (1,404,396) (654,350) 

Balance brought forward from the previous year  275,641,603  100,114,069  150,697,190  32,400,024 

Amount available for appropriation  604,457,328  275,641,604  359,587,878  150,697,190 

Interim dividends paid (151,026,835)  - (151,026,835)  - 

Balance to be carried forward to the next year  453,430,493  275,641,604  208,561,043  150,697,190 

Auditors’ Report

The Auditors’ Report on the Financial Statements is given on 

page 121.

Accounting Policies

The Accounting Policies adopted in the preparation of the 

Financial Statements are given on page 130 to 147. There were 

no changes to the Accounting Policies adopted during the year.

Interest Register and Directors’ interests in Contracts Directors’ 

interest in contracts or proposed contracts are disclosed on 

page 119 and have been disclosed at meetings of the Directors 

and recorded in the Interest Register as per Section 192 of the 

Companies Act No. 7 of 2007. The Directors did not have any 

material interest in any contract of significance to the Group’s 

business, other than those disclosed on page 119, “Directors’ 

Interest in Contracts” of this Report.

During the year, entries made in the Interest Register consisted 

of Directors’ Interest in Contracts, remuneration paid to the 

Directors and renewal of Directors’ and Officers’ liability 

insurance. The Interest Register is available at the registered 

head office of the Company, in keeping with the requirements of 

the Section 119(1)(d) of the Companies Act No. 7 of 2007.

Directors of the Company

Names of the Directors and their profiles including the names of 

the Directors who held office and resigned during the year have 

been disclosed on page 20 to 23 of the Annual Report.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Review of Performance of the Board 

and Board Sub-Committees

The review of performance of Board and 

Board Sub- Committees were carried out 

during the year by way of a discussion 

during the Board Meetings.

Board and Board Sub-Committee 

Meetings

The number of Board meetings, Audit 

Committee meetings, Remuneration 

Committee meetings and Related 

Party Transactions Review Committee 

meetings held during the year and 

the attendance of Directors at these 

meetings are given on page 83 of 

Corporate Governance Report. The Board 

established a ‘Related Party Transactions 

Review Committee’ on 31st December 

2015.

Directors’ Remuneration

The Directors’ remuneration paid by the 

Company and the Group is disclosed in 

note 28.1 to the Financial Statements.

Directors’ Interest in Shares

The Directors’ shareholdings are 

disclosed on page 186 of this Report.

Corporate Governance

The Board is committed to maintain high 

standards of Corporate Governance, 

the process by which the Company is 

directed and managed. The Corporate 

Governance Report is given on page 76 

to 98 of the Annual Report.

Risks and Internal Controls

The Enterprise Risk Management Report 

is given on page 105 to 111 of the Annual 

Report, which includes information 

pertaining to material foreseeable risks of 

the Group and the mitigation actions.

The Directors accept the ultimate 

responsibility for the system of internal 

control of the Company and the Group. 

The systems are geared to provide 

reasonable assurance that the assets of 

the Group are safeguarded and that all 

transactions are conducted as relevant, 

properly authorised and duly recorded. 

Further details of the internal control 

system in operation are also contained 

in the Directors’ Statement on Internal 

Controls on page 99, Statement of 

Directors’ Responsibilities in relation to 

Annual Financial Statements on page 120, 

Corporate Governance on page 76 to 91, 

and the Audit Committee Report on page 

100 to 101 of the Annual Report.

Taxation

The tax liability of the Company and 

its subsidiaries has been computed 

according to the provisions of the 

Inland Revenue Act No. 24 of 2017 

and amendments thereto. The 

applicable provisions under the Board 

of Investments (BOI) law have been 

taken into consideration for taxation of 

subsidiary companies.

The method of computation of income 

taxes of the Company and the Group 

has been depicted in the note 22 to the 

Financial Statements.

Corporate Donations

The Group and the Company made 

Rs.0.3Mn (2020 – 0.74Mn) and Rs. 0.1Mn 

(2020 – Rs.0.3Mn) donations during the 

year respectively.

Property, Plant and Equipment

The book carrying value of property, 

plant and equipment as at the reporting 

date amounted to Rs. 1,191.80Mn (2020-

Rs. 122.60Mn) and Rs. 3,263.58Mn (2020 

- Rs. 872.52Mn) for the Company and 

Group respectively. Capital expenditure 

during the year for the Company and 

Group amounted to Rs. 106.37Mn (2020 - 

Rs. 202Mn) and Rs. 461.66Mn (2020 -  

Rs. 470Mn) respectively.

Details of property, plant and equipment 

are given in note 04 to the Financial 

Statements.

The Company, Resus Energy PLC 

does not own any land, buildings and 

investment properties.

The Directors are of the view that the 

carrying values of Group’s fixed assets do 

not substantially differ from their market 

values and no indications of impairment 

have been noted as of the date of this 

Report.

Stated Capital

The Stated Capital of the Company as 

at 31st March 2021 was Rs. 773,891,366 

(2020 -Rs. 679,506,038) consisting of 

79,031,418 (2020-Rs. 75,508,262) ordinary 

shares.

Shareholdings

There were 2,520 registered Ordinary 

Voting Shareholders as at 31st March 2021 

(2,484 – as at 31st March 2020).

The distribution of shareholdings is 

shown on page 185 to 187 of the Annual 

Report. This gives information on the top 
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twenty shareholders’ names, number of 

shares held and the percentage held by 

each shareholder with the Public holding 

percentage and the distribution schedule 

of the number of holders in each class of 

equity securities and the percentage of 

their total holding.

Each of Director’s including the Managing 

Director’s direct and indirect holdings in 

shares of the Company at the beginning 

and end of each financial year are given 

on page 186 of the Annual Report.

No Employee Share Ownership Plans 

and Profit Sharing Plans prevailed during 

the year for the Company and the Group.

Share Information

Information relating to earnings, 

dividends, net assets and market 

value per share is available in “Share 

Information” on page 187 and “Financial 

Highlights” on page 10 of the Annual 

Report along with information on share 

trading.

Substantial Shareholdings

The twenty major shareholders as at 31st 

March 2021 are given on page 185 of the 

Annual Report.

No recommendation was made for a final 

dividend for shareholders’ approval at the 

AGM.

Environment Protection

The Directors confirm that the Company 

and its subsidiaries have not engaged 

in any activities, which have caused 

detriment to the environment. The 

activities are carried out in accordance 

with the Group Environmental 

Management System to preserve the 

environment.

Statutory Payments

The Directors confirm, to the best of their 

knowledge and belief that all statutory 

obligations due to the Government and 

to the Employees have been either duly 

paid or adequately provided for in the 

Financial Statements. 

Related Party Transactions

The Directors confirm that Section 9 

of the CSE Listing Rules and the Code 

of Best Practices on Related Party 

Transactions issued by Securities and 

Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka 

pertaining to Related Party Transactions 

have been complied with by the 

Company and the Group with effect from 

1st January 2016.

Events after the Reporting Period

Circumstances giving rise to disclosure 

in the Financial Statements since the 

Reporting Date have been disclosed 

in note 26 to the Financial Statements. 

No circumstances have arisen since 

the Reporting Date that would require 

adjustments in the Financial Statements.

Going Concern

The Board of Directors is satisfied that 

the Company and its subsidiaries will 

have adequate resources to continue 

its operations without any disruption in 

the foreseeable future. Accordingly, the 

Directors consider that it is appropriate to 

prepare Financial Statements on Going 

Concern basis.

Auditors

The Financial Statements of the 

Company and the Group for the year 

have been audited by Messrs Ernst & 

Young, Chartered Accountants, who are 

recommended for re-appointment.

The Audit Fees payable and fees paid 

to them by the Group for other services 

rendered for the year under review are as 

follows;

Audit Fees and Expenses -  

Rs. 1,714,079/- (2020 – Rs.  1,539,258/-)

Fees for non-audit services-  

Rs. 406,319 (2020- Nil)

The Directors have recommended 

a resolution to be passed at the 

forthcoming Annual General Meeting for 

re-appointment of Messrs Ernst & Young 

as Auditors and authorizing the Directors 

to fix their remuneration.

The Auditors of the Group have 

confirmed that they do not have any 

relationships (other than that of Auditor) 

with, or interests in, the Company or 

any of its Subsidiaries other than those 

disclosed above.
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Annual General Meeting

The Annual General Meeting of the 

Company will be held as a virtual meeting 

on Thursday, the 02nd day of September 

2021 at 10.00 a.m. The Notice of the 

Annual General Meeting appears on page 

192 of the Annual Report.

Board of Directors,

H A S Madanayake  

Chairman

G A K Nanayakkara  

Managing Director

 

 

 
Nexia Corporate Consultants (Pvt) 
Limited  

Secretaries

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021
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DIRECTORS’ INTEREST IN CONTRACTS 
WITH THE COMPANY

Related party disclosures as required by the Sri Lanka Accounting Standard-LKAS 24 ‘Related Party Disclosures’ are detailed in  

note 28 to the Financial Statements. In addition, the Company carries out transactions in the ordinary course of business in an arm’s 

length basis with the entities where the Chairman or a Director of the Company is the Chairman or a Director of such entity as detailed 

below.

 Amount Rs. 

Company Director Nature of Transaction  2020/21  2019/20 

Rs. Rs.

Gomale Oya Hydro Power 

(Pvt) Ltd

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara Funds Received  21,349,150  29,951,000 

Mr. H A S Madanayake Funds Transferred  (2,020,446)  (28,188,033)

Mr. U G Madanayake Reimbursement of 

Expenses  (3,981,888)

 -   

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd Mr. G A K Nanayakkara Funds Received  47,166,755  21,781,000 

Mr. H A S Madanayake Funds Transferred  (27,946,999)  (46,507,132)

Mr. U G Madanayake Reimbursement of 

Expenses  (5,044,087)

 -   

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) 

Ltd

Mr. G A K Nanayakkara Funds Received  64,218,625  16,000,000 

Mr. H A S Madanayake Funds Transferred  (30,376,730)  (83,415,013)

Mr. U G Madanayake Reimbursement of 

Expenses  (3,555,284)

 -   

JB Power (Pvt) Ltd Mr. G A K Nanayakkara Funds Received  23,611,084  29,625,208 

Mr. H A S Madanayake Funds Transferred  (43,417,074)  (43,985,882)

Mr. U G Madanayake Reimbursement of 

Expenses  (7,031,163)

 -   

Resus Solar (Pvt) Limited Mr. G A K Nanayakkara Funds Received  16,300,000  (2,705,148)

Mr. H A S Madanayake Funds Transferred  (61,599,002)  -   

Reimbursement of 

Expenses  (66,912,995)

 -   

Share Investment  123,329,970  -   

Sierra Power (Pvt) Limited Mr.M V P Mudugama Funds Received  25,191,545  -   

Funds Transferred  (20,230,250)  -   

Reimbursement of 

Expenses

 (58,089,292)  40,928,373 

ACL Cables PLC Mr. U G Madanayake Purchase of goods and 

services

 (6,610,837)  -   

Mr. H A S Madanayake
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STATEMENT OF DIRECTORS’ RESPONSIBILITIES IN  
RELATION TO ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

The following statement which should 

be read in conjunction with the Auditors’ 

Statement of their responsibilities, as set 

out in their report, is made with a view to 

distinguish the respective responsibilities 

of the Directors and the Auditors, in 

relation to the Financial Statements.

The Companies Act No. 7 of 2007 requires 

that the Directors prepare the Financial 

Statements for each financial year giving 

a true and fair view of the state of affairs 

of the Company and the Group as at the 

end of the financial year and the profit or 

loss of the Company and the Group for 

the financial year and present it to the 

shareholders. These Financial Statements 

comprise a Statement of Comprehensive 

Income, which presents a true and fair 

view of the profit or loss of the Company 

and the Group for the financial year and 

a Statement of Financial Position, which 

presents a true and fair view of the state 

of affairs of the Company and the Group 

as at the end of the financial year which 

complies with the requirements of the 

Companies Act No. 7 of 2007.

The Directors consider that in preparing 

the Financial Statements disclosed 

on page 130 to 147, the Company has 

used appropriate accounting policies, 

consistently applied and supported 

by reasonable and prudent judgment 

and estimates, and that all Accounting 

Standards (LKASs/SLFRSs) which they 

consider to be applicable have been 

followed. The Directors also ensure 

that the requirements of the Sri Lanka 

Accounting and Auditing Standards Act 

No. 15 of 1995 and Listing Rules of the 

Colombo Stock Exchange have been 

followed and complied with.

The Directors have the responsibility 

for ensuring that the Company keeps 

accounting records which disclose with 

reasonable accuracy of the financial 

position of the Company and which 

enable them to ensure that the Financial 

Statements comply with the provisions of 

the Companies Act No. 7 of 2007.

The Directors are required to provide 

the Auditors with every opportunity to 

take whatever steps necessary to enable 

them to form their audit opinion. The 

responsibility of the Auditors in relation 

to the Financial Statements appears in 

the Report of the Independent Auditors 

on page 121. Messrs Ernst & Young, 

Chartered Accountants, the Independent 

Auditors of the Company has examined 

the Financial Statements and the related 

records and information. Their opinion on 

Financial Statements is given on page 121.

The Board of Directors accepts 

responsibility for the integrity and 

objectivity of the Financial Statements 

presented. The Directors have general 

responsibility for taking reasonable steps 

to safeguard the assets of the Company 

and in this regard to give proper 

consideration to the establishment of 

appropriate internal control systems, with 

a view to preventing and detecting frauds 

and other irregularities.

The Directors confirm that to the best 

of their knowledge, all taxes, duties and 

levies payable by the Company and 

its subsidiaries and all contributions, 

levies and taxes payable on behalf of 

and in respect of the employees of the 

Company and its subsidiaries and all 

other known statutory dues as were due 

and payable by the Company and its 

subsidiaries as at the reporting date have 

been paid, or where relevant provided for 

in the Financial Statements.

The Directors are satisfied that the 

Company and its subsidiaries have 

adequate resources to continue in 

business for the foreseeable future, 

and have continued to adopt the Going 

Concern basis in preparing Financial 

Statements for the Company and the 

Group.

By order of the Board,

Nexia Corporate Consultants (Pvt) 
Limited 

Secretaries

Colombo, Sri Lanka  

05th August 2021
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF RESUS 
ENERGY PLC

Report on the audit of the financial 
statements 

Opinion

We have audited the financial statements 
of Resus Energy PLC (“the Company”) and 
the consolidated financial statements of 
the Company and its subsidiaries (“the 
Group”), which comprise the statement 
of financial position as at 31 March 2021 
and the statement of comprehensive 
income, statement of changes in equity 
and statement of cash flows for the year 
then ended, and notes to the financial 
statements, including a summary of 
significant accounting policies.

In our opinion, the accompanying 
financial statements of the Company and 
the Group give a true and fair view of the 
financial position of the Company and the 
Group as at 31 March 2021, and of their 
financial performance and cash flows for 
the year then ended in accordance with 
Sri Lanka Accounting Standards.

Basis for opinion

We conducted our audit in accordance 
with Sri Lanka Auditing Standards 
(SLAuSs). Our responsibilities under those 
standards are further described in the 
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit 

of the financial statements section of our report. We are independent of the Group in 
accordance with the Code of Ethics issued by CA Sri Lanka (Code of Ethics) and we 
have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities in accordance with the Code of Ethics. We 
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for our opinion.

Key audit matters

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our professional judgment, were of most 
significance in our audit of the financial statements of the current period. These matters 
were addressed in the context of our audit of the financial statements as a whole, and 
in forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide a separate opinion on these 
matters. For each matter below, our description of how our audit addressed the matter 
is provided in that context.

We have fulfilled the responsibilities described in the Auditor’s responsibilities for the 
audit of the financial statements section of our report, including in relation to these 
matters. Accordingly, our audit included the performance of procedures designed 
to respond to our assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the financial 
statements. The results of our audit procedures, including the procedures performed to 
address the matters below, provide the basis for our audit opinion on the accompanying 
financial statements.

Key audit matters common to both Group and the Company

Key audit matter How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Annual impairment of Goodwill 

Intangible assets include Goodwill 

which is tested for impairment annually 

by estimating the recoverable amount 

of the relevant cash-generating unit 

(CGU). Management has determined the 

recoverable amount based on the value 

in use computations (VIU) as described 

in Note 06 to the financial statements.

Our audit procedures included the following;

 � We obtained an understanding of 

Management’s impairment assessment 

process.
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Key audit matter How our audit addressed the key audit matter

Annual impairment of Goodwill

Such Management VIU calculations are 
based on the discounted future cash-
flows of each CGU to which Goodwill 
has been allocated. A deficit between 
the recoverable values and the carrying 
values of the CGUs including Goodwill 
would result in an impairment.

Annual Impairment test was a key audit 
matter due to:

 � Materiality of the reported Goodwill 
which amounted to Rs.197 Mn as at 
31 March 2021.

 � The degree of underlying 
Management assumptions coupled 
with inherent estimation uncertainties 
that arise when deriving the 
estimated future cashflows in such 
VIU calculations.

 � Key areas of significant judgments, 
estimates and assumptions included 
the following:

 � key inputs and assumptions related 
to computing the value in-use 
including estimated future cash 
flows, growth rates, discount rate.

 � We checked the calculations of the 
discounted future cash flows and cross 
checked the data to relevant underlying 
accounting records.

 � We engaged our internal specialised 
resources to assist us in:

 � Assessing the reasonableness of the 
significant estimates, assumptions and 
judgements used such as growth rates, 
discount rate.

 � Evaluating the sensitivity of the forecasted 
cash flows by considering the possible 
changes in key assumptions.

 � We have assessed the adequacy of the 
disclosures made in Note 06 to the financial 
statements.

Other Information included in the 2021 Annual Report

Other information consists of the information included in the Annual Report, other than 
the financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon. Management is responsible for 
the other information.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover other information and we do not 
express any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read 
the other information and, in doing so, consider whether other information is materially 
inconsistent with the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or 
otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have performed, 
we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are 
required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the management 

and those charged with governance

Management is responsible for the 
preparation of financial statements that 
give a true and fair view in accordance 
with Sri Lanka Accounting Standards, and 
for such internal control as management 
determines is necessary to enable the 
preparation of financial statements that 
are free from material misstatement, 
whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, 
management is responsible for assessing 
the Group’s ability to continue as a going 
concern, disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern 
and using the going concern basis of 
accounting unless management either 
intends to liquidate the Group or to cease 
operations, or has no realistic alternative 
but to do so.

Those charged with governance 
are responsible for overseeing the 
Company’s and the Group’s financial 
reporting process.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit 

of the financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable 
assurance about whether the financial 
statements as a whole are free from 
material misstatement, whether due to 
fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s 
report that includes our opinion. 
Reasonable assurance is a high level 
of assurance, but is not a guarantee 
that an audit conducted in accordance 
with SLAuSs will always detect a 
material misstatement when it exists. 
Misstatements can arise from fraud 
or error and are considered material 
if, individually or in the aggregate, 
they could reasonably be expected to 
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influence the economic decisions of 
users taken on the basis of these financial 
statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with 
SLAuSs, we exercise professional 
judgment and maintain professional 
skepticism throughout the audit. We also:

 � Identify and assess the risks of 
material misstatement of the financial 
statements, whether due to fraud 
or error, design and perform audit 
procedures responsive to those risks, 
and obtain audit evidence that is 
sufficient and appropriate to provide 
a basis for our opinion. The risk of not 
detecting a material misstatement 
resulting from fraud is higher than for 
one resulting from error, as fraud may 
involve collusion, forgery, intentional 
omissions, misrepresentations, or the 
override of internal control.

 � Obtain an understanding of internal 
control relevant to the audit in order 
to design audit procedures that are 
appropriate in the circumstances, but 
not for the purpose of expressing an 
opinion on the effectiveness of the 
internal controls of the Company and 
the Group.

 � Evaluate the appropriateness of 
accounting policies used and the 
reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures 
made by management.

Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit 

of the financial statements

 � Conclude on the appropriateness 
of management’s use of the going 
concern basis of accounting and, 
based on the audit evidence obtained, 
whether a material uncertainty exists 
related to events or conditions that 

may cast significant doubt on the 
Group’s ability to continue as a going 
concern. If we conclude that a material 
uncertainty exists, we are required to 
draw attention in our auditor’s report to 
the related disclosures in the financial 
statements or, if such disclosures are 
inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our 
conclusions are based on the audit 
evidence obtained up to the date of 
our auditor’s report. However, future 
events or conditions may cause the 
Group to cease to continue as a going 
concern.

 � Evaluate the overall presentation, 
structure and content of the financial 
statements, including the disclosures, 
and whether the financial statements 
represent the underlying transactions 
and events in a manner that achieves 
fair presentation.

 � Obtain sufficient appropriate 
audit evidence regarding the 
financial information of the entities 
or business activities within the 
Group to express an opinion on the 
consolidated financial statements. 
We are responsible for the direction, 
supervision and performance of 
the group audit. We remain solely 
responsible for our audit opinion.

We communicate with those charged 
with governance regarding, among other 
matters, the planned scope and timing 
of the audit and significant audit findings, 
including any significant deficiencies in 
internal control that we identify during our 
audit.

We also provide those charged with 
governance with a statement that we 
have complied with ethical requirements 
in accordance with the Code of Ethics 
regarding independence, and to 

communicate with them all relationships 
and other matters that may reasonably 
be thought to bear on our independence, 
and where applicable, related safeguards.

From the matters communicated with 
those charged with governance, we 
determine those matters that were of 
most significance in the audit of the 
financial statements of the current 
period and are therefore the key audit 
matters. We describe these matters 
in our auditor’s report unless law or 
regulation precludes public disclosure 
about the matter or when, in extremely 
rare circumstances, we determine that 
a matter should not be communicated 
in our report because the adverse 
consequences of doing so would 
reasonably be expected to outweigh 
the public interest benefits of such 
communication.

Report on other legal and regulatory 

requirements

As required by section 163 (2) of the 
Companies Act No. 07 of 2007, we 
have obtained all the information and 
explanations that were required for the 
audit and, as far as appears from our 
examination, proper accounting records 
have been kept by the Company.

The Institute of Chartered Accountant 
of Sri Lanka membership number of the 
engagement partner responsible for 
signing this independent auditor’s report 
is 2471.

 
 
 
 
5th August 2021 
Colombo
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Group Company
As at 31 December 2021 2020 2021 2020

Notes Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

ASSETS
Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 4  3,263,579,519  2,872,516,017  1,191,791,645  1,122,599,846 
Right of use Assets 5  40,993,520  43,916,742  13,258,304  14,750,719 
Intangible assets 6 197,484,944  197,484,944  126,752,566  126,752,566 
Investments in subsidiaries 7  -    -    736,643,125  613,313,155 
Deferred tax assets 14  20,334,316  4,012,129  19,113,348  -   

3,522,392,299  3,117,929,832  2,087,558,988  1,877,416,286 
Current assets
Inventories 8  8,717,792  8,537,792  7,365,231  7,185,231 
Trade and other receivables 9  336,836,790  322,057,491  374,171,983  392,005,293 
Income tax recoverable  4,717,876  4,717,876  2,747,243  2,747,243 
Cash and cash equivalents 10  8,426,576  27,778,401  4,871,581  27,458,703 

 358,699,034  363,091,560 389,156,038  429,396,470 
Total Assets 3,881,091,333  3,481,021,392  2,476,715,026  2,306,812,756 

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Stated capital 11  773,891,366  679,506,038  773,891,366  679,506,038 
Other components of equity  6,949,461  6,949,461  5,194,210  5,194,210 
Retained earnings  453,430,493  275,641,603  208,561,043  150,697,190 
Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent  1,234,271,320  962,097,102  987,646,619  835,397,438 
Non-controlling interest  -    -    -    -   
Total Equity  1,234,271,320  962,097,102  987,646,619  835,397,438 

Non-current liabilities 
Interest bearing loans and borrowings 12  1,498,124,375  1,661,556,072  557,022,607  770,358,827 
Lease Liability 5.2  33,951,599  40,518,277  6,942,234  8,934,552 
Retirement benefit obligations 13  26,556,779  20,495,716  25,980,554  20,227,717 
Deferred tax liabilities 14  19,885,510  28,330,076  -    13,295,603 

 1,578,518,263  1,750,900,141  589,945,395  812,816,699 

Current liabilities
Trade and other payables 15 101,583,129  57,044,804 167,393,861  151,815,303 
Lease Liability 5.2  9,473,637  4,436,954  4,242,827  3,304,297 
Interest bearing loans and borrowings 12  580,570,290  419,744,331 414,466,311  276,390,987 
Bank overdrafts 10  376,674,694  286,798,060  313,020,013  227,088,032 

 1,068,301,750  768,024,149  899,123,012  658,598,619 
Total Equity and Liabilities 3,881,091,333  3,481,021,392  2,476,715,026  2,306,812,756 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

I certify that the financial statements are in 

compliance with the requirements of the 

Companies Act No. 07 of 2007.

P R A I Gunarathna  
Head of Finance

The Board of Directors is responsible for these financial statements. Signed for and on behalf of the 

Board by:   
 
 
 
H A S Madanayake    G A K Nanayakkara 
Chairman     Managing Director

Colombo, Sri Lanka
05th August 2021

The accounting policies and notes as set out in pages 128 to 183 form an integral part of these financial statements.

Figures in brackets indicate deductions. 
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Group Company

For the year ended 31st March 2021 2020 2021 2020

Notes Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

Revenue 16  666,252,089  545,560,263  409,091,304  327,864,461 

Cost of electricity generated  (126,199,160)  (120,077,592)  (80,534,881)  (76,680,766)

Gross profit  540,052,929  425,482,671  328,556,423  251,183,695 

Other operating income/(expense) 17  78,680  13,051,758  56,944  13,051,758 

Administrative expenses  (70,125,727)  (65,127,028)  (63,020,214)  (53,507,044)

Results from operating activities  470,005,882  373,407,401  265,593,153  210,728,409 

Finance income 20.2  729,503  1,557,682  667,810  1,557,682 

Finance cost 20.1  (164,916,025)  (183,635,916)  (88,146,207)  (95,758,320)

Profit/(Loss) before tax 21  305,819,360  191,329,167  178,114,756  116,527,771 

Tax (expense)/reversal 22  24,518,899  (15,023,867)  32,180,328  2,423,745 

Profit/(Loss) for the year  330,338,259  176,305,300  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Attributable to:

Equity holders of the parent  330,338,259  176,305,300  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Non-controlling interest  -    -    -    -   

 330,338,259  176,305,300  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Earnings/(Loss) per share - basic/diluted 23  4.18  2.23  2.66  1.51 

Figures in brackets indicate deductions.

The accounting policies and notes as set out in pages 128 to 183 form an integral part of these financial statements.

STATEMENT OF PROFIT OR LOSS
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME

Group Company

For the year ended 31st March 2021 2020 2021 2020

Notes Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

Profit/(Loss) for the year  330,338,259  176,305,300  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Other comprehensive income:

Other comprehensive income/(loss) not to be reclas-
sified to profit or loss in subsequent periods

Re-measurement gain/(loss) on defined benefit plans 13  (1,770,388)  (781,006)  (1,633,019)  (760,872)

Deferred tax effect on above 14.2  247,854  109,341  228,623  106,522 

Other comprehensive income/(loss) to be reclassified 
to profit or loss in subsequent periods  -    -    -    -   

Other comprehensive income/(loss) for the year,  
net of tax  (1,522,534)  (671,665)  (1,404,396)  (654,350)

Total comprehensive income/(loss) for the year,  
net of tax  328,815,725  175,633,635  208,890,688  118,297,166 

Attributable to:

   Equity holders of the parent  328,815,725  175,633,635  208,890,688  118,297,166 

   Non-controlling interest  -    -    -    -   

 328,815,725  175,633,635  208,890,688  118,297,166 

Figures in brackets indicate deductions.

The accounting policies and notes as set out in pages 128 to 183 form an integral part of these financial statements. 
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 STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY

Attributable to Equity holders of the parent

Other 
components 

of equity

Group
Stated

 capital

Revaluation 

reserve

Retained

 earnings Total

Non-

controlling

 interest

Total 

equity

Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

Balance as at 1st April 2019  679,506,038  6,949,461  100,114,069  786,569,568  -    786,569,568 

Profit for the year - -  176,305,300  176,305,300  -    176,305,300 

Other comprehensive income/(loss) - -  (671,665)  (671,665)  -    (671,665)

Adjustments  -    -    (106,101)  (106,101)  -    (106,101)

Total comprehensive income for the year  -    -    175,527,534  175,527,534  -    175,527,534 

Balance as at 31st March 2020  679,506,038  6,949,461  275,641,603  962,097,102  -    962,097,102 

Profit for the year  -    -    330,338,259  330,338,259  -    330,338,259 

Other comprehensive income/(loss)  -    -    (1,522,534)  (1,522,534)  -    (1,522,534)

Transactions with equity holders

Dividends paid - Interim 2020/21 (Note 24)  -    -    (56,641,507)  (56,641,507)  -    (56,641,507)

Scrip Dividends - Interim 2020/21 (Note 11)  94,385,328  -    (94,385,328)  -    -   

Total distribution to equity holders  94,385,328  -    (151,026,835)  (56,641,507)  -    (56,641,507)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  773,891,366  6,949,461  453,430,493  1,234,271,320  -    1,234,271,320 

Attributable to Equity holders of the parent

Other  
components 

of equity

Company
Stated

 capital

Revaluation 

reserve

Retained

 earnings

Total 

equity

Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

Balance 1st April 2019  679,506,038  5,194,210  32,400,024  717,100,272 

Profit for the year - -  118,951,516  118,951,516 

Other comprehensive income/(loss) - -  (654,350)  (654,350)

Total comprehensive income for the year  -    -    118,297,166  118,297,166 

Balance as at 31st March 2020  679,506,038  5,194,210  150,697,190  835,397,438 

Profit for the year  -    -    210,295,084  210,295,084 

Other comprehensive income/(loss)  -    -    (1,404,396)  (1,404,396)

Total comprehensive income for the year  -    -    208,890,688  208,890,688 

Transactions with equity holders

Dividends paid - Interim 2020/21 (Note 24)  -    -    (56,641,507)  (56,641,507)

Scrip Dividends - Interim 2020/21 (Note 11)  94,385,328  -    (94,385,328)  -   

Total distribution to equity holders  94,385,328  -    (151,026,835)  (56,641,507)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  773,891,366  5,194,210  208,561,043  987,646,619 

 
Figures in brackets indicate deductions  

The accounting policies and notes as set out in pages 128 to 183 form an integral part of these financial statements.
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

Group Company

For the year ended 31st March 2021 2020 2021 2020

Notes Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Cash flows from/(used in) operating activities

Profit/(Loss) before tax  305,819,360  191,329,167  178,114,756  116,527,771 

Adjustments for;

Depreciation 4  68,499,846  62,716,832  35,082,378  32,988,346 

Depreciation of Right-of-Use Assets 5.1  4,196,581  3,870,107  2,765,774  2,438,974 

Provision for defined benefit plan-Gratuity 13  4,447,355  3,508,695  4,276,498  3,387,780 

Finance cost 20.1  158,418,261  173,050,102  84,983,541  88,491,732 

Finance charges on lease liability 20.1  4,896,761  4,908,964  1,612,968  1,589,738 

Profit on sale of property, plant and equipment 17  66,114  (3,409,206)  66,114  (3,409,206)

Advance Payment for Leases 5  -    (2,961,406)  -    (2,894,063)

Ex-gratia benefit  920,466 -  920,466 -

Finance income 20.2  (729,503)  (1,557,682)  (667,810)  (1,557,682)

Operating profit/(loss) before working capital changes  546,535,241  431,455,573  307,154,685  237,563,390 

Decrease/(Increase) in inventories  (180,000)  (1,239,388)  (180,000)  (1,151,719)

Decrease/(Increase) in trade and other receivables  (14,779,300)  (154,293,595)  17,833,309  (171,530,424)

(Decrease)/Increase in trade and other payables  45,651,326  (143,565,081)  16,691,557  (132,095,993)

Cash generated/(used in) from operations  577,227,266  132,357,509  341,499,551  (67,214,746)

Finance cost paid  (208,011,956)  (224,230,143)  (93,450,840)  (122,415,386)

Gratuity paid 13  (156,680)  (931,784)  (156,680)  (931,784)

Income tax paid -  (10,959,110) -  (10,959,110)

Net cash flows from/(used in) operating activities 369,058,630  (103,763,528)  247,892,031  (205,167,545)
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Group Company

For the year ended 31st March 2021 2020 2021 2020

Notes Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Cash flows from/(used in) investing activities

Acquisition of property, plant and equipment 4  (411,050,951)  (454,043,391)  (96,888,177)  (202,049,606)

Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment 4 -  6,973,006  -    6,973,006 

Finance income received 20.2  729,503  1,557,682  667,810  1,557,682 

Investments in subsidiaries 7  -    -    (123,329,970)  -   

Net cash flows from/(used in) investing activities  (410,321,448)  (445,512,703)  (219,550,337)

Cash flows from/(used in) financing activities

Proceeds from interest bearing loans and borrowings 12.1  683,476,679  723,592,991  151,200,000  530,300,000 

Lease Rental Paid 5  (7,700,115)  (4,779,176)  (3,940,115)  (3,646,519)

Capital repayments-interest bearing loans and bor-
rowings 12.1  (687,100,698)  (268,203,006)  (227,479,176)  (191,329,999)

Dividends paid - ordinary shares 24  (56,641,507)  -    (56,641,507)  -   

Net cash flows from/(used in) financing activities  (67,965,641)  450,610,809  (136,860,798)  338,970,001 

Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents  (109,228,459)  (98,665,422)  (108,519,103)  (59,716,462)

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year  (259,019,659)  (160,354,237)  (199,629,329)  (139,912,867)

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the year  (368,248,118)  (259,019,659)  (308,148,432)  (199,629,329)

Analysis of cash and cash equivalents

Cash in hand and at bank 10.1  8,426,576  27,778,401  4,871,581  27,458,703 

Bank overdrafts 10.2  (376,674,694)  (286,798,060)  (313,020,013)  (227,088,032)

Cash and cash equivalents at the end for the purpose 
of statement of cash flow  (368,248,118)  (259,019,659)  (308,148,432)  (199,629,329)

Figures in brackets indicate deductions. 
The accounting policies and notes as set out in pages 128 to 183 form an integral part of these financial statements. 
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1.  REPORTING ENTITY

1.1 Corporate Information

Resus Energy PLC (the ‘Company’) is a public limited 

liability company listed on Colombo Stock Exchange 

incorporated and domiciled in Sri Lanka. The registered 

office of the Company and its subsidiaries is situated at No. 

250/1, Torrington Avenue, Colombo 07. The ordinary shares 

of the Company are being traded on the Colombo Stock 

Exchange. The staff strength of the Group as at 31st March 

2021 was 90 (2020-94)

1.2 Consolidated Financial Statements

The Consolidated Financial Statements of Resus Energy 

PLC as at and for the year ended 31st March 2021 comprise 

the Company and all its subsidiaries whose accounts 

have been consolidated therein (the ‘Group’). The financial 

statements of all companies in the Group have a common 

financial year which ends on 31st March.

Resus Energy PLC does not have any identifiable parent of 

its own. The Company is the ultimate parent of the Group.

1.3 Principal Activities and Nature of Operations

There were no significant changes in the nature of the 

principal activities of the Group and the Company during 

the financial year under review. Activities of the Group are 

described in more detail in the ‘Group Structure’ on  

page 08.

All subsidiaries of the Company as at reporting date have 

been incorporated in Sri Lanka.

The Company, Resus Energy PLC

The Company was incorporated on 11th June 2003, with 

the objective of investing in power generating companies 

and to carry on the business of a Venture Capital Company 

including investment in shares, stocks, options, funds, 

debentures, debenture stocks, bonds, obligations, or 

securities or acquiring any other interest whatsoever 

in any company, public authority, or business concern, 

investing in ordinary shares in a company engaged in 

any project specified in section 21H (1) (i) to (iv) of Inland 

Revenue Act No. 38 of 2000 as amended by the Inland 

Revenue (Amended) Act No. 37 of 2003 and to dispose of 

such investments of such terms and conditions as may 

be thought fit either in the name of the company or any 

nominee. The Company was engaged in investing in power 

generating companies and related venture capital activities 

during the year under review.

The Company’s name was changed to Resus Energy PLC 

from Hemas Power PLC with effect from 5th December 

2014 consequent to the 75% ownership change of the 

Company from Hemas Holdings PLC to a consortium 

comprising NDB Capital Holdings Limited, ACL Cables PLC 

and Trydan Partners (Pvt) Limited.

NDB Capital Holdings Limited divested its investment in 

2018, which was acquired by ACL Cables PLC and Trydan 

Partners (Pvt) Limited. Presently, the main shareholders 

of the Company are ACL Cables PLC (32.53%) and Trydan 

Partners (Pvt) Ltd (32.54%).

Group Entities

Fully-owned subsidiaries

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited - The Company 

is a special purpose entity with rights to develop 1.4MW 

hydro power plant in Maliboda, Deraniyagala in the district 

of Kegalle and commenced its commercial operations 

in August 2016. Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited 

generated 2.74 GWh (2.48GWh – 2019/20) of electricity 

from hydro power during the year under review and 

transmitted to feed the national grid.

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Limited – The Company is a special 

purpose entity with right to develop 1.5MW hydro power 

plant located in Panvila, Diganga in the district of Kandy 

and commenced its commercial operations in March 2017. 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Limited generated 4.80GWh (4.02GWh 

– 2019/20) of electricity from hydro power during the year 

under review and transmitted to feed the national grid.

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Limited – The Company is a 

special purpose entity with rights to develop 1.9MW hydro 

power in Panvila, Digana and commenced its commercial 

operations in July 2019 Upper Huluganga project 
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generated 4.65GWh (3.5GWh – 2019/20) of electricity from 

hydro power during the year under review and transmitted 

to feed the national grid.

J.B Power (Pvt) Limited – The Company is a special 

purpose entity with rights to develop 0.7MW hydro power 

at Maliboda, Deraniyagala and commenced its commercial 

operations in November 2018 Ranwala Oya project 

generated 2.95 GWh (2.9 GWh – 2019/20) of electricity 

from hydro power during the year under review and 

transmitted to feed the national grid.

Resus Solar (Pvt) Limited – The Company was incorporated 

with the intention to build and operate Solar power plants 

under ‘Soorya Bala Sangramaya-Phase ll’.

Sierra Power (Pvt) Limited – The Company is a special 

entity with rights to develop 2MW hydro power plant in 

Nuwara Eliya District.

1.4  Date of Authorization for Issue

The Consolidated Financial Statements of Resus Energy 

PLC for the year ended 31st March 2021 were authorised 

for issue by the Board of Directors on 05th August 2021.

2. BASIS OF PREPARATION AND OTHER ACCOUNTING 

POLICIES

2.1  Basis of preparation

2.1.1  Statement of Compliance

The Consolidated Financial Statements of the Group and 

separate financial statements of the Company comprise 

of the statement of financial position, statement of profit or 

loss, statement of other comprehensive income, statement 

of changes in equity, statement of cash flows and notes 

thereto have been prepared in accordance with Sri Lanka 

Accounting Standards, promulgated by the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka (CA-Sri Lanka) and 

comply with the requirements of the Companies Act, No. 7 

of 2007 and the listing rules of the CSE.

2.1.2 Responsibility for financial statements

The board of directors is responsible for the preparation 

and presentation of the financial statements of the Group 

and the Company as per Sri Lanka Accounting Standards 

and the provision of the Companies Act No. 07 of 2007.

2.1.3 Basis of Measurement

The Consolidated Financial Statements have been 

prepared on a historical cost basis, and defined benefit 

obligations is recognised as the present value of the 

defined benefit obligation.

2.1.4 Functional and Presentation Currency

These consolidated financial statements are presented 

in Sri Lankan Rupees, which is the Company’s functional 

currency. All amounts have been rounded to the nearest 

thousand, unless otherwise indicated.

Comparative Information

Presentation and classification of the Financial Statements 

of the previous year have been amended, where relevant 

for better presentation and to be comparable with those of 

current year. These have not resulted any change in results 

of the Company.

2.2  Significant Accounting Judgements, Estimation and 

Assumptions

The preparation of Consolidated Financial Statements 

in conformity with Sri Lanka Accounting Standards 

requires management to make judgments, estimates 

and assumptions that affect the application of accounting 

policies and the reported amounts of assets, liabilities, 

income and expenses. Actual results may differ from these 

estimates.

Estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on 

an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates are 

recognized in the period in which the estimate is revised 

and in any future periods affected.

Information about significant areas of estimation, 

uncertainty and critical judgments in applying accounting 

policies that have the most significant effect on the 

amounts recognized in the Consolidated Financial 

Statements is set out below.
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2.2.1 Going Concern

After considering the financial position, operating 

conditions, regulatory and other factors and such matters 

required to be addressed the Directors have a reasonable 

expectation that the Group/Company possesses adequate 

resources to continue in operation for the foreseeable 

future. For this reason, they continue to adopt the Going 

Concern basis in preparing the financial statements.

The government of Sri Lanka implemented several 

measures to curb COVID – 19 outbreak and the company 

will continue to follow the suggested guidelines and 

closely monitor its impact to the business. The impact to 

the operations was minimal as electricity is an essential 

service and we continued to operate our power plants 

with all health measures. The development works also 

continued adhering the safety measures imposed by the 

government and were able to commission 2 MW solar 

power project during the year and other projects too 

reaching its final stage of development during the year.

2.2.3 Defined Benefit Obligations

The Group annually measures the present value of 

the promised retirement benefits for gratuity, which is 

a Defined Benefit Plan. The cost of providing benefits 

under the defined benefits plans is determined using 

the projected unit credit method. This involves making 

assumptions on discount rates, future salary increases, 

mortality rates. All assumptions are reviewed at each 

reporting date. Due to the long–term nature of these plans, 

such estimates are subject to significant uncertainty. See 

Note 13.3  for the assumptions used.

2.2.4 Useful Life time of Property, Plant and Equipment

The Group reviews the residual values, useful lives and 

methods of depreciation of Property, Plant and Equipment 

at each reporting date. Judgment of the management is 

exercised in the estimation of these values, rates, methods 

and hence they are subject to uncertainty.

2.2.5 Deferred Tax Assets

Deferred tax assets are recognised for all unused tax 

losses to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit 

will be available against which the losses can be utilised. 

Significant management judgment is required to determine 

the amount of deferred tax assets that can be recognised, 

based upon the judgements taken to claim enhanced 

capital allowance and the likely timing and level of future 

taxable profits together with future tax planning strategies.

2.2.6  Impairment of non-financial assets including intangible 

assets

The Group determines whether the assets have been 

impaired by performing an impairment review. If any such 

indication exists or when annual impairment testing for 

the assets is required, the Group makes an estimate of the 

assets recoverable amount. This requires the estimation of 

the ‘value in use’ of the cash generating units. Estimating 

the value in use requires the management to make an 

estimate of the expected future cash flows from the cash 

generating unit and also to select a suitable discount rate 

in order to calculate the present value of the relevant cash 

flows. This valuation requires the Group to make estimates 

about expected future cash flows and discount rates, and 

hence, they are subject to uncertainty.

3. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

The accounting policies set out below have been applied 

consistently to all periods presented in these consolidated 

financial statements, and have been applied consistently 

by Group entities.

The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Sri Lanka 

has issued number of new amendments to Sri Lanka 

Accounting Standards (SLFRSs/ LKASs) that are effective 

for the current financial year. These amendments and 

interpretations did not have any significant impact on the 

reported financial statements of the Group.

3.1 Basis of consolidation

3.1.1  General

The consolidated Financial Statements comprise the 

financial statements of the Parent and its subsidiaries 

in terms of the Sri Lanka Accounting Standard – SLFRS 

10 on “Consolidated Financial Statements”. Thus, the 

consolidated financial statements present financial 
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information about the Group as a single economic 

entity distinguishing the equity attributable to the 

parent (Controlling Interest) and attributable to minority 

shareholders with non-controlling interest.

3.1.2  Subsidiaries

Business combinations are accounted for using the 

acquisition method as at the acquisition date – i.e. when 

control is transferred to the Group. Control is achieved 

when the Group is exposed, or has rights, to variable 

returns from its involvement with the investee and has the 

ability to affect those returns through its power over the 

investee. Specifically, the Group controls an investee if, and 

only if, the Group has:

I.  Power over the investee (i.e., existing rights that give it 

the current ability to direct the relevant activities of the 

investee)

II.  Exposure, or rights, to variable returns from its 

involvement with the investee

III. The ability to use its power over the investee to affect 

the amount of the investor’s returns.

When the Group has less than a majority of the voting 

or similar rights of an investee, the Group considers all 

relevant facts and circumstances in assessing whether it 

has power over an investee, including:

I.  The contractual arrangement between the investor and 

other vote holders.

II. Rights arising from other contractual arrangements

III. The investor’s voting rights and potential voting rights

The Group re-assesses whether it controls an investee if 

facts and circumstances indicate that there are changes to 

one or more of the three elements of control. Consolidation 

of a subsidiary begins when the Group obtains control over 

the subsidiary and ceases when the Group loses control 

of the subsidiary. Assets, liabilities, income and expenses 

of a subsidiary acquired or disposed of during the year 

are included in the consolidated financial statements from 

the date the Group gains control until the date the Group 

ceases to control the subsidiary.

Profit or loss and each component of other comprehensive 

income (OCI) are attributed to the equity holders of the 

parent of the Group and to the non-controlling interests, 

even if this results in the non-controlling interests having 

a deficit balance. When necessary, adjustments are made 

to the financial statements of subsidiaries to bring their 

accounting policies in line with the Group’s accounting 

policies. All intra-group assets and liabilities, equity, 

income, expenses and cash flows relating to transactions 

between members of the Group are eliminated in full on 

consolidation.

A change in the ownership interest of a subsidiary, without 

a loss of control, is accounted for as an equity transaction.

If the Group loses control over a subsidiary, it de-

recognises the related assets (including goodwill), 

liabilities, non-controlling interest and other components 

of equity while any resultant gain or loss is recognised in 

profit or loss. Any investment retained is recognised at fair 

value.

3.1.3  Business Combination

The cost of an acquisition is measured as the aggregate of 

the consideration transferred, measured at the acquisition 

date fair value and the amount of any non-controlling 

interest in the acquiree. For each business combination, 

the Group elects whether to measure the non-controlling 

interest in the acquiree at fair value or at the proportionate 

share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets.

Acquisition-related costs are expensed as incurred and 

included in administrative expenses.

When the Group acquires a business, it assesses the 

financial assets and liabilities assumed for appropriate 

classification and designation in accordance with the 

contractual terms, economic circumstances and pertinent 

conditions as at the acquisition date. This includes the 

separation of embedded derivatives in host contracts by 

the acquiree.
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If the business combination is achieved in stages, the 

previously held equity interest is remeasured at its 

acquisition date fair value and any resulting gain or loss is 

recognised in profit or loss.

Any contingent consideration to be transferred by the 

acquirer will be recognised at fair value at the acquisition 

date. Contingent consideration which is deemed to be a 

financial liability or as equity that is a financial instrument 

and within the scope of LKAS 32 Financial Instruments: 

presentations. If the contingent consideration is not within 

the scope of LKAS 32, it is measured in accordance with 

the appropriate SLFRS. Contingent consideration that is 

classified as equity is not remeasured and subsequent 

settlement is measured at fair value with changes in fair 

value either in profit or loss or as a change to the other 

comprehensive income (OCI).

3.1.4  Goodwill and gain from a Bargain Purchase arising on 

the Acquisition of Subsidiaries

Goodwill is initially measured at cost, being the excess of 

the aggregate of the consideration transferred and the 

amount recognised for non-controlling interest over the 

net identifiable assets acquired and liabilities assumed. 

If the fair value of the net assets acquired is in excess of 

the aggregate consideration transferred, the gain (bargain 

purchase) is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

After initial recognition, goodwill is measured at cost less 

any accumulated impairment losses. For the purpose 

of impairment testing, goodwill acquired in a business 

combination is, from the acquisition date, allocated to each 

of the Group’s cash generating units that are expected 

to benefit from the combination transferred; the gain is 

recognised in profit or loss.

Where goodwill has been allocated to a cash-generating 

unit and part of the operation within that unit is disposed 

of, the goodwill associated with the operation disposed of 

is included in the carrying amount of the operation when 

determining the gain or loss on disposal of the operation. 

Goodwill disposed of in this circumstance is measured 

based on the relative values of the operation disposed of 

and the portion of the cash-generating unit retained.

Goodwill is tested for impairment annually as at 31st March 

and when circumstances indicate that the carrying value 

may be impaired.

Impairment is determined for goodwill by assessing the 

recoverable amount of each CGU (or group of CGUs) to 

which the goodwill relates. Where the recoverable amount 

of the cash-generating unit is less than their carrying 

amount, an impairment loss is recognised. Impairment 

losses relating to goodwill cannot be reversed in future 

periods.

3.1.5  Non-Controlling Interest

Non-Controlling Interests represent the portion of profit 

or loss and net assets that is not held by the Group and 

are presented separately in the Consolidated Statement 

of profit and loss and within equity in the Consolidated 

Statement of Financial Position separately from parent 

shareholders’ equity.

Non-controlling interest are measured at their 

proportionate share of the acquiree’s identifiable net 

assets at the acquisition date. The Group elects whether to 

measure the non-controlling interest in the proportionate 

share of the acquiree’s fair value or at the proportionate 

share of the acquiree’s identifiable net assets.

3.1.6 Associates (equity accounted investees) and Joint 

Ventures

An associate is an entity over which the Group has 

significant influence. Significant influence is the power to 

participate in the financial and operating policy decisions 

of the investee, but is not control or joint control over those 

policies.

A joint venture is a type of joint arrangement whereby 

the parties that have joint control of the arrangement 

have rights to the net assets of the joint venture. Joint 

control is the contractually agreed sharing of control of an 

arrangement, which exists only when decisions about the 

relevant activities require unanimous consent of the parties 

sharing control.
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The considerations made in determining significant 

influence or joint control are similar to those necessary to 

determine control over subsidiaries.

The Group’s investments in its associate and joint venture 

are accounted for using the equity method. However, the 

Company does not have any interest in associate and joint 

ventures during the year under review.

Under the equity method, the investment in an associate 

and joint venture is initially recognised at cost. The carrying 

amount of the investment is adjusted to recognise 

changes in the Group’s share of net assets of the associate 

or joint venture since the acquisition date. Goodwill relating 

to the associate or joint venture is included in the carrying 

amount of the investment and is not tested for impairment 

individually.

The Statement of profit and loss reflects the Group’s share 

of the results of operations of the associate or joint venture. 

Any change in OCI of those investees is presented as part 

of the Group’s OCI. In addition, when there has been a 

change recognised directly in the equity of the associate 

or joint venture, the Group recognises its share of any 

changes, when applicable, in the statement of changes 

in equity. Unrealised gains and losses resulting from 

transactions between the Group and the associate or joint 

venture are eliminated to the extent of the interest in the 

associate or joint venture.

The aggregate of the Group’s share of profit or loss of an 

associate and a joint venture is shown on the face of the 

Statement of profit and loss and represents profit or loss 

before tax.

The Financial Statements of the associate and joint venture 

are prepared for the same reporting period as the Group. 

When necessary, adjustments are made to bring the 

accounting policies in line with those of the Group.

After application of the equity method, the Group 

determines whether it is necessary to recognise an 

impairment loss on its investment in its associate or joint 

venture. At each reporting date, the Group determines 

whether there is objective evidence that the investment 

in the associate or joint venture is impaired. If there is such 

evidence, the Group calculates the amount of impairment 

as the difference between the recoverable amount of the 

associate or joint venture and its carrying value, and then 

recognises the loss in the statement of profit or loss.

Upon loss of significant influence over the associate or joint 

control over the joint venture, the Group measures and 

recognises any retained investment at its fair value. Any 

difference between the carrying amount of the associate 

or joint venture upon loss of significant influence or joint 

control and the fair value of the retained investment and 

proceeds from disposal is recognised in profit or loss.

3.2  Revenue Recognition

Revenue is recognised to the extent that it is probable 

that the economic benefits will flow to the Group and the 

revenue can be reliably measured, regardless of when the 

payment is being made. Revenue is measured at the fair 

value of the consideration received or receivable net of 

related taxes.

The following specific recognition criteria must also be met 

before revenue is recognised:

(a) Electricity Supplied

Revenue from electricity supplied is recognised upon 

delivery of electricity to Ceylon Electricity Board. Delivery 

of electrical energy shall be completed when electrical 

energy meets the specifications as set out in Standardised 

Power Purchase Agreements (SPPA) is received at the 

metering point.

(b) Interest Income

For all financial instruments measured at amortised cost 

and interest bearing financial assets classified as available 

for sale, interest income or expense is recorded using the 

Effective Interest Rate (EIR), which is the rate that exactly 

discounts the estimated future cash payments or receipts 

through the expected life of the financial instrument or 

a shorter period, where appropriate, to the net carrying 

amount of the financial asset or liability.
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Interest income earned by subsidiaries is included under 

finance income in the Statement of profit or loss and the 

interest income earned by the Company from its venture 

capital activities is shown under Revenue.

(c) Dividends

Dividend income is recognised when the Company’s right 

to receive the payment is established.

(d) Others

Other income is recognised on an accrual basis when it 

is probable that future economic benefits will flow to the 

group.

3.3 Foreign Currency

(a) Transactions and balances

Transactions in foreign currencies are initially recorded by 

the Company at the functional currency rates prevailing at 

the date of the transaction.

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in foreign 

currencies are retranslated at the functional currency spot 

rate of exchange ruling at the reporting date.

All differences are taken to the Statement of profit or 

loss with the exception of all monetary items that forms 

part of a net investment in a foreign operation. These 

are recognised in other comprehensive income until the 

disposal of the net investment. Tax charges and credits 

attributable to exchange differences on those monetary 

items are also recorded in other comprehensive income.

Non-monetary items that are measured in terms of 

historical cost in a foreign currency are translated using the 

exchange rates as at the dates of the initial transactions. 

Non-monetary items measured at fair value in a foreign 

currency are translated using the exchange rates at the 

date when the fair value is determined.

The gain or loss arising on translation of non-monetary 

items is recognised in line with the gain or loss of the item 

that gave rise to the translation difference (translation 

differences on items whose gain or loss is recognised 

in other comprehensive income or profit or loss is also 

recognised in other comprehensive income or profit or loss 

respectively).

(b) Foreign Operations

The assets and liabilities of foreign operations are 

translated into Sri Lankan Rupees at the rate of exchange 

prevailing at the reporting date and their Statements of 

profit or loss are translated at exchange rates prevailing at 

the dates of the transactions. The exchange differences 

arising on the translation are recognised in other 

comprehensive income. On disposal of a foreign operation, 

the component of other comprehensive income relating 

to that particular foreign operation is recognised in the 

Statement of profit or loss.

3.4 Taxation

3.4.1 Income Tax

The provision for income tax is based on the elements 

of income and expenditure as reported in the financial 

statements and computed in accordance with the 

provisions of the Inland Revenue Act No. 24 of 2017 and the 

amendments thereto.

Current income tax assets and liabilities for the current 

and prior periods are measured at the amount expected 

to be recovered from or paid to the Commissioner General 

of Inland Revenue. The tax rates and tax laws used to 

compute the amount are those that are enacted or 

substantively enacted on the reporting date in the country 

where the Group operates and generates taxable income. 

Current income tax relating to items recognised directly in 

equity is recognised in equity and not in the Statement of 

profit or loss.

Resus Energy PLC - Parent

As per section 104 of Inland Revenue Act No. 24 of 2017, 

any person, who has entered into a Standardized Power 

Purchase Agreement on or before November 10, 2016 

with the Ceylon Electricity Board to provide electricity 

generated using renewable resources shall be taxed at 

the rate of 14% for the three years of assessment after the 

commencement of the Act.
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With effect from 01 April 2021, as per section 02 of Inland 

Revenue Act No 24 of 2017 Amendment No 10 of 2021, 

gains and profits from supply of electricity to national 

grid generated using renewable energy resources by a 

company will be taxed at 14%.

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Limited – Subsidiary

Pursuant to the agreement entered with BOI, profits of 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd is exempted from income tax 

for a period of five (5) years reckoned from the year of 

assessment as may be determined by the BOI, in which 

the company commences to make profits or any year 

of assessment not later than two (2) years from the date 

of commencement of commercial operations of the 

company, whichever is earlier.

After expiration of the aforesaid tax exemption period, the 

profit of Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Limited shall be charged for 

income tax at the rate of 10% for a period of two (2) years 

immediately succeeding the last date of the tax exemption 

period.

After expiration of the aforesaid two years concessionary 

tax period at the rate of 10%, the profits of the company 

shall, for any year of assessment, be charged at the rate of 

20%.

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited – subsidiary

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited has not been 

granted any specific tax holidays under the BOI agreement. 

However, As per section 104 of Inland Revenue Act No. 24 

of 2017, any person, who has entered into a Standardized 

Power Purchase Agreement on or before November 10, 

2016 with the Ceylon Electricity Board to provide electricity 

generated using renewable resources shall be taxed at 

the rate of 14% for the three years of assessment after the 

commencement of Act.

With effect from 01 April 2021, as per section 02 of Inland 

Revenue Act No 24 of 2017 Amendment No 10 of 2021, 

gains and profits from supply of electricity to national 

grid generated using renewable energy resources by a 

company will be taxed at 14%.

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Limited & J.B Power (Pvt) 

Limited– subsidiary

Both Companies have not been granted any specific 

tax holidays under the BOI agreements. However, as 

per section 104 of Inland Revenue Act No. 24 of 2017, 

any person, who has entered into a Standardized Power 

Purchase Agreement on or before November 10, 2016 

with the Ceylon Electricity Board to provide electricity 

generated using renewable resources shall be taxed at 

the rate of 14% for the three years of assessment after the 

commencement of Act.

With effect from 01 April 2021, as per section 02 of Inland 

Revenue Act No 24 of 2017 Amendment No 10 of 2021, 

gains and profits from supply of electricity to national 

grid generated using renewable energy resources by a 

company will be taxed at 14%.

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd

With effect from 01 April 2021, as per section 02 of Inland 

Revenue Act No 24 of 2017 Amendment No 10 of 2021, 

gains and profits from supply of electricity to national 

grid generated using renewable energy resources by a 

company will be taxed at 14%.

3.4.2 Deferred Taxation

Deferred tax is provided, using the liability method, on 

all temporary differences at the reporting date between 

the tax bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying 

amounts for financial reporting purposes.

Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable 

temporary differences except;

i) The initial recognition of goodwill: or

ii) The initial recognition of an asset or liability in a 

transaction that is not a business combination and, 

at the time of the transaction, affects neither the 

accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and

Deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible 

temporary differences, carry-forward of unused tax credits 
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and unused tax losses, to the extent that it is probable that 

taxable profit will be available against which the deductible 

temporary differences, and the carry-forward of unused 

tax credits and unused tax losses can be utilised except: 

where the deferred tax asset relating to the deductible 

temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of 

an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business 

combination and, at the time of the transaction, affects 

neither the accounting profit nor taxable profit or loss; and

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed 

at each reporting date and reduced to the extent that it 

is no longer probable that sufficient taxable profit will be 

available to allow all or part of the deferred tax asset to be 

utilised.

Unrecognised deferred tax assets are reassessed at each 

reporting date and are recognised to the extent that it has 

become probable that future taxable profits will allow the 

deferred tax assets to be recovered.

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax 

rates that are expected to apply to the year when the asset 

is realised or the liability is settled, based on tax rates (and 

tax laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted 

as at the reporting date.

Deferred tax relating to items recognised in correlation to 

the underlying transaction either in other comprehensive 

income or directly in equity.

Deferred tax assets and deferred tax liabilities are offset, 

if a legally enforceable right exists to set off current tax 

assets against current tax liabilities and when the deferred 

taxes relate to the same taxable entity and the same 

taxation authority.

3.5 Property, Plant and Equipment

Property, plant and equipment are tangible items that 

are held for use in the production of Electricity and for 

administrative purposes which is expected to be used 

during more than one period.

(a) Recognition and Measurement

Property, Plant and Equipment is stated at cost, net 

of accumulated depreciation and/or accumulated 

impairment losses, if any. Such cost includes the 

expenditure that is directly attributable to the acquisition/

construction, cost of replacing component parts of the 

Property, Plant and Equipment and borrowing costs for 

long-term construction projects if the recognition criteria 

are met. When significant parts of Property, Plant and 

Equipment are required to be replaced at intervals, the 

Group de-recognises net book value of the replaced part, 

and recognises the new part with its own associated useful 

life and depreciation. Likewise, when a major inspection is 

performed, its cost is recognised in the carrying amount 

of the Plant and Equipment as a replacement if the 

recognition criteria are satisfied.

(b) Subsequent Cost

Subsequent expenditure is capitalised only when it 

is probable that the future economic benefits of the 

expenditure will flow to the Group. Ongoing repair and 

maintenance costs are recognised in the statement of 

profit or loss as incurred.

(c) Depreciation

Depreciation is calculated to write off the cost of items 

of property and equipment less their estimated residual 

values using the straight-line method over their estimated 

useful lives, and is generally recognised in profit or loss. 

Leased assets are depreciated over the shorter of the 

lease term and their useful lives unless it is reasonably 

certain that the Group will obtain ownership by the end of 

the lease term. Land is not depreciated.

(d) De-recognition

The carrying amount of an item of property, plant and 

equipment is de-recognised on disposal or when no future 

economic benefits are expected from its use or disposal. 

The gain or loss arising from the de-recognition of an item 

of property, plant and equipment is included in profit or 

loss when the item is de-recognised.
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When replacement costs are recognised in the carrying 

amount of an item of property, plant and equipment, the 

remaining carrying amount of the replaced part is de-

recognised.

(e) Revaluation

When items of Property, Plant and Equipment are 

subsequently revalued, the entire class of such assets is 

revalued. Any revaluation surplus is recognised in other 

comprehensive income and accumulated in equity in 

the asset revaluation reserve, except to the extent that 

it reverses a revaluation decrease of the same asset 

previously recognised in the Statement of profit or loss, in 

which case the increase is recognised in the Statement 

of profit or loss. A revaluation deficit is recognised in the 

Statement of profit or loss, except to the extent that it 

offsets an existing surplus on the same asset recognised in 

the asset revaluation reserve.

Accumulated depreciation as at the revaluation date is 

eliminated against the gross carrying amount of the asset 

and the net amount is restated to the revalued amount of 

the asset. Upon disposal, any revaluation reserve relating 

to the particular asset being sold is transferred to retained 

earnings.

3.6 Leases

The Company assesses at contract inception whether 

a contract is, or contains, a lease. That is, if the contract 

conveys the right to control the use of an identified asset 

for a period of time in exchange for consideration.

a. The Company as lessor

Leases in which the Company does not transfer 

substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to 

ownership of an asset are classified as operating leases. 

Rental income arising is accounted for on a straight-line 

basis over the lease terms and is included in revenue in 

the statement of profit or loss due to its operating nature. 

Initial direct costs incurred in negotiating and arranging 

an operating lease are added to the carrying amount of 

the leased asset and recognised over the lease term on 

the same basis as rental income. Contingent rents are 

recognised as revenue in the period in which they are 

earned.

b. The Company as lessee

The Company applies a single recognition and 

measurement approach for all leases, except for short-

term leases and leases of low-value assets. The Company 

recognises lease liabilities to make lease payments and 

right-of-use assets representing the right to use the 

underlying assets.

Right-of-use assets

The Company recognises right-of-use assets at the 

commencement date of the lease (i.e., the date the 

underlying asset is available for use). Right-of-use 

assets are measured at cost, less any accumulated 

depreciation and impairment losses, and adjusted for any 

remeasurement of lease liabilities. The cost of right-of-use 

assets includes the amount of lease liabilities recognised, 

initial direct costs incurred, and lease payments made at or 

before the commencement date less any lease incentives 

received. Right-of-use assets are depreciated on a 

straight-line basis over the lease term.

The right-of-use assets are presented in Note 5.1 are 

subject to impairment in line with the Company’s policy as 

described in Note 3,7 Impairment of non-financial assets.

Lease liabilities

At the commencement date of the lease, the Company 

recognises lease liabilities measured at the present value 

of lease payments to be made over the lease term. The 

lease payments include fixed payments (less any lease 

incentives receivable), variable lease payments that 

depend on an index or a rate, and amounts expected to be 

paid under residual value guarantees. The lease payments 

also include the exercise price of a purchase option 

reasonably certain to be exercised by the Company and 

payments of penalties for terminating the lease, if the lease 

term reflects exercising the option to terminate. Variable 

lease payments that do not depend on an index or a rate 

are recognised as expenses in the period in which the 

event or condition that triggers the payment occurs.
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3.7  Impairment of Non-Financial Assets

The Company assesses at each reporting date whether 

there is an indication that an asset may be impaired. If 

any indication exists, or when annual impairment testing 

for an asset is required, the Company estimates the 

asset’s recoverable amount. An asset’s recoverable 

amount is the higher of an asset’s or cash-generating 

unit’s (CGU) fair value less costs to sell and its value in 

use and is determined for an individual asset, unless the 

asset does not generate cash inflows that are largely 

independent of those from other assets or groups of 

assets. Where the carrying amount of an asset or CGU 

exceeds its recoverable amount, the asset is considered 

impaired and is written down to its recoverable amount. 

In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows 

are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax 

discount rate that reflects current market assessments of 

the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. 

In determining fair value less costs to sell, recent market 

transactions are taken into account, if available. If no such 

transactions can be identified, an appropriate valuation 

model is used. These calculations are corroborated by 

valuation multiples, quoted share prices for publicly traded 

subsidiaries or other available fair value indicators.

The Company bases its impairment calculations on 

detailed budgets and forecasts which are prepared 

separately for each of the Company’s cash-generating 

units to which the individual assets are allocated. These 

budgets and forecasts are generally covering a period of 

three years. For longer periods, a long term growth rate is 

calculated and applied to project future cash flows after 

the third year.

Impairment losses of continuing operations are recognized 

in the statement of profit or loss in those expense 

categories consistent with the function of the impaired 

asset, except for a property previously revalued where the 

revaluation was taken to other comprehensive income. 

In this case, the impairment is also recognized in other 

comprehensive income up to the amount of any previous 

revaluation.

For assets excluding goodwill, an assessment is made at 

each reporting date as to whether there is any indication 

that previously recognized impairment losses may no 

longer exist or may have decreased. If such indication 

exists, the Company estimates the asset’s or cash-

generating unit’s recoverable amount. A previously 

recognized impairment loss is reversed only if there has 

been a change in the assumptions used to determine the 

asset’s recoverable amount since the last impairment loss 

was recognized. The reversal is limited so that the carrying 

amount of the asset does not exceed its recoverable 

amount, nor exceed the carrying amount that would have 

been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment 

loss been recognized for the asset in prior years. Such 

reversal is recognized in the statement of profit or loss 

unless the asset is carried at a revalued amount, in which 

case the reversal is treated as a revaluation increase.

3.8 Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs directly attributable to the acquisition, 

construction or production of an asset that necessarily 

takes a substantial period of time to get ready for its 

intended use or sale are capitalised as part of the cost 

of the respective assets. All other borrowing costs are 

expensed in the period they occur. Borrowing costs 

consist of interest and other costs that an entity incurs in 

connection with the borrowing of funds.

3.9 Inventories

Inventories are valued at the lower of cost and net 

realisable value.

Costs incurred in bringing each product to its present 

location and conditions are accounted for as follows:

 � Raw Materials - At weighted average cost basis

 � Consumables and Spares - At weighted average cost 

basis

 � Goods-in-Transit and Other Stocks - At actual cost

Net realisable value is the estimated selling price in the 

ordinary course of business, less estimated costs of 

completion and the estimated costs to sell.
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3.10 Financial Instruments- Initial Recognition and 

Subsequent Measurement

Initial recognition and subsequent measurement A financial 

instrument is any contract that gives rise to a financial asset 

of one entity and a financial liability or equity instrument of 

another entity.

3.10.1 Financial Assets

Financial assets are classified, at initial recognition, as 

subsequently measured at amortised cost, fair value 

through other comprehensive income (OCI), and fair value 

through profit or loss.

The classification of financial assets at initial recognition 

depends on the financial asset’s contractual cash flow 

characteristics and the Group’s business model for 

managing them. With the exception of trade receivables 

that do not contain a significant financing component or 

for which the Group has applied the practical expedient, 

the Group initially measures a financial asset at its fair 

value plus, in the case of a financial asset not at fair value 

through profit or loss, transaction costs. Trade receivables 

that do not contain a significant financing component or 

for which the Group has applied the practical expedient 

are measured at the transaction price determined under 

SLFRS 15. Refer to the accounting policies in section 3.2, 

Revenue from contracts with customers.

In order for a financial asset (excluding equity instruments) 

to be classified and measured at amortised cost or fair 

value through OCI, it needs to give rise to cash flows that 

are ‘solely payments of principal and interest (SPPI)’ on the 

principal amount outstanding. This assessment is referred 

to as the SPPI test and is performed at an instrument level.

The Group’s business model for managing financial assets 

refers to how it manages its financial assets in order to 

generate cash flows. The business model determines 

whether cash flows will result from collecting contractual 

cash flows, selling the financial assets, or both.

Purchases or sales of financial assets that require delivery 

of assets within a time frame established by regulation or 

convention in the market place (regular way trades) are 

recognised on the trade date, i.e., the date that the Group 

commits to purchase or sell the asset.

Subsequent measurement for purposes of subsequent 

measurement, financial assets are classified in four 

categories:

 � Financial assets at amortised cost (debt instruments)

 � Financial assets at fair value through OCI with recycling 

of cumulative gains and losses (debt instruments)

 � Financial assets designated at fair value through OCI 

with no recycling of cumulative gains and losses upon 

recognition (equity instruments)

 � Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

3.10.1.1 Financial assets at amortised cost (debt instruments)

The Group measures financial assets at amortised cost if 

both of the following conditions are met

 � The financial asset is held within a business model with 

the objective to hold financial assets in order to collect 

contractual cash flows And

 � The contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on 

specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments 

of principal and interest on the principal amount 

outstanding

Financial assets at amortised cost are subsequently 

measured using the effective interest (EIR) method and are 

subject to impairment. Gains and losses are recognised in 

profit or loss when the asset is de-recognised, modified or 

impaired.

The Group’s financial assets at amortised cost includes 

trade receivables and amounts due from related 

companies.

3.10.1.2 Financial assets at fair value through OCI (debt 

instruments)

The Group measures debt instruments at fair value 

through OCI if both of the following conditions are met:

 � The financial asset is held within a business model with 

the objective of both holding to collect contractual cash 

flows and selling And
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 � The contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on 

specified dates to cash flows that are solely payments 

of principal and interest on the principal amount 

outstanding

For debt instruments at fair value through OCI, interest 

income, foreign exchange revaluation and impairment 

losses or reversals are recognised in the income statement 

and computed in the same manner as for financial assets 

measured at amortised cost. The remaining fair value 

changes are recognised in OCI. Upon recognition, the 

cumulative fair value change recognised in OCI is recycled 

to profit or loss.

3.10.1.3 Financial assets designated at fair value through OCI 

(equity instruments)

Upon initial recognition, the Group can elect to classify 

irrevocably its equity investments as equity instruments 

designated at fair value through OCI when they meet the 

definition of equity under IAS 32 Financial Instruments: 

Presentation and are not held for trading. The classification 

is determined on an instrument-by instrument basis.

Gains and losses on these financial assets are never 

recycled to profit or loss. Dividends are recognised as other 

income in the income statement the right of payment has 

been established, except when the Group benefits from 

such proceeds as a recovery of part of the cost of the 

financial asset, in which case, such gains are recorded in 

OCI. Equity instruments designated at fair value through 

OCI are not subject to impairment assessment.

3.10.1.4 Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 

include financial assets held for trading, financial assets 

designated upon initial recognition at fair value through 

profit or loss, or financial assets mandatorily required to 

be measured at fair value. Financial assets are classified 

as held for trading if they are acquired for the purpose of 

selling or repurchasing in the near term. Financial assets 

with cash flows that are not solely payments of principal 

and interest are classified and measured at fair value 

through profit or loss, irrespective of the business model. 

Notwithstanding the criteria for debt instruments to be 

classified at amortised cost or at fair value through OCI, 

as described above, debt instruments may be designated 

at fair value through profit or loss on initial recognition if 

doing so eliminates, or significantly reduces, an accounting 

mismatch.

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are 

carried in the statement of financial position at fair value 

with net changes in fair value recognised in the income 

statement.

Dividends on listed equity investments are also recognised 

as other income in the income statement when the right of 

payment has been established.

3.10.2 Impairment of financial assets

The Group recognises an allowance for expected credit 

losses (ECLs) for all debt instruments not held at fair value 

through profit or loss. ECLs are based on the difference 

between the contractual cash flows due in accordance 

with the contract and all the cash flows that the Group 

expects to receive, discounted at an approximation of the 

original effective interest rate. The expected cash flows will 

include cash flows from the sale of collateral held or other 

credit enhancements that are integral to the contractual 

terms.

A financial asset is written off when there is no reasonable 

expectation of recovering the contractual cash flows

3.10.3 De-recognition of financial assets

A financial asset (or, where applicable, a part of a financial 

asset or part of a group of similar financial assets) is 

primarily de-recognised (i.e., removed from the Group’s 

consolidated statement of financial position) when:

 � The rights to receive cash flows from the asset have 

expired Or

 � The Group has transferred its rights to receive cash 

flows from the asset or has assumed an obligation 

to pay the received cash flows in full without 

material delay to a third party under a ‘pass-through’ 

arrangement; and either (a) the Group has transferred 

substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, 
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or (b) the Group has neither transferred nor retained 

substantially all the risks and rewards of the asset, but 

has transferred control of the asset

When the Group has transferred its rights to receive cash 

flows from an asset or has entered into a pass-through 

arrangement, it evaluates if, and to what extent, it has 

retained the risks and rewards of ownership. When it has 

neither transferred nor retained substantially all of the risks 

and rewards of the asset, nor transferred control of the 

asset, the Group continues to recognise the transferred 

asset to the extent of its continuing involvement. In that 

case, the Group also recognises an associated liability. The 

transferred asset and the associated liability are measured 

on a basis that reflects the rights and obligations that the 

Group has retained.

Continuing involvement that takes the form of a guarantee 

over the transferred asset is measured at the lower of the 

original carrying amount of the asset and the maximum 

amount of consideration that the Group could be required 

to repay.

3.10.4 Financial liabilities

3.10.4.1 Recognition and measurement

Financial liabilities are classified as measured at amortised 

cost or fair value through profit or loss (FVTPL). A financial 

liability is classified as at FVTPL if it is classified as held-for-

trading, it is a derivative or it is designated as such on initial 

recognition. Financial liabilities at FVTPL are measured at 

fair value and net gains and losses, including any interest 

expense, are recognised in profit or loss.

Other financial liabilities are subsequently measured 

at amortised cost using the effective interest method. 

Interest expense and foreign exchange gains and losses 

are recognised in profit or loss. Any gain or loss on de-

recognition is also recognised in profit or loss.

3.10.4.2 De-recognition of financial liabilities

A financial liability is de-recognised when the obligation 

under the liability is discharged or cancelled or expires. 

When an existing financial liability is replaced by another 

from the same lender on substantially different terms, or 

the terms of an existing liability are substantially modified, 

such an exchange or modification is treated as the de-

recognition of the original liability and the recognition of 

a new liability. The difference in the respective carrying 

amounts is recognised in the statement of profit or loss.

3.10.5 Offsetting of financial instruments

Financial assets and financial liabilities are offset, and the 

net amount is reported in the consolidated statement of 

financial position if there is a currently enforceable legal 

right to offset the recognised amounts and there is an 

intention to settle on a net basis, to realise the assets and 

settle the liabilities simultaneously.

3.10.6 Stated capital

Ordinary shares are classified as equity. Incremental costs 

directly attributable to the issue of ordinary shares are 

recognised as a deduction from equity.

3.10 Fair Value measurement

The Group measures financial instruments such as 

financial assets Available for sale and non-financial 

assets such as certain classes of Property, Plant and 

Equipment at fair value. Fair value related disclosures for 

financial instruments and non-financial assets that are 

measured at fair value or where fair values are disclosed 

are summarised under the respective notes. Fair value is 

the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid 

to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction between 

market participants at the measurement date. The fair 

value measurement is based on the presumption that the 

transaction to sell the asset or transfer the liability takes 

place either:

 � In the principal market for the asset or liability

 Or

 � In the absence of a principal market, in the most 

advantageous market for the asset or liability

The principal or the most advantageous market must be 

accessible by the Group. The fair value of an asset or a 

liability is measured using the assumptions that market 

participants would use when pricing the asset or liability, 

assuming that market participants act in their economic 
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best interest. A fair value measurement of a non-financial 

asset takes into account a market participant’s ability 

to generate economic benefits by using the asset in its 

highest and best use or by selling it to another market 

participant that would use the asset in its highest and best 

use.

The Group uses valuation techniques that are appropriate 

in the circumstances and for which sufficient data are 

available to measure fair value, maximising the use of 

relevant observable inputs and minimising the use of 

unobservable inputs. All assets and liabilities for which fair 

value is measured or disclosed in the financial statements 

are categorised within the fair value hierarchy, described as 

follows, based on the lowest level input that is significant 

to the fair value measurement as a whole:

Level 1 - Quoted (unadjusted) market prices in active 

markets for identical assets or liabilities

Level 2 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level 

input that is significant to the fair value measurement is 

directly or indirectly observable

Level 3 - Valuation techniques for which the lowest level 

input that is significant to the fair value measurement is 

unobservable

For assets and liabilities that are recognised in the financial 

statements on a recurring basis, the Group determines 

whether transfers have occurred between levels in the 

hierarchy by re-assessing categorisation at the end of each 

reporting period.

External valuers are involved for valuation of significant 

assets, such as properties and significant liabilities, such 

as defined benefit obligations. Involvement of external 

valuers is decided upon annually after discussion with and 

approval by the Group’s Board Audit Committee wherever 

necessary. Selection criteria include market knowledge, 

reputation, independence and whether professional 

standards are maintained. The Board Audit Committee 

whenever necessary after discussions with the Group’s 

external valuers decide which valuation techniques and 

inputs to use for each case.

At each reporting date the Management analyses the 

movements in the values of assets and liabilities which 

are required to be re-measured or re-assessed as per 

the Group’s accounting policies. For this analysis, the 

Management verifies the major inputs applied in the latest 

valuation by agreeing the information in the valuation 

computation to contracts and other relevant documents. 

The Management in conjunction with the Group’s external 

valuers, also compares the change in the fair value of 

each asset and liability with relevant external sources 

to determine whether the change is reasonable. This 

includes a discussion of the major assumptions used in the 

valuations.

For the purpose of fair value disclosures, the Group has 

determined classes of assets and liabilities on the basis of 

the nature, characteristics and risks of the asset or liability 

and the level of the fair value hierarchy as explained above. 

An analysis of fair values of financial instruments and 

further details as to how they are measured are provided 

in note 07.

3.11 Cash and Cash Equivalents

Cash and Cash Equivalents in the Statement of financial 

position comprise cash at banks and on hand and short-

term, highly liquid investments that are readily convertible 

to known amounts of cash and which are subject to an 

insignificant risk of change in value.

For the purpose of the Group statement of cash flows, 

cash and cash equivalents consist of cash and cash 

equivalents as defined above, net of outstanding bank 

overdrafts.

3.12 Provisions

Provisions are recognised when the Group has a present 

obligation (legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, 

it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying 

economic benefits will be required to settle the obligation 

and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of 

the obligation. Where the Group expects some or all 

of a provision to be reimbursed, for example under an 

insurance contract, the reimbursement is recognised as 
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a separate asset but only when the reimbursement is 

virtually certain. The expense relating to any provision 

is presented in the Statement of profit or loss net of any 

reimbursement.

If the effect of the time value of money is material, 

provisions are discounted using a current pre-tax rate that 

reflects, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability. 

Where discounting is used, the increase in the provision 

due to the passage of time is recognised as a finance cost.

3.13  Employee benefits

(a) Defined Contribution Plans –Employees’ Provident 

Fund and Employees’ Trust Fund

A defined contribution plan is a post-employment benefit 

plan under which an entity pays fixed determinable 

contributions into a separate entity and will have no legal 

or constructive obligation to pay further amounts.

Employees are eligible to Employees’ Provident 

Fund (EPF) contributions and Employees’ Trust Fund 

(ETF) contributions as per the respective statutes. 

These obligations come within the scope of a defined 

contribution plan as per LKAS -19 on ‘Employee Benefits’.

The Company contributes 12% and 3% of gross 

emoluments of employees to Employees’ Provident Fund 

and Employees’ Trust Fund respectively. The contributions 

made are expensed to Profit or Loss as and when the 

contributions are made.

(b) Defined Benefit Plan – Gratuity

In accordance with the Gratuity Act No. 12 of 1983, a liability 

arises for a defined benefit obligation to employees. Such 

defined benefit obligation is a post-employment benefit 

obligation falling within the scope of Sri Lanka Accounting 

Standard LKAS -19 on ‘Employee Benefits’.

The liability recognised in the Statement of financial 

position is the present value of the defined benefit 

obligation at the reporting date. The calculations 

performed annually by a qualified actuary using the 

projected unit credit method (PUC). Any actuarial gains 

and losses arising are recognised immediately in other 

comprehensive income. The discount rate has been 

derived considering the yield of government bonds.

However, as per the payment of Gratuity Act No. 12 of 

1983, this liability only arises upon completion of 5 years of 

continued service.

The gratuity liability is not externally funded.

3.14  Business Segment Reporting

An operating segment is a component of the Group that 

engages in business activities from which it may earn 

revenues and incur expenses, including revenues and 

expenses that relate to transactions with any of the Group’s 

other components. All operating segments’ operating 

results are reviewed regularly by the Group’s Managing 

Director (MD) to make decisions about resources to be 

allocated to the segment and to assess its performance, 

and for which discrete financial information is available.

Segment results that are reported to the MD include items 

directly attributable to a segment as well as those that can 

be allocated on a reasonable basis.

3.15  Comparative Information

The accounting policies have been consistently applied 

by the Group and are consistent with those used in the 

previous year. Prior year figures and phrases have been 

restated or reclassified where necessary to conform to the 

current year presentation.

3.16  New Accounting Standards issued but not effective as at 

Reporting Date

The following new accounting standards were issued by 

the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Sri Lanka which 

are not yet effective as at 31 March 2021. Accordingly 

these accounting standards have not been applied in the 

preparation of the Financial Statements for the year ended 

31 March 2021.
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- Amendments to SLFRS 9, LKAS 39, SLFRS 7, SLFRS 4 

and SLFRS 16 – Interest Rate Benchmark Reform (Phase 

1 & 2)

 The amendments to SLFRS 9 & LKAS 39 provide a 

number of reliefs, which apply to all hedging relationships 

that are directly affected by interest rate benchmark 

reform. A hedging relationship is affected if the reform 

gives rise to uncertainty about the timing and/or amount 

of benchmark-based cash flows of the hedged item or the 

hedging instrument.

IBOR reforms Phase 2 include number of reliefs and 

additional disclosures. Amendments supports companies 

in applying SLFRS when changes are made to contractual 

cash flows or hedging relationships because of the reform.

 These amendments to various standards are effective 

for the annual reporting periods beginning on or after 01 

January 2021.

- Amendments to SLFRS 16 - COVID – 19 Related Rent 

Concessions

 The amendments provide relief to lessees from applying 

SLFRS 16 guidance on lease modification accounting for 

rent concessions arising as a direct consequence of the 

Covid-19 Pandemic.

As a practical expedient, a lessee may elect not to assess 

whether a Covid-19 related rent concession from a lessor 

is a lease modification. A lessee that makes this election 

accounts for any change in lease payments resulting from 

Covid-19 related rent concession the same way it would 

account for the change under SLFRS16,if the change were 

not a lease modification.

The amendment applies to annual reporting periods 

beginning on or after 01 June 2020.

 Amendments to SLFRS 3

 The amendments update SLFRS 3 so that it refers to 

the 2018 Conceptual Framework instead of the 1989 

Framework. They also add to SLFRS 3 a requirement that, 

for obligations within the scope of LKAS 37, an acquirer 

applies LKAS 37 to determine whether at the acquisition 

date a present obligation exists as a result of past events. 

For a levy that would be within the scope of IFRIC 21 

Levies, the acquirer applies IFRIC 21 to determine whether 

the obligating event that gives rise to a liability to pay 

the levy has occurred by the acquisition date. Finally, the 

amendments add an explicit statement that an acquirer 

does not recognise contingent assets acquired in a 

business combination.

The amendments are effective for business combinations 

for which the date of acquisition is on or after the beginning 

of the first annual period beginning on or after 1 January 

2022. Early application is permitted if an entity also applies 

all other updated references (published together with 

the updated Conceptual Framework) at the same time or 

earlier.

Property, Plant and Equipment: Proceeds before 

Intended Use – Amendments to LKAS 16

 In March 2021, the ICASL adopted amendments to 

LKAS16-Property, Plant and Equipment — Proceeds 

before Intended Use, which prohibits entities deducting 

from the cost of an item of property, plant and equipment, 

any proceeds from selling items produced while bringing 

that asset to the location and condition necessary for it 

to be capable of operating in the manner intended by 

management. Instead, an entity recognises the proceeds 

from selling such items, and the costs of producing those 

items, in profit or loss.

 The amendment is effective for annual reporting periods 

beginning on or after 1 January 2022 and must be applied 

retrospectively to items of property, plant and equipment 

made available for use on or after the beginning of the 

earliest period presented when the entity first applies the 

amendment.

Onerous Contracts – Costs of Fulfilling a Contract – 

Amendments to LKAS 37

 In March 2021, the ICASL adopted amendments to LKAS 

37 to specify which costs an entity needs to include when 

assessing whether a contract is onerous or loss-making.
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The amendments apply a “directly related cost approach”. 

The costs that relate directly to a contract to provide 

goods or services include both incremental costs and an 

allocation of costs directly related to contract activities. 

General and administrative costs do not relate directly 

to a contract and are excluded unless they are explicitly 

chargeable to the counter-party under the contract.

 The amendments are effective for annual reporting 

periods beginning on or after 1 January 2022. The Group 

will apply these amendments to contracts for which it 

has not yet fulfilled all its obligations at the beginning of 

the annual reporting period in which it first applies the 

amendments

Amendments to LKAS 1: Classification of Liabilities as 

Current or Non-current

 In March 2021 , ICASL adopted amendments to 

paragraphs 69 to 76 of LKAS 1 which specify the 

requirements for classifying liabilities as current or non-

current. The amendments clarify:

 � What is meant by a right to defer settlement

 � That a right to defer must exist at the end of the 

reporting period

 � That classification is unaffected by the likelihood that an 

entity will exercise its deferral right

 � That only if an embedded derivative in a convertible 

liability is itself an equity instrument would the terms of 

a liability not impact its classification

The amendments are effective for annual reporting periods 

beginning on or after 1 January 2022 and must be applied 

retrospectively.

None of the new or amended pronouncements are 

expected to have a material impact on the consolidated 

financial statements of the group / financial statements of 

the company in the foreseeable future.
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4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

4.1 Group

Freehold 

land

Civil

 construction at 

power plants

Office
 equipment

Furniture 

and

 fittings

Plant and

 machinery at

power plants

Computer

 equipment

Motor

 vehicles Generators

Construction

 in Progress Total

Cost/ Valuation

Balance 1st April 2019  19,900,000  1,105,743,814  10,905,506  16,496,279  1,031,045,185  8,324,778  35,934,161  1,347,752  545,484,175  2,775,181,650 

Additions  -    14,698,764  136,419  236,507  35,172,102  668,458  -    -    419,164,428  470,076,678 

Transfers from WIP  -    297,599,558  57,975  54,275  155,132,134  -    -    1,000,000  (449,968,341)  3,875,601 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (20,831,381)  -    (20,831,381)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  19,900,000  1,418,042,136  11,099,900  16,787,061  1,221,349,421  8,993,236  15,102,780  2,347,752  514,680,262  3,228,302,548 

Additions  -    3,268,270  50,232  -    9,508,045  -    -    -    448,836,380  461,662,927 

Transfers/ disposals  -    59,969,974  -    -    246,096,336  -    (4,200,000)  -    (306,066,309)  (4,199,999)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  19,900,000  1,481,280,380  11,150,132  16,787,061  1,476,953,802  8,993,236  10,902,780  2,347,752  657,450,333  3,685,765,476 

Accumulated depreciation

Balance 1st April 2019  -    93,794,172  5,277,621  8,311,651  169,421,527  7,228,788  25,539,774  763,747  -    310,337,280 

Charge for the year  -    21,547,689  1,159,976  1,953,550  34,394,912  657,196  2,750,361  253,148  -    62,716,832 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (17,267,581)  -    -    (17,267,581)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  -    115,341,861  6,437,597  10,265,201  203,816,439  7,885,984  11,022,554  1,016,895  -    355,786,531 

Charge for the year  -    24,086,044  1,486,672  1,717,503  39,081,068  909,449  965,962  253,148  -    68,499,846 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (2,100,420)  -    -    (2,100,420)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  -    139,427,905  7,924,269  11,982,704  242,897,507  8,795,433  9,888,096  1,270,043  -    422,185,957 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2020  19,900,000  1,302,700,275  4,662,303  6,521,860  1,017,532,982  1,107,252  4,080,226  1,330,857  514,680,262  2,872,516,017 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2021  19,900,000  1,341,852,475  3,225,863  4,804,357  1,234,056,295  197,803  1,014,684  1,077,709  657,450,333  3,263,579,519 

4.2 During the year fixed assets additions and cash payments - Group

During the financial year, the Group acquired Property, Plant and  Equipment to the aggregate value of Rs. 461,662,927/- (2020 

- Rs.470,076,677/-). Cash payments amounted to Rs. 411,050,951/- (2020 - Rs. 296,064,360/-) were made during the year for 

acquisition/construction of Property, Plant and Equipment. 
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4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

4.1 Group

Freehold 

land

Civil

 construction at 

power plants

Office
 equipment

Furniture 

and

 fittings

Plant and

 machinery at

power plants

Computer

 equipment

Motor

 vehicles Generators

Construction

 in Progress Total

Cost/ Valuation

Balance 1st April 2019  19,900,000  1,105,743,814  10,905,506  16,496,279  1,031,045,185  8,324,778  35,934,161  1,347,752  545,484,175  2,775,181,650 

Additions  -    14,698,764  136,419  236,507  35,172,102  668,458  -    -    419,164,428  470,076,678 

Transfers from WIP  -    297,599,558  57,975  54,275  155,132,134  -    -    1,000,000  (449,968,341)  3,875,601 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (20,831,381)  -    (20,831,381)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  19,900,000  1,418,042,136  11,099,900  16,787,061  1,221,349,421  8,993,236  15,102,780  2,347,752  514,680,262  3,228,302,548 

Additions  -    3,268,270  50,232  -    9,508,045  -    -    -    448,836,380  461,662,927 

Transfers/ disposals  -    59,969,974  -    -    246,096,336  -    (4,200,000)  -    (306,066,309)  (4,199,999)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  19,900,000  1,481,280,380  11,150,132  16,787,061  1,476,953,802  8,993,236  10,902,780  2,347,752  657,450,333  3,685,765,476 

Accumulated depreciation

Balance 1st April 2019  -    93,794,172  5,277,621  8,311,651  169,421,527  7,228,788  25,539,774  763,747  -    310,337,280 

Charge for the year  -    21,547,689  1,159,976  1,953,550  34,394,912  657,196  2,750,361  253,148  -    62,716,832 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (17,267,581)  -    -    (17,267,581)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  -    115,341,861  6,437,597  10,265,201  203,816,439  7,885,984  11,022,554  1,016,895  -    355,786,531 

Charge for the year  -    24,086,044  1,486,672  1,717,503  39,081,068  909,449  965,962  253,148  -    68,499,846 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (2,100,420)  -    -    (2,100,420)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  -    139,427,905  7,924,269  11,982,704  242,897,507  8,795,433  9,888,096  1,270,043  -    422,185,957 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2020  19,900,000  1,302,700,275  4,662,303  6,521,860  1,017,532,982  1,107,252  4,080,226  1,330,857  514,680,262  2,872,516,017 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2021  19,900,000  1,341,852,475  3,225,863  4,804,357  1,234,056,295  197,803  1,014,684  1,077,709  657,450,333  3,263,579,519 

4.2 During the year fixed assets additions and cash payments - Group

During the financial year, the Group acquired Property, Plant and  Equipment to the aggregate value of Rs. 461,662,927/- (2020 

- Rs.470,076,677/-). Cash payments amounted to Rs. 411,050,951/- (2020 - Rs. 296,064,360/-) were made during the year for 

acquisition/construction of Property, Plant and Equipment. 
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4.3  Information on freehold land and buildings of the group - extents and locations

 Freehold lands

Name of the company Location

Freehold land

extent

Resus Energy PLC Giddawa, Digana, Teldeniya  1A - 3R - 30.90P 

Resus Energy PLC Dikkellakanda, Maliboda, Deraniyagala  0A - 3R - 31.83P 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited Magala, Deraniyagala  1A - 0R - 26.91P  

 2A - 7R - 22.65P 

 Freehold buildings

Name of the company Location

No. of 

buildings

Sq. ft. of

buildings

Resus Energy PLC Giddawa, Digana, Teldeniya  2  4,103 

Resus Energy PLC Lindula, Talawakelle  2  5,078 

Resus Energy PLC Dikkellakanda, Maliboda, Deraniyagala  2  3,504 

Resus Energy PLC Mahagalugolla, Siyambalanduwa  2  450 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Limited Magala, Deraniyagala  2  2,518 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Limited Digana, Teldeniya  1  1,520 

JB Power (Pvt) Limited Maliboda, Deraniyagala  1  2,100 

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Ltd Kosgama, Panvila  1  1,400 

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd Karapalagama, Hanguranhetha  1  2,050 

 14  22,723 

The carrying value of the above buildings is reflected under civil construction of hydro power plants.

4.4 Property, plant and equipment pledged as security against long-term bank loans

Land, buildings including civil structures and power generating equipment of hydro power projects with a carrying value of Rs. 

2,110,872,184/-  have been pledged as security against bank loans  as at the reporting date (2020 - Rs. 1,849,035,169/-).

Carrying value as at 31st March 2021 (Rs.)

Company Lender Freehold land
Civil 

structures

Hydro power
 plant and

 machinery Total

Loan capital 
outstanding as 

at 31st March
 2021 (Rs.)

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Resus Energy PLC
Sampath bank PLC, NDB 
PLC & Seylan Bank PLC  16,000,000  515,285,944  652,129,095  1,167,415,039  243,797,673 

Gomale Oya Hydro 
Power (Pvt) Limited Sampath bank PLC  3,900,000  125,003,830  134,056,489  262,960,319  133,963,281 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) 
Limited Sampath bank PLC  -    191,381,520  191,504,772  382,886,292  186,968,323 

JB Power (Pvt) 
Limited Seylan Bank PLC  -    191,000,463  106,610,071  297,610,534  104,468,212 

 19,900,000  1,022,671,757  1,084,300,427  2,110,872,184  669,197,489 
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4.5 Fully depreciated but still in use

The cost of fully-depreciated property, plant and equipment of the Group which are still in use amounted to Rs. 23,637,572/- 

(2020 - Rs. 9,636,336/-).

4.6 Impairment

Based on the assessment of potential impairment carried out internally for fixed assets by the board of directors as at 31 March 

2021, no provision was required to be made in the financial statements.. 

4.7    Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs amounting Rs. 50,611,976/- that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of 

qualifying asset have been capitalized as part of the cost of the asset in accordance with Sri Lanka Accounting Standard - LKAS 

23 on Borrowing Costs (2020- Rs. 20,014,988/-)

4.8  There were no restrictions existed on the title to the property, plant and equipment of the Group/Company as  

at the reporting date.

4.9 The useful lives of the assets of the Group are estimated as follows:

2021 2020

Civil construction at hydro power plants  60 Years  60 Years

Office equipment  8 Years  8 Years 

Furniture and fittings 8 Years 8 Years 

Plant and machinery at hydro power plants 33 1/3 Years 33 1/3 Years

Computer equipment 3 Years 3 Years

Motor vehicles  6 Years  6 Years 

Generators 8 Years 8 Years

The estimated useful life has been determined by assuming that current operative SPPA will be extended/renewed  by Twenty 

years or more at the expiration of remaining year.
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4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

4.10 Company

Freehold 

land

Civil

 construction at 

power plants

Office
 equipment

Furniture 

and

 fittings

Plant and

 machinery at

power plants

Computer

 equipment

Motor

 vehicles Generators

Construction

 in Progress Total

Cost/ Valuation

Balance 1st April 2019  16,000,000  556,508,546  10,396,797  16,297,356  586,163,727  7,926,964  34,840,431  1,347,752  -    1,229,481,573 

Additions  -    104,730  167,035  109,999  367,885  582,284  -    -    200,717,673  202,049,606 

Transfers/ disposals - - - - - -  (20,831,381) - -  (20,831,381)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  16,000,000  556,613,276  10,563,832  16,407,355  586,531,612  8,509,248  14,009,050  1,347,752  200,717,673  1,410,699,798 

Additions  -    90,160  25,001  -    909,960  -    -    -    105,348,636  106,373,757 

Transfers/ disposals -  59,969,974 - - 246,096,335 -  (4,200,000) -  (306,066,309)  (4,200,000)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  16,000,000  616,673,410  10,588,833  16,407,355  833,537,907  8,509,248  9,809,050  1,347,752  -    1,512,873,555 

Accumulated depreciation

Balance 1st April 2019  -    81,474,639  5,173,075  8,331,412  144,311,947  7,008,002  25,314,771  765,341  -    272,379,187 

Charge for the year  -    9,712,063  1,108,333  1,922,123  17,019,173  530,474  2,568,032  128,148 -  32,988,346 

Transfers/ disposals - - - - - -  (17,267,581) - -  (17,267,581)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  -    91,186,702  6,281,408  10,253,535  161,331,120  7,538,476  10,615,222  893,489  -    288,099,952 

Charge for the year  -    10,200,764  1,419,676  1,670,055  20,077,692  802,409  783,634  128,148  -    35,082,378 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (2,100,420)  -    -    (2,100,420)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  -    101,387,466  7,701,084  11,923,590  181,408,812  8,340,885  9,298,436  1,021,637  -    321,081,910 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2020  16,000,000  465,426,574  4,282,424  6,153,820  425,200,492  970,772  3,393,828  454,263  200,717,673  1,122,599,846 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2021  16,000,000  515,285,944  2,887,749  4,483,765  652,129,095  168,363  510,614  326,115  -    1,191,791,645 

4.11 During the year fixed assets additions and cash payments - Company

During the financial year, the Company acquired Property, Plant and  Equipment to the aggregate value of Rs. 106,373,757/- for 

cash (2020 - Rs. 202,049,606/-)..

4.12 Fully depreciated but still in use

The cost of fully depreciated assets of the Company which are still in use as at 31 March 2021 amounts to Rs. 23,315,484/-  

(2020- Rs. 9,636,336/-).

4.13 Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs amounting Rs. 9,485,579 /- that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a 

qualifying asset have been capitalized as part of the cost of the asset in accordance with Sri Lanka Accounting Standard - LKAS 

23 on Borrowing Costs. (2020 - Nil)
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4 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

4.10 Company

Freehold 

land

Civil

 construction at 

power plants

Office
 equipment

Furniture 

and

 fittings

Plant and

 machinery at

power plants

Computer

 equipment

Motor

 vehicles Generators

Construction

 in Progress Total

Cost/ Valuation

Balance 1st April 2019  16,000,000  556,508,546  10,396,797  16,297,356  586,163,727  7,926,964  34,840,431  1,347,752  -    1,229,481,573 

Additions  -    104,730  167,035  109,999  367,885  582,284  -    -    200,717,673  202,049,606 

Transfers/ disposals - - - - - -  (20,831,381) - -  (20,831,381)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  16,000,000  556,613,276  10,563,832  16,407,355  586,531,612  8,509,248  14,009,050  1,347,752  200,717,673  1,410,699,798 

Additions  -    90,160  25,001  -    909,960  -    -    -    105,348,636  106,373,757 

Transfers/ disposals -  59,969,974 - - 246,096,335 -  (4,200,000) -  (306,066,309)  (4,200,000)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  16,000,000  616,673,410  10,588,833  16,407,355  833,537,907  8,509,248  9,809,050  1,347,752  -    1,512,873,555 

Accumulated depreciation

Balance 1st April 2019  -    81,474,639  5,173,075  8,331,412  144,311,947  7,008,002  25,314,771  765,341  -    272,379,187 

Charge for the year  -    9,712,063  1,108,333  1,922,123  17,019,173  530,474  2,568,032  128,148 -  32,988,346 

Transfers/ disposals - - - - - -  (17,267,581) - -  (17,267,581)

Balance as at 31st March 2020  -    91,186,702  6,281,408  10,253,535  161,331,120  7,538,476  10,615,222  893,489  -    288,099,952 

Charge for the year  -    10,200,764  1,419,676  1,670,055  20,077,692  802,409  783,634  128,148  -    35,082,378 

Transfers/ disposals  -    -    -    -    -    -    (2,100,420)  -    -    (2,100,420)

Balance as at 31st March 2021  -    101,387,466  7,701,084  11,923,590  181,408,812  8,340,885  9,298,436  1,021,637  -    321,081,910 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2020  16,000,000  465,426,574  4,282,424  6,153,820  425,200,492  970,772  3,393,828  454,263  200,717,673  1,122,599,846 

Carrying value as at 31st March 2021  16,000,000  515,285,944  2,887,749  4,483,765  652,129,095  168,363  510,614  326,115  -    1,191,791,645 

4.11 During the year fixed assets additions and cash payments - Company

During the financial year, the Company acquired Property, Plant and  Equipment to the aggregate value of Rs. 106,373,757/- for 

cash (2020 - Rs. 202,049,606/-)..

4.12 Fully depreciated but still in use

The cost of fully depreciated assets of the Company which are still in use as at 31 March 2021 amounts to Rs. 23,315,484/-  

(2020- Rs. 9,636,336/-).

4.13 Borrowing Costs

Borrowing costs amounting Rs. 9,485,579 /- that are directly attributable to the acquisition, construction or production of a 

qualifying asset have been capitalized as part of the cost of the asset in accordance with Sri Lanka Accounting Standard - LKAS 

23 on Borrowing Costs. (2020 - Nil)
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5 RIGHT OF USE ASSETS AND LEASES

 Group

For the year ended 31st March

Balance as at

 01.04.2020

Advance

 payment for

 leases Additions 

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Cost

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  31,254,313  -    -    31,254,313 

Building - Office Premises  16,532,536  -    1,273,359  17,805,895 

 47,786,849  -    1,273,359  49,060,208 

For the year ended 31st March

Balance as at

 01.04.2020

 Charge during

 the year  

 De - 

Recognition  

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Accumulated Depreciation and Impairment

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  1,431,133  1,488,430  -    2,919,563 

Building - Office Premises  2,438,974  2,708,151  -    5,147,125 

 3,870,107  4,196,581  -    8,066,688 

Net book value as at 31st March, 2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  28,334,750 29,823,180

Building - Office Premises  12,658,770 14,093,562

 40,993,520  43,916,742 

 Company

For the year ended 31st March

Balance as at

 01.04.2020

Advance

 payment for

 leases Additions 

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Cost

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  724,500  -    -    724,500 

Building - Office Premises  16,465,193  -    1,273,359  17,738,552 

 17,189,693  -    1,273,359  18,463,052 
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For the year ended 31st March

Balance as at

 01.04.2020

 Charge during

 the year  

 De - 

Recognition  

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Accumulated Depreciation and Impairment

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  57,586  57,623  -    115,209 

Building - Office Premises  2,381,388  2,708,151  -    5,089,539 

 2,438,974  2,765,774  -    5,204,748 

Net book value as at 31st March, 2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  609,291 666,914

Building - Office Premises  12,649,013 14,083,805

 13,258,304  14,750,719 

The useful lives of the assets of the Group are estimated as follows:

Net book value as at 31st March, 2021

Rs.

Land 12 years-26 years

Building 5 years

5.2 LEASE LIABILITIES

The lease liability is initially measured at the present value of the lease payments that are not paid at the commencement date, 

discounted using the interest rate implicit in the lease or, if that rate can not be readily determined, the company’s incremental 

borrowing rate. The movement of lease liability for the period is as follows;

 Group

For the year ended 31st March

Balance 

as at 01.04.2020 Additions

Interest 

expense Payments

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Cost

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  33,523,113  -    3,362,982  (3,871,271)  33,014,825 

Building - Office Premises  11,432,118  1,273,359  1,533,779  (3,828,845)  10,410,411 

 44,955,231  1,273,359 4,896,761  (7,700,115)  43,425,236 
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 Company

For the year ended 31st March

Balance 

as at 01.04.2020 Additions

Interest 

expense Payments

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Cost

Land - Hydro Power Plant Premises  806,731  -    79,189  (111,270)  774,650 

Building - Office Premises  11,432,118  1,273,359  1,533,779  (3,828,845)  10,410,411 

 12,238,849  1,273,359  1,612,968  (3,940,115)  11,185,061 

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Current  9,473,637  4,436,954  4,242,827  3,304,297 

Non-Current  33,951,599  40,518,277  6,942,234  8,934,552 

Total  43,425,236  44,955,231  11,185,061  12,238,849 

The following are the amounts recognized in the Statement of Profit or Loss:

Depreciation expense of Right-of-Use Assets  4,196,581  3,870,107  2,765,774  2,438,974 

Interest expense on lease liabilities 4,896,761  4,908,964  1,612,968  1,589,738 

5.3 Maturity Analysis Of Lease Liability

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Less than 1 year  7,821,827  7,630,385  4,131,557  3,940,115 

1 to 5 years  24,558,808  28,579,094  9,098,728  13,119,014 

More than 5 years  55,498,050  59,299,590  556,350  667,620 

87,878,685  95,509,069 13,786,635  17,726,749 

6 INTANGIBLE ASSETS

6.1 Group

Gross value

Balance 

as at 01.04.2020 Additions

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs.

Goodwill  197,484,944  -    197,484,944 

 197,484,944  -    197,484,944 
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Total carrying value - As at 31st March 2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Goodwill  197,484,944  197,484,944 

 197,484,944  197,484,944 

6.2 Company

Gross value

Balance 

as at 01.04.2020 Additions

Balance 

as at 31.03.2021

Rs. Rs.

Goodwill  126,752,566  -    126,752,566 

 126,752,566  -    126,752,566 

Total carrying value - As at 31st March 2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Goodwill  126,752,566  126,752,566 

 126,752,566  126,752,566 

6.3  Following business acquisitions resulted in recognition of Goodwill in the year of acquisition ;

Group/ Company

Total carrying value - As at 31st March 2021

Rs. Rs.

Okanda Power Grid (CGU)  20,405,018  20,405,018 

Upper Agra Oya Hydro Power (CGU)  106,347,548  106,347,548 

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd  15,000,000  -   

Sierra Power (Pvt)  Ltd  55,795,378  -   

 197,547,944  126,752,566 

6.4 The Company and its subsidiaries annually carry out impairment tests on all its intangible assets. The business acquisition to 

which the goodwill is attributable was valued based on the earnings growth method. Assumptions applied in such computations 

are reviewed each year.

 Period covered  

Period covered was as per the Standard Power Purchase Agreement(SPPA) with Ceylon Electricity Board,

Subsidiary Discount Rate Growth Rate Remaining years

Current Tariff per 

KWh (Rs.)

Okanda Power Grid (CGU) 10.54% 3%  10 years 14.58

Upper Agra Oya Hydro Power (CGU) 9.99% 3%  4 year  19.51/9.76 

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd 9.15% 3%  17 years 14.58

Sierra Power (Pvt)  Ltd (Work in Progress) 10.38% 3%  20 years 17.85
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The value in use computation has been prepared by assuming current SPPA will be extended/ renewed by twenty years at 

expiration of the remaining years. Current developments in the sector were considered to forecast the renewed tariff. 

6.5 The key assumptions used to determine the recoverable amount for the CGUs, are as follows; 

Variable Assumptions Used 

Sensitivity

Change Impact on VIU

Impact on

 Goodwill

Discount Rate

The discount rate used is the 
risk free rate, adjusted by the 
addition of an appropriate risk 
premium. (9.15%-10.54%) Increases By 1% -6% No Impact

Growth Rate for Cash 
Flows for Subsequent Years

Based on historical growth 
rate and business plan. (3%)  Decreases By 1% -10% No Impact

The sensitivity analysis is based on a change in a key assumption, keeping all other assumptions constant. The sensitivity 

analysis may not be representative of an actual change in the Value in Use as it is unlikely that changes in assumptions would 

occur in isolation from one another.

Above assumptions are affected by future market and future economic conditions.

7 INVESTMENTS IN SUBSIDIARIES

 Effective holding % No. of shares Cost of investment

As at 31 March 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Direct subsidiaries

Rawanakanda Hydro Power 
(Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  10  10  100  100 

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  1,045,005  1,045,005  120,310,995  120,310,995 

Resus Solar (Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  12,333,097  100  123,330,970  1,000 

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  8,680,003  8,680,003  180,000,020  180,000,020 

Resus Eastern Solar (Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  100  100  1,000  1,000 

Transferred from  
Amalgamation

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  660,002  660,002  66,000,020  66,000,020 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  1,470,002  1,470,002  147,000,020  147,000,020 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power  
(Pvt) Ltd 100% 100%  1,000,001  1,000,001  100,000,000  100,000,000 

 736,643,125  613,313,155 
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8 INVENTORIES

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Spare parts  8,717,792  8,537,792  7,365,231  7,185,231 

Total inventories at the lower of cost and  
net realisable value  8,717,792  8,537,792  7,365,231  7,185,231 

9 TRADE AND OTHER RECEIVABLES

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Trade receivables (Note 9.1)  277,984,641  253,543,685  159,364,875  151,927,521 

Advances, deposits and pre-payments  55,357,965  63,904,023  36,452,036  38,249,772 

Staff loans receivable (Note 9.2)  2,622,506  2,022,923  2,374,177  1,997,637 

Other receivables  871,678  2,586,860  865,224  2,344,920 

Group balance receivable (Note 9.3)  -    -    175,115,671  197,485,443 

 336,836,790  322,057,491  374,171,983  392,005,293 

9.1 Trade receivables

Trade receivables comprise receivable only from the Ceylon Electricity Board which is the sole electricity buyer of the company. 

As at 31st March 2021, the age analysis of Group trade receivables is as follows;

Past due but not impaired

Total

Neither

due nor

impaired < 30 days < 60 days

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Company

Resus Energy PLC  159,364,875  19,555,854  38,364,554  101,444,467 

 159,364,875  19,555,854  38,364,554  101,444,467 

Group

Resus Energy PLC  159,364,875  19,555,854  38,364,554  101,444,467 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd  10,803,859  1,464,178  952,433  8,387,248 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd  47,431,039  3,324,326  6,872,695  37,234,018 

J B Power (Pvt) Ltd  12,289,383  1,460,803  922,272  9,906,308 
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Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Ltd  48,095,485  489,145  4,363,354  43,242,985 

 277,984,641  26,294,307  51,475,308  200,215,026 

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

9.2 Staff loans receivable

Balance at the beginning of the year  2,022,923  1,243,427  1,997,637  1,170,137 

Loans granted during the year  4,429,245  2,584,370  2,886,345  2,484,370 

Less: Repayments  (3,829,662)  (1,804,874)  (2,509,805)  (1,656,870)

Balance at the end of the year  2,622,506  2,022,923  2,374,177  1,997,637 

Company

Company name Relationship 2021 2020

. Rs. Rs.

9.3 Group balance receivable

Rawanakanda Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  827,648  757,222 

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  62,469,324  35,632,172 

Resus Solar (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  5,620,191  16,738,164 

Upper Huluganga (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  106,117,827  136,404,438 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  -    7,953,447 

Resus Eastern Solar (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  19,740  -   

Resus Solar One (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  60,941  -   

 175,115,671  197,485,443 

9.3.1 Summary of related party balances movement is elaborated in note 28.2.      

9.3.2 Based on the assessment of potential impairment carried out internally by the board of directors as at 31 March 2021, no 

provision was required to be made in the financial statement. 
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10 CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

10.1 Favourable cash and cash equivalent balances

Cash in hand and at bank  8,426,576  27,778,401  4,871,581  27,458,703 

10.2 Unfavourable cash and cash equivalent balances

Bank overdrafts  (376,674,694)  (286,798,060)  (313,020,013)  (227,088,032)

Total cash and cash equivalents for the purpose of state-
ment of cash flow   (368,248,118)  (259,019,659)  (308,148,432)  (199,629,329)

11 STATED CAPITAL - GROUP/COMPANY

Fully paid ordinary shares 2021 2020

No of Shares. Rs. No of Shares.. Rs.

At the beginning of the year  75,508,262  679,506,038  75,508,262  679,506,038 

Issue of new shares  3,523,156  94,385,328  -    -   

At the end of the year  79,031,418  773,891,366  75,508,262  679,506,038 

12 INTEREST BEARING LOANS AND BORROWINGS

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

12.1 Movement

At the beginning of the year  2,081,300,403  1,657,075,471  1,046,749,814  741,703,467 

Loans obtained during the year  683,476,679  723,592,991  151,200,000  530,300,000 

Interest charged to profit or loss (Note 20.1)  126,069,824  136,670,110  57,926,723  56,566,870 

Borrowing cost capitalized  50,611,976  20,014,988  9,485,579  -   

Interest payments  (175,663,519)  (187,850,151)  (66,394,022)  (90,490,524)

Capital repayments during the year  (687,100,698)  (268,203,006)  (227,479,176)  (191,329,999)

At the end of the year at amortised cost  2,078,694,665  2,081,300,403  971,488,918  1,046,749,814 

Classified as current liabilities (repayable within one year)  580,570,290  419,744,331 414,466,311  276,390,987 

Classified as non-current liabilities (repayable after  
one year)  1,498,124,375  1,661,556,072  557,022,607  770,358,827 

 2,078,694,665  2,081,300,403  971,488,918  1,046,749,814 
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12.2 Details of  loans as at 31st March 2021

Company Facility Lenders

Principal 

amount (Rs.)

Amount

 outstanding

 including 

accrued interest

 (Rs.) Repayments terms Interest rate

Resus Energy PLC Syndicated loan facility 
NDB PLC  178,000,000  59,434,628 Repayable in 32 quarterly installments commenced from December 2015. 

 
Fixed rate

Sampath Bank PLC  198,000,000  65,281,249 

Resus Energy PLC Syndicated loan facility
NDB PLC  169,500,000  56,375,796 Repayable in 32 quarterly installments commenced from December 2015. 

 
Fixed rate

Sampath Bank PLC  189,500,000  62,706,000 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility Sampath Bank PLC  200,000,000 133,963,280 Repayable in 76 monthly installments commenced from September 2019. 3 months AWPLR based plus margin

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility Sampath Bank PLC  246,000,000  186,968,323 Repayable in 72 monthly installments commenced from April 2019.  1 month AWPLR based plus margin

Upper Hulu Ganga (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility Hatton National Bank PLC  263,500,000  244,509,345 Repayable in 78 monthly installments commenced from  August 2019. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility
Seylan Bank PLC  50,000,000  46,126,893 Repayable in 94 monthly installments commencing from June 2020. 6 months AWPLR based plus margin

Seylan Bank PLC  100,000,000  58,341,320 Repayable in 46 monthly installments commenced from April 2019. Fixed rate

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd Project Financing Loan Facility DFCC Bank PLC  525,000,000  420,796,584 Repayable in 102 equal monthly installments after a grace period of 12 months 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

Resus Energy PLC Bridging facility Commercial Bank PLC  150,000,000  150,000,000 Bullet repayment at maturity as at December 2020. Fixed rate

Resus Energy PLC Credit Facility Nations Trust Bank PLC  100,000,000  33,333,336 Repayable in 12 quarterly installments commenced from June 2019. Weekly AWLPLR based plus margin

Resus Energy PLC Credit Facility NDB PLC  350,000,000  305,466,705 Repayable in 84 monthly installments commencing from May 2020. Weekly AWLPLR based plus margin

Resus Solar (Pvt) Ltd Short Term Loan Facility Sampath Bank PLC  16,500,000  16,500,000 Bullet repayment at maturity as at April 2021. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

Resus Energy PLC Project Financing Loan Facility Seylan Bank PLC

 175,000,000 176,143,873 Repayable in 107 monthly installments commencing from April 2021. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

 15,000,000  11,664,000 Repayable in 18 monthly installments commencing from October 2020. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

 50,000,000  51,083,333 Repayable in 96 monthly installments commencing from May 2021. Fixed rate

2,078,694,665

12.3 Security offered for syndicated loan facilities

a)  Primary concurrent mortgage over immovable project assets, movable project assets including project documents (licenses,  

 approvals, agreements, contracts, bonds), book debts, insurance proceeds and receivables.

12.4 Security offered for project financing loan facilities

a)  Primary mortgage over immovable and movable projects assets including project approvals (Refer note 4.4), book debts and  

insurance proceeds.

b)   Primary mortgage bond over entirety of shares issued supported by a power of attorney.

c)   Corporate guarantee issued by Resus Energy PLC
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12.2 Details of  loans as at 31st March 2021

Company Facility Lenders

Principal 

amount (Rs.)

Amount

 outstanding

 including 

accrued interest

 (Rs.) Repayments terms Interest rate

Resus Energy PLC Syndicated loan facility 
NDB PLC  178,000,000  59,434,628 Repayable in 32 quarterly installments commenced from December 2015. 

 
Fixed rate

Sampath Bank PLC  198,000,000  65,281,249 

Resus Energy PLC Syndicated loan facility
NDB PLC  169,500,000  56,375,796 Repayable in 32 quarterly installments commenced from December 2015. 

 
Fixed rate

Sampath Bank PLC  189,500,000  62,706,000 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility Sampath Bank PLC  200,000,000 133,963,280 Repayable in 76 monthly installments commenced from September 2019. 3 months AWPLR based plus margin

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility Sampath Bank PLC  246,000,000  186,968,323 Repayable in 72 monthly installments commenced from April 2019.  1 month AWPLR based plus margin

Upper Hulu Ganga (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility Hatton National Bank PLC  263,500,000  244,509,345 Repayable in 78 monthly installments commenced from  August 2019. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd Project financing loan facility
Seylan Bank PLC  50,000,000  46,126,893 Repayable in 94 monthly installments commencing from June 2020. 6 months AWPLR based plus margin

Seylan Bank PLC  100,000,000  58,341,320 Repayable in 46 monthly installments commenced from April 2019. Fixed rate

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd Project Financing Loan Facility DFCC Bank PLC  525,000,000  420,796,584 Repayable in 102 equal monthly installments after a grace period of 12 months 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

Resus Energy PLC Bridging facility Commercial Bank PLC  150,000,000  150,000,000 Bullet repayment at maturity as at December 2020. Fixed rate

Resus Energy PLC Credit Facility Nations Trust Bank PLC  100,000,000  33,333,336 Repayable in 12 quarterly installments commenced from June 2019. Weekly AWLPLR based plus margin

Resus Energy PLC Credit Facility NDB PLC  350,000,000  305,466,705 Repayable in 84 monthly installments commencing from May 2020. Weekly AWLPLR based plus margin

Resus Solar (Pvt) Ltd Short Term Loan Facility Sampath Bank PLC  16,500,000  16,500,000 Bullet repayment at maturity as at April 2021. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

Resus Energy PLC Project Financing Loan Facility Seylan Bank PLC

 175,000,000 176,143,873 Repayable in 107 monthly installments commencing from April 2021. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

 15,000,000  11,664,000 Repayable in 18 monthly installments commencing from October 2020. 1 month AWPLR based plus margin

 50,000,000  51,083,333 Repayable in 96 monthly installments commencing from May 2021. Fixed rate

2,078,694,665

12.3 Security offered for syndicated loan facilities

a)  Primary concurrent mortgage over immovable project assets, movable project assets including project documents (licenses,  

 approvals, agreements, contracts, bonds), book debts, insurance proceeds and receivables.

12.4 Security offered for project financing loan facilities

a)  Primary mortgage over immovable and movable projects assets including project approvals (Refer note 4.4), book debts and  

insurance proceeds.

b)   Primary mortgage bond over entirety of shares issued supported by a power of attorney.

c)   Corporate guarantee issued by Resus Energy PLC
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13  RETIREMENT BENEFIT OBLIGATIONS - GRATUITY

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

At the beginning of the year  20,495,716  17,137,799  20,227,717  17,010,849 

Charge for the year (Note 13.1)  4,447,355  3,508,695  4,276,498  3,387,780 

Actuarial (gain)/loss on obligation (Note 13.2)  1,770,388  781,006  1,633,019  760,872 

Benefits paid during the year  (156,680)  (931,784)  (156,680)  (931,784)

At the end of the year  26,556,779  20,495,716  25,980,554  20,227,717 

13.1 The total amount charged to statement of  
profit or loss 

Current service cost  2,397,783  1,623,538  2,253,726  1,516,587 

Interest cost on benefit obligation  2,049,572  1,885,157  2,022,772  1,871,193 

 4,447,355  3,508,695  4,276,498  3,387,780 

13.2  Actuarial (Gain)/Loss 

Actuarial (Gains)/Losses on Obligations; 1,770,388  781,006  1,633,019  760,872 

1,770,388  781,006  1,633,019  760,872 

13.3 Actuarial & Management Consultants (Pvt) Ltd, carried out an actuarial valuation of the defined benefit plan - gratuity on 31st 

March 2021. Appropriate and compatible assumptions were used in determining the cost of retirement benefits. The principal 

assumptions used as at 31st March 2021 are as follows:

Fully paid ordinary shares 2021 2020

Method of Actuarial Valuation: Projected unit Projected unit 

credit method credit method

Financial assumptions

Discount rate 8.10% 10%

Salary increment Rate 8% 8%

Staff turnover ratio 1% p.a. for all service groups 1% p.a. for all service groups

Demographic assumptions

Mortality rate during employment A 1967/70 Mortality Table A 1967/70 Mortality Table

Retirement age 55 years 55 years

Expected future working life (No of Years) 15.1 years 15.1 years
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13.4 Sensitivity of Assumptions Employed in Actuarial Valuation

The following table demonstrates the sensitivity to a reasonable possible change in the key assumptions employed with all other 

variables held constant in the retirement benefit liability measurement.

2021 2020

Increase 1% Decrease 1% Increase 1% Decrease 1%

Group

Discount rate  (1,104,535)  1,269,752  (816,329)  906,400 

Salary increment rate  1,409,594  (1,256,520)  1,026,712  (942,482)

Company

Discount rate  (1,032,086)  1,183,771  (782,829) 866,759

Salary increment rate  1,322,688  (1,182,279)  986,888  (908,477)

Sensitivity analysis is an analysis which will give the movement in liability if the assumptions were not proved to be true on 

different count. 

This only signifies the change in the liability if the difference between assumed and the actual is not following the parameters of 

the sensitivity analysis.

13.5 Maturity Profile

Maturity profile of the defined benefit obligation as at 31st March 2021 is as follows.

Defined Benefit Obligation

Group Company

Rs. Rs.

Future Working Life Time

Within next 12 months  17,677,251  17,661,083 

Between 2-5 years  3,853,318  3,833,689 

Beyond 5 years  5,026,210  4,485,782 

Total  26,556,779  25,980,554 
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14 DEFERRED TAX

Group

Deferred tax asset Deferred tax liability

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

14.1 Movement

Balance at beginning of the year  4,012,129  6,422,449  (28,330,076)  (15,825,870)

(Charge)/release arising during the year recognised in  
the statement of profit or loss  16,085,423  (2,411,865)  8,433,476  (12,612,002)

Deferred tax effect on actuarial (gain)/loss recognised in  
the OCI  236,764  1,545  11,090  107,796 

Balance at end of the year  20,334,316  4,012,129  (19,885,510)  (28,330,076)

Company

Deferred tax asset Deferred tax liability

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Movement

Balance at beginning of the year  -    -    (13,295,603)  (15,825,870)

(Charge)/release arising during the year recognised in  
the statement of profit or loss  18,884,725  -    13,295,603  2,423,745 

Deferred tax effect on actuarial (gain)/loss recognised in  
the OCI  228,623  -    -    106,522 

Balance at end of the year  19,113,348  -    -    (13,295,603)

14.2 The closing deferred tax assets and (liability) balances relate to the following

 Group

Statement of financial position Statement of profit or loss
Other comprehensive  

income

As at 31 March 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Accelerated depreciation for 
tax purposes  (71,766,387)  (54,539,816)  (17,226,571)  (17,998,899) - -

Retirement benefits obligations  3,684,217  2,846,402  589,960  337,769  247,854  109,341 

Unutilised tax losses  68,530,978  27,375,467  41,155,511  2,637,264 - -

Deferred tax (charge)/release  -    -    24,518,900  (15,023,866)  247,854  109,341 

Net deferred tax assets/ 
(liabilities)  448,808  (24,317,947)  -    -    -    -   
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Company

Statement of financial position Statement of profit or loss
Other comprehensive  

income

As at 31 March 2021 2020 2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Accelerated depreciation for 
tax purposes  (23,571,465)  (16,127,483)  (7,443,982)  (2,079,906) - -

Retirement benefits obligations  3,637,278  2,831,880  576,775  341,021  228,623  109,341 

Unutilised tax losses  39,047,535 -  39,047,535 - - -

Deferred tax (charge)/release  -    -    32,180,328  (2,420,926)  228,623  109,341 

Net deferred tax assets/ 
(liabilities)  19,113,348  (13,295,602)  -    -    -    -   

14.3 The Group has applied IFRIC 23- Uncertainty over income tax treatments in these Financial Statements, and accordingly the 

Group has made a provision for uncertain income tax.

 Provision for uncertain income tax

During the year, Management has determined the claim of the enhanced capital allowance relating to Resus Energy PLC 

investment in its Solar Plant. Significant judgement was exercised to determine whether such investment qualified for the 

enhanced capital allowance tax claim. 

 Sensitivity analysis

In the event it is not deemed by the tax authorities as a qualifying enhanced capital allowance the Group/Company would 

have to reverse such deferred tax asset. The resulting impact in the statement of profit or loss for the Group/Company for the 

year ended 31 March 2021 would amount to a reduction in deferred tax reversal of Rs.39 Mn The consequential decrease in the 

deferred tax asset on the statement of financial position for the Group/Company would be Rs.39 Mn.   

15 TRADE AND OTHER  PAYABLES

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Trade and other payables  4,638,477  26,111,934  -    16,068,495 

Group balance payable (note 15.1)  -    -    83,721,259  115,280,220 

Contractor payables and Sundry creditors including ac-
crued expenses 96,944,652  30,932,869 83,672,602  20,466,588 

101,583,129  57,044,803 167,393,861  151,815,303 
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Company

Company name Relationship 2021 2020

. Rs. Rs.

15.1 Group balance payable

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  40,378,820  93,506,816 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  35,949,071  21,773,404 

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd  Subsidiary  7,393,368  -   

  83,721,259  115,280,220 

15.1.1 Summary of related party balances movement is elaborated in note 28.2

16 REVENUE

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Supply of electricity - Hydro power  642,372,007  545,560,263  385,211,222  327,864,461 

Supply of electricity - Solar power  23,880,082  -    23,880,082  -   

 666,252,089  545,560,263  409,091,304  327,864,461 

17  OTHER OPERATING INCOME/(EXPENSE)

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Profit/(loss) on sale of fixed assets  (66,114)  3,409,206  (66,114)  3,409,206 

Other Payables written off a/c  -    9,642,552  -    9,642,552 

Sundry income  144,794  -    123,058  -   

 78,680  13,051,758  56,944  13,051,758 

18 SUMMARISED MATERIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION OF SUBSIDIARIES

 For the year ended 31 March 2021

 Revenue  Operating Profit 

Rs. Rs.

Gomale Oya Hydro Power (Pvt) Ltd  48,744,370  25,630,176 

Moragaha Oya (Pvt) Ltd  84,536,321  47,492,612 

J.B Power (Pvt) Ltd  43,083,987  15,637,910 

Upper Hulu Ganga (Pvt) Ltd  80,796,107  40,549,245 

Sierra Power (Pvt) Ltd  -    (1,188,113)
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19 IMPAIRMENT CHARGE

Based on the assessment of potential impairment carried out internally by the board of directors as at 31 March 2021, no 

provision was required to be made in the financial statement. 

20 NET FINANCE COST

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

20.1 Finance cost

Interest expense on overdrafts  32,348,437  36,039,018  27,056,818  31,583,888 

Term loan interest  126,069,824  136,670,110  57,926,723  56,566,870 

Bank guarantee charges  -    340,974  -    340,974 

Other Finance cost  1,601,003  5,676,850  1,549,698  5,676,850 

Finance cost - RoU  4,896,761  4,908,964  1,612,968  1,589,738 

 164,916,025  183,635,916  88,146,207  95,758,320 

20.2 Finance income

Interest income on staff loans  122,993  172,770  122,541  172,770 

Interest income-others  606,510  1,384,912  545,269  1,384,912 

 729,503  1,557,682  667,810  1,557,682 

Net finance cost  164,186,522  182,078,234  87,478,397  94,200,638 

21 PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE TAX

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Stated after charging all expenses including the following:

Depreciation (Note 4)  68,499,846  62,716,832  35,082,378  32,988,346 

Depreciation - Right of use assets (Note 05) 4,196,581 3,870,107 2,765,774 2,438,974

Directors' fees and emoluments

- Short-term employment benefits (Note 28.1)  22,639,066  22,383,786  22,639,066  22,383,786 

- Post-employment benefits  7,462,845  6,974,620  7,462,845  6,974,620 

Donations  283,717  507,036  105,469  301,574 

Auditors' remuneration; -  -   -  -   

- Auditors' fees 1,714,079  1,539,258  1,301,092  1,175,668 

- Non-audit services 406,319 - 406,319 -

Staff costs; 

- Defined contribution plan costs - MSPS, EPF and ETF  9,255,104  9,237,729  8,722,720  8,752,372 

- Defined benefit plan costs - Gratuity (Note 13.1)  4,447,355  3,508,695  4,276,498  3,387,780 

- Other staff costs  51,552,682  50,670,477  47,449,436  47,443,832 
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22  TAX EXPENSE

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Deferred tax charge/(release) (Note 14.2)  (24,518,899)  15,023,867  (32,180,328)  (2,423,745)

Total tax expense included in statement of profit or loss  (24,518,899)  15,023,867  (32,180,328)  (2,423,745)

22.1 Reconciliation of accounting profit to current tax 

expense

Profit/(Loss) before taxation  305,819,360  191,329,167  178,114,756  116,527,771 

Other sources of income  -   

Aggregate allowable expenses  (518,989,615)  (142,148,578)  (375,057,588)  (24,937,326)

Aggregate disallowed items  74,102,972  59,443,588  46,113,406  42,370,472 

Taxable profit/(loss) from business  (139,067,283)  108,624,177  (150,829,426)  133,960,917 

Other sources of income  -    -    -   

Assessable Income/(loss)  (139,067,283)  108,624,177  (150,829,426)  133,960,917 

Net of tax losses generated and utilized during the year 
(Note 22.2)  139,067,283  (140,323,457)  150,829,426  (133,960,917)

Total Assessable Income -  (31,699,280)  -    -   

Income tax @ 14%  -    -    -   

Income tax @ 28%  -    -    -   

Current income tax expense  -    -    -    -   

22.2 Tax losses

Tax losses brought forward  475,560,784  507,260,064  134,144,404  267,462,666 

Tax losses that cannot be carried forward to next year  (124,694,223)  -    (6,062,865)  2,200,337 

Tax losses generated during the year  160,898,324  108,624,177  150,829,426  (135,518,599)

Tax losses utilised during the year  (21,831,041)  (140,323,457)  -    -   

Tax losses carried forward  489,933,844  475,560,784  278,910,965  134,144,404 
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As per the Inland Revenue Act No. 24 of 2017, tax losses can be deducted in full and the remaining losses can be carried forward 

only up to six years. Tax losses carried forward can be utilized on availability of future taxable profit.

Deferred tax has been computed using the current tax rate of 14% (2020 - 14%) for the Company and the Group. Further 

information about deferred tax is presented in note 14 deferred tax assets / liabilities.

23  EARNINGS/(LOSS) PER SHARE

23.1  Basic earnings/(loss) per share    

Basic Earnings/(Loss) Per Share is calculated by dividing the net profit/(loss) for the year attributable to equity holders of the 

Company by the weighted average number of ordinary shares outstanding during the year.

Group Company

2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Profit/(Loss) attributable to equity holders of  
the parent (Rs.)  330,338,259  176,305,300  210,295,084  118,951,516 

Weighted average number of ordinary shares in issue  79,030,655  79,030,655  79,030,655  79,030,655 

Earnings/(Loss) per share  4.18  2.23  2.66  1.51 

23.2  Diluted earnings/(loss) per share

There were no potentially dilutive ordinary shares outstanding at any time during the year ended 31 March 2021. Therefore 

Diluted earnings per share is same as Basic earnings per share.

 24  DIVIDENDS PAID

Company

2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Interim dividend paid

Rs. 0.75 cash dividend per share declared  56,641,507  -   

and paid in November, 2020

Rs. 1.25 Scrip dividend per share declared  94,385,328  -   

and issued in November, 2020

Total dividends  151,026,835  -   
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25 FAIR VALUE DISCLOSURE

25.1  Fair Value of Financial Assets and Liabilities

Group as at 31st March 2021

Total carrying

 amount

Fair 

value

Rs. Rs.

Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  8,426,576  8,426,576 

Trade and other receivables  336,836,790  336,836,790 

Total financial assets  345,263,366  345,263,366 

Financial liabilities

Interest bearing loans and borrowings  2,078,694,665  2,078,694,665 

Trade and other payables  101,583,129  101,583,129 

Bank overdrafts  376,674,694  376,674,694 

Total financial liabilities  2,556,952,488  2,556,952,488 

Group as at 31st March 2020

Total carrying

 amount

Fair 

value

Rs. Rs.

Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  27,778,401  27,778,401 

Trade and other receivables  322,057,491  322,057,491 

Total financial assets  349,835,892  349,835,892 

Financial liabilities

Interest bearing loans and borrowings  2,081,300,403  2,081,300,403 

Trade and other payables  57,044,804  57,044,804 

Bank overdrafts  286,798,060  286,798,060 

Total financial liabilities  2,425,143,267  2,425,143,267 
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Company as at 31st March 2021

Total carrying

 amount

Fair 

value

Rs. Rs.

Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  4,871,581  4,871,581 

Trade and other receivables  374,171,983  374,171,983 

Total financial assets  379,043,564  379,043,564 

Financial liabilities

Interest bearing loans and borrowings  971,488,919  971,488,919 

Trade and other payables  167,393,860  167,393,860 

Bank overdrafts  313,020,013  313,020,013 

Total financial liabilities  1,451,902,792  1,451,902,792 

Company as at 31st March 2020

Total carrying

 amount

Fair 

value

Rs. Rs.

Financial assets

Cash and cash equivalents  27,458,703  27,458,703 

Trade and other receivables  392,005,293  392,005,293 

Total financial assets  419,463,996  419,463,996 

Financial liabilities

Interest bearing loans and borrowings  1,046,749,814  1,046,749,814 

Trade and other payables  151,815,303  151,815,303 

Bank overdrafts  227,088,032  227,088,032 

Total financial liabilities  1,425,653,149  1,425,653,149 

There is no material difference between carrying amounts and fair values of the Group’s and Company’s financial assets and 

liabilities.

The fair values of the financial assets and liabilities are included at the amount at which the instrument could be exchanged in a 

current transaction between willing parties, other than in a forced or liquidation sale.

 The following methods and assumptions were used to estimate the fair values:

Cash and short-term deposits, trade receivables and trade payables  approximate their carrying amounts largely due to the 

short-term maturities of these instruments.
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The fair value of  loans from banks and other financial liabilities were estimated by discounting future cash flows using rates 

currently available for debts on similar terms, credit risk and remaining maturities.

25.2 Fair value hierarchy

The Group uses the following hierarchy for determining and disclosing the fair value of financial instruments by valuation 

techniques.

Level 1:  quoted (unadjusted) prices in active markets for identical assets or liabilities.

Level 2:  other techniques for which all inputs which have a  significant effect on the recorded fair value are observable, either  

          directly or indirectly.

Level 3:  techniques which use inputs that have a significant effect on the recorded fair value that are not based on    

           observable market data.

As at 31st March 2021, the Group held the following financial and non-financial assets carried at fair value on the statement of 

financial position:

31.03.2021 Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Rs.

Group

Assets measured at fair value  19,900,000  -    -    19,900,000 

Freehold land - non-financial asset  19,900,000  -    -    19,900,000 

Company

Assets measured at fair value  16,000,000  -    -    16,000,000 

Freehold land - non-financial asset  16,000,000  -    -    16,000,000 

During the reporting period ended 31st March 2021, there were no transfers between Level 1 and Level 2 fair value 

measurements.

Financial liabilities are not measured at fair value.

26 EVENTS AFTER THE REPORTING PERIOD

There have been no material events occurring after the reporting period that require adjustments to or disclosure in the financial 

statements.
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27 COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES

27.1 Capital expenditure commitments

 Group

The Group’s commitments for acquisition/construction of property, plant and equipment incidental to the ordinary course of 

business as at 31st March 2021 are as follows:

Capital expenditure  

commitment as at

Capital 

expenditure

 budget

Incurred 

as at reporting 

date 31st March 2021 31st March 2020

Rs. Mn Rs. Mn Rs. Mn Rs. Mn

Construction of Resus Solar (Pvt) Ltd  1,500  143  1,357 92

Construction of Karapalagama mini hydro power plant  778  514  264  498 

The Group intends to incur the above stated capital commitments in the ensuing financial year ending 31st March 2021.

 Company

The Company has no commitment to acquire property, plant and equipment as at 31st March 2021.

27.2 Contingencies

The Department of Inland Revenue has raised income tax assessments by disputing the venture capital status of Resus Energy 

PLC and the treatment of interest income in the tax returns for the years of assessment 2008/2009 to 2014/2015. However, for 

the years of assessment 2008/2009 and 2009/2010, the Tax Appeal Commission resolved that assessments are without legal 

effect as the assessor has failed to give valid notice of assessment to the Appellant (Resus Energy PLC) as required by Section 

164 of the Inland Revenue Act.

The aggregate value of the assessed income tax for the years of assessment 2010/2011 to 2014/15 amounts to Rs. 35.2Mn for 

which no provision has been made in these financial statements. The Company has filed appeals against the assessments to  

The Tax Appeal Commission.

Meanwhile, The Tax Appeal Commission issued its determination related to year of assessment 2010/11 ruling against the 

Company. The Company has decided to appeal to the Court of Appeal against the determination.

In addition the Company has given bank guarantees, bid bonds and performance Bonds amounting Rs. 34,000,000/-  

(2020 - Rs.31,482,700/-) as listed below

Bank Guarantee Type Beneficiary Amount

Seylan Bank PLC Performance Security Ceylon Electricity Board  15,000,000 

Seylan Bank PLC Performance Security Ceylon Electricity Board  15,000,000 

Sampath Bank PLC Proposal Security Ceylon Electricity Board  2,000,000 

Sampath Bank PLC Proposal Security Ceylon Electricity Board  2,000,000 
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27.3 Litigations

 There were no material litigations against the Group as at reporting date which require adjustments to or disclosure in the 

financial statements. 

28  RELATED PARTY DISCLOSURES

28.1  Transaction with key management personnel

According to Sri Lanka Accounting Standard - LKAS 24 on ‘Related Party Disclosures’, Key Management Personnel (KMP) are 

those having authority and responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity directly or indirectly. 

Accordingly, the Board of Directors of the Company (Executive and Non-Executive Directors) have been classified as KMPs. 

As the Company is the ultimate parent of the subsidiaries, the Board of Directors of the Company has the authority and 

responsibility for planning or controlling the activities of the Group directly or indirectly. Accordingly, the Board of Directors of the 

Company (Executive and Non-Executive) are KMPs of the Group. 

a. Key management personnel (KMP) compensation

Group/ Company

2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Short-term employment benefits  22,639,066  22,383,786 

Post-employment benefits  7,462,845  6,974,620 

 30,101,911  29,358,406 

The Company also has an obligation towards a post-employment benefit plan for the Executive Directors. The liability arising 

from the post-employment obligation has been provided for, based on an actuarial valuation and is disclosed under Employee 

Benefits Obligations in note 14 to the Financial Statements. 

The Executive Directors are entitled to a structured incentive scheme which is linked to performance. In addition to their salaries, 

the Company provides non-cash benefits to KMPs. 

There are no share-based payments made to the Directors during the year. No loans were granted to KMPs of the Company.

b. Transactions with close family members of KMPs

Close family members of a key management personnel are those family members who may be expected to influence, or be 

influenced by, that individual in their dealings with the entity.

There were no transactions with the close family members of KMPs during the year.
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c. Transactions with Companies on which Key Management Personnel (KMP) have Control

There were no transactions with companies in which KMPs have control over. The transactions with companies on which KMPs 

have significant influence are disclosed in ‘Directors’ Interest in Contract’ on page 119.

Trydan Partners (Pvt) Ltd in which Mr. G. A. K Nanayakkara, the Managing Director of Resus Energy PLC holds more than 50% of 

voting rights and functions as a Director of Trydan Partners (Pvt) Ltd has purchased 6,757 shares time to time during the year 

from the market in the ordinary course of its business. Timely announcements of these transactions have been notified to the 

Exchange. Trydan Partners (Pvt) Ltd held 32.54% stake in Resus Energy PLC as at 31st March 2021. (2020-32.54%). 

d. Terms and Conditions of Transactions with the Companies on which KMPs have Control

Outstanding balances at the year-end relating to the companies on which KMPs have control or significant influence over are set 

out in note 9.3 and 15.1 to the financial statements. These balances are unsecured and settlements are on demand. There have 

been no guarantees provided or received for any related party receivables or payables for the year ended 31st March 2021.

e. Transactions with group entities

The Company has carried out transactions with Group entities in the ordinary course of business. The details are set out in note 

28.2  to the financial statements.

No other significant transactions had been taken place during the year with the parties/entities in which key management 

personnel or their close family members were involved.

28.2  Transactions with subsidiary companies

“The Company carried out transactions in the ordinary course of its business with parties who are defined as related parties as 

per Sri Lanka Accounting Standard - LKAS 24 on ‘Related Party Disclosures’, the details of which are reported below:

Group/ Company

Nature of transaction

Terms and  

conditions

Recurrent/ 

Non-recurrent 2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Net Funds transferred/(Received)

Settlement of 
related party current 
accounts  Recurrent  (132,519,159)  (89,017,216)

Investment in subsidiaries  Non-recurrent  123,329,970  -   

Net aggregate value of related party transactions  (9,189,189)  (89,017,216)
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29 FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES

The Group’s principal financial liabilities comprise loans and borrowings, trade and other payables. The main purpose of these 

financial liabilities is to finance the Group’s operations and to provide guarantees to support its operations. The Group has trade 

and other receivables, and cash and cash equivalents that arrive directly from its operations.

The Group is exposed to market risk, credit risk and liquidity risk.

The Group’s senior management oversees the management of these risks. The Group’s senior management is supported by the 

Board of Directors (BOD) that advises on financial risks and the appropriate financial risk governance framework for the Group. 

BOD provides assurance to the Group’s senior management that the Group’s financial risk-taking activities are governed by 

appropriate policies and procedures and that financial risks are identified, measured and managed in accordance with Group 

policies and Group risk appetite. It is the Group’s policy that all derivative activities for risk management purposes are required to 

be approved by Board of Directors of the parent company, Resus Energy PLC.

The Board of Directors reviews and agrees policies for managing each of these risks which are summarized below. 

 1. Market risk

Market risk is the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in market 

prices. Market risk of the Group primarily comprise of three types of risks: interest rate risk, currency risk, and other price risk, 

such as equity price risk. The Group’s exposure to commodity price risk is insignificant. Financial instruments affected by market 

risk include loans and borrowings and deposits. 

The overall risk management programme focuses on the unpredictability of financial markets and seeks to minimise potential 

adverse effects on the entity’s financial performance, while optimising the returns to shareholders.

Financial risk management is carried out by finance division of the Group under risk management policies approved by the 

Board which set out the principles and procedures with respect to risk tolerance, delegated authority levels, internal controls, 

and management of foreign currency, interest rate and counter-party credit exposures and the reporting of exposures.

 1.1 Interest rate risk

Interest rate risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes in 

market interest rates. 

The Group’s exposure to the risk of changes in market interest rates relates primarily to the Group’s long-term debt obligations 

with floating interest rates.

The Group manages its interest rate risk by having a balanced portfolio of fixed and variable rate loans and borrowings.

Group

As at 31st March 2021 2020

Rs. % Rs. %

Long-term Loans at fixed interest rates  952,182,910 45% 665,103,738 32%

Long-term Loans at variable interest rates  1,126,511,755 55% 1,416,196,666 68%

Total  2,078,694,665 100% 2,081,300,403 100%
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Company

As at 31st March 2021 2020

Rs. % Rs. %

Long-term Loans at fixed interest rates  444,881,006 46% 507,949,814 49%

Long-term Loans at variable interest rates  526,607,913 54% 538,800,000 51%

Total  971,488,919 100% 1,046,749,814 100%

Changes in market interest rate (Average Weighted Prime Lending Rate - AWPLR) will have following sensitivity on Group’s 

finance cost. 

 Increase/(decrease) in AWPLR, ceteris paribus - effect on profit before tax 

 Effect on profit 
before tax - 2021 

 Effect on profit  
before tax - 2020 

change in basis points: Group Company Group Company

Rs. % Rs. %

+100  (11,265,118)  (4,888,000)  (14,161,967)  5,000,000 

-100  11,265,118  4,888,000  14,161,967  (5,000,000)

Changes in deposit interest rate will have following sensitivity on interest income from investing excess cash. 

Increase/(decrease) in deposit interest rate, ceteris paribus - effect on profit before tax

 Effect on profit 
before tax - 2021 

 Effect on profit  
before tax - 2020 

change in basis points: Group Company Group Company

Rs. % Rs.. %

+100  (3,136,339)  (2,538,889)  (2,096,869)  (1,697,711)

-100  3,136,339  2,538,889  2,096,869  1,697,711 

 1.2 Equity price risk

The Company’s listed equity securities are susceptible to market price risk arising from uncertainties about future market values 

of the securities. The Company’s Board of Directors reviews and approves all equity investment decisions.

 1.3 Foreign Exchange Risk

Foreign exchange risk is the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of changes 

in foreign exchange rates. The Group’s exposure to foreign exchange rate changes is minimised by positive negotiations with 

banks and application of financial risk management techniques. The Group’s exposure to foreign exchange risk derives from 

electromechanical equipment imports to its hydro power projects and solar projects. The sensitivity of financial statement 

implications on assumed fluctuations in exchange rates are not reasonably estimatable due to unknown prices of future 

equipment orders as at the reporting date. Therefore, a sensitivity analysis is not shown as the Group is not aware of future 

equipment prices as at the reporting date.
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 2. Credit risk

Credit risk is the risk that a counter-party will not meet its obligations under a financial instrument or customer contract, leading 

to a financial loss. The Group is exposed to credit risk from its operating activities (primarily for trade receivables) and from its 

financing activities, including deposits with banks, and Receivable from subsidiaries. The credit risk arising on trade receivables 

primarily relates to the financial health of Ceylon Electricity Board being the sole customer of the Group. 

Group Company

As at 31st March 2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

Trade and other receivables  336,836,790  322,057,491  199,056,312  194,519,850 

Amounts due from related parties  -    -    175,115,671  197,485,443 

Income tax recoverable  4,717,876  4,717,876  2,747,243  2,747,243 

Cash and cash equivalents  8,426,576  27,778,401  4,871,581  27,458,703 

Total credit risk exposure  349,981,242  354,553,768  381,790,807  422,211,239 

 2.1 Cash deposit instruments

Investment of surplus funds is made only with approved counter-parties by the Board of Directors of Resus Energy PLC. 

Counter-party exposures are reviewed by the Board of Directors on an annual basis, and updated throughout the year. The limits 

are set to minimise the concentration of risks and therefore mitigate financial losses from potential counter-party’s failure. 

Group Company

As at 31st March 2021 2020 2021 2020

Rs.. Rs.. Rs.. Rs..

Banks - savings deposits  -    57,392  -    -   

 -    57,392  -    -   

Bank deposits above represent cash held in savings account at Sampath Bank PLC.

 2.2 Trade receivables

Customer credit risk is managed by the Group within Group’s established policy, procedures and control relating to customer 

credit risk management. 

Outstanding receivables from Ceylon Electricity Board are regularly monitored. 
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 3. Liquidity risk

This is the risk that the Group will encounter in meeting the obligations associated with its financial liabilities that are settled 

by delivering cash or another financial asset. The Group’s objective is to maintain a balance between continuity of funding and 

flexibility through the use of bank overdrafts, bank loans, and financial liabilities. The Group assessed the concentration of risk 

with respect to refinancing its debt and concluded it to be low. Access to sources of funding is sufficiently available and debt 

maturing within 12 months can be either settled or rolled over with existing lenders.

The table below summarises the maturity profile of the Group’s financial liabilities based on contractual undiscounted payments.

As at 31st March 2021 -  

Group

 On 

demand 

 Less than 3

months 

 3 to 12

 months  1 to 5 years > 5 years  Total

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings  -    -    166,500,000  347,136,328  1,565,058,337  2,078,694,665 

Non-current financial liabilities  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Trade and other payables  -    -    97,167,279  -    -    97,167,279 

Income tax liabilities  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Bank overdrafts  376,674,694  -    -    -    -    376,674,694 

 376,674,694  -    263,667,279  347,136,328  1,565,058,337  2,552,536,638 

        

As at 31st March 2020 -  

Group

 On 

demand 

 Less than 3

months 

 3 to 12

 months  1 to 5 years > 5 years  Total

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings  -    -    128,619,269  561,484,469  1,391,196,666  2,081,300,404 

Non-current financial liabilities  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Trade and other payables  -    -    57,044,803  -    -    57,044,803 

Income tax liabilities  -    -    -    -    -    -   

Bank overdrafts  286,798,060  -    -    -    -    286,798,060 

 286,798,060  -    185,664,072  561,484,469  1,391,196,666  2,425,143,267 
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As at 31st March 2021 -  

Company

 On 

demand 

 Less than 3

months 

 3 to 12

 months  1 to 5 years > 5 years  Total

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings  -    -    161,664,000  277,131,009  544,357,910  971,488,921 

Trade and other payables  -    -    162,978,010  -    -    162,978,010 

Bank Overdrafts  313,020,013  -    -    -    -    313,020,013 

 313,020,013  -    324,642,010  277,131,009  544,357,910  1,447,486,944 

        

As at 31st March 2020 -  

Company

 On 

demand 

 Less than 3

months 

 3 to 12

 months  1 to 5 years > 5 years  Total

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

Interest-bearing loans and 
borrowings  -    -    276,390,987  420,830,546  513,800,000  1,211,021,533 

Trade and other payables  -    -    151,815,303  -    -    151,815,303 

Bank Overdrafts  227,088,032  -    -    -    -    227,088,032 

 227,088,032  -    428,206,290  420,830,546  513,800,000  1,589,924,868 

 Capital management

The primary objective of the Group’s capital management is to ensure that it maintains a strong credit rating and healthy capital 

ratios in order to support its business and maximize shareholder value.

The Group manages its capital structure and makes adjustments to it in light of changes in economic conditions. To maintain or 

adjust the capital structure, the Group may adjust the dividend payment to shareholders, return capital to shareholders or issue 

new shares. No changes were made in the objectives, policies or processes managing capital during the years ended 31st March 

2021 and 31st March 2020. The Group monitors capital using a gearing ratio, which is debt divided by total capital employed. The 

Group’s policy is to maintain an optimal capital structure at appropriate gearing level to attribute the maximum benefits on debt 

tax shields to the equity holders of the Group whilst cautiously managing the level of distress on debt. 

A summary of Group’s capital structure is depicted below.

As at 31st March 2021 2020

Rs. Rs.

Interest bearing borrowings and financial liabilities  2,455,369,359  2,368,098,463 

Equity  1,234,271,320  962,097,102 

Total equity and borrowings  3,689,640,679  3,330,195,565 

Gearing ratio 66.5% 71.1%
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30 SEGMENT REPORTING 

An operating segment is a component within the Company that engage in business activities for which it may earn distinguish 

revenue and expenses for such segment. 

Accordingly, The Group identified Hydro Power and Solar Power as business segments and the below information is based on 

above primary segments.

 Hydro power

The Group operates seven fully-owned operational hydro power plants with an aggregate capacity of 12.5 MW. Aggregate   

operational results of hydro power segment are presented under this segment.

 Solar Power 

The Group operates one fully owned operational Solar power plant with operational capacity of 2MW in Siyambalanduwa.  

The operational results of this solar power plant is presented under this segment.

The solar power plants are commenced operation during the  year, as a result the operation of the solar power segment is not 

material as at 31st March 2021 and operational results of the identified segments are not reported.
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For the Year Ended 31st March 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017

Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs. Rs.

A) Summary of operations
Revenue  666,252,089  545,560,263  521,062,459  408,644,139  240,042,608 
Gross profit  540,052,929  425,482,671  417,739,852  318,730,206  167,217,392 
Share of results of equity accounted investees-associates  -    -    -    -    6,140,499 
Profit from operating activities  470,005,882  373,407,401  342,652,100  248,096,545  79,673,819 
Profit/(Loss) before taxation  305,819,360  191,329,167  192,739,221  129,475,503  (85,295,701)
Tax expenses  24,518,899  (15,023,867)  (29,893,332)  (13,309,829)  (3,249,924)
Profit/(Loss) after tax from continuing operations  330,338,259  176,305,300  162,845,889  116,165,674  (88,545,625)
Profit/(Loss) after tax from discontinued operation  -    -    -    -    -   
Profit/(Loss) after tax  330,338,259  176,305,300  162,845,889  116,165,674  (88,545,625)

Profit attributable to equity holders of the parent  330,338,259  176,305,300  162,845,889  116,165,674  (79,112,656)
Profit attributable to non-controlling interest  -    -    -    -    (9,432,969)

 330,338,259  176,305,300  162,845,889  116,165,674  (88,545,625)

B) Summary of financial position
Capital and Reserves
Stated capital  773,891,366  679,506,038  679,506,038  300,000,000  300,000,000 
Other components of equity  6,949,461  6,949,461  6,949,461  (5,301,432)  3,299,461 
Retained Earnings  453,430,493  275,641,603  100,114,069  557,720,159  564,839,248 
Equity attributable to equity holders of the parent  1,234,271,320  962,097,102  786,569,568  852,418,727  868,138,709 
Non-controlling interest  -    -    -    -    (3,587,767)
Total equity  1,234,271,320  962,097,102  786,569,568  852,418,727  864,550,942 

Liabilities
Non-current liabilities  1,583,749,073  1,750,900,141  1,750,900,141  1,164,394,070  963,423,264 
Current liabilities  1,063,070,940  768,024,149  768,024,149  470,385,213  263,378,470 
Total liabilities  2,646,820,013  2,518,924,290  2,518,924,290  1,634,779,283  1,226,801,734 

Total Equity and Liabilities  3,881,091,333  3,481,021,392  3,305,493,858  2,487,198,010  2,091,352,676 

Assets
Property, plant and equipment  3,263,579,519  2,872,516,017  2,464,844,370  1,990,297,401  1,743,124,558 
Other non-current assets  258,812,780  245,413,815  203,907,393  142,743,701  128,745,426 
Financial investments - Available-for-sale  -    -    -    82,693,527  109,500,000 
Current assets  358,699,034  363,091,560  363,091,560  271,463,381  109,982,692 
Total Assets  3,881,091,333  3,481,021,392  3,031,843,323  2,487,198,010  2,091,352,676 

C) Key Indicators
Earnings/(Loss) per share
From profit/(loss) for the Year  4.18  2.33  2.16  1.54  (1.17)
From continuing operations  4.18  2.33  2.16  1.54  (1.17)
Net profit/(loss) margin 49.6% 32.3% 31.3% 28.4% (36.9%)
Net assets per share  15.62  12.74  10.42  14.60  14.87 
Dividend per Share 2.00 0.00  10.50  2.00  -   
Dividend payout 47.9% 0.0% 376.5% 100.5%  -   
Dividend cover  2.09  -    0.26  0.99  -   
Interest cover  2.86  2.05  2.29  2.09  0.80 
Current ratio  0.3  0.5  0.33  0.58  0.42 
Gearing 66.5% 71.1% 71.1% 63.4% 57.5%
Return on equity 30.1% 20.2% 19.9% 13.5% (8.7%)

FIVE YEAR SUMMARY
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INVESTOR INFORMATION

Twenty Major Shareholders 

As at 31st March 2021 2020

Name No. of Shares % No. of Shares

 1 Trydan Partners (Pvt) Ltd  25,714,012  32.54  24,567,703 

 2 ACL Cables PLC  25,705,718  32.53  24,559,779 

 3 Ayenka Holdings (Pvt) Ltd  14,388,368  18.21  13,893,314 

 4 Employees Trust Fund  2,147,237  2.72  2,051,515 

 5 Bank of Ceylon Account No 1  1,512,838  1.91  1,445,397 

 6 Tangerine Tours  376,551  0.48  359,765 

 7 Miss. Durga Sithampalam  370,189  0.47  353,687 

 8 MBSL Insurance Company Limited  233,803  0.30  223,381 

 9 Mr. Vignarajah K. Chelvadurai  220,248  0.28  218,930 

 10 J.B. Cocoshell (pvt) Ltd  215,289  0.27  -   

 11 Peter Valley Estates Co. Ltd  212,681  0.27  203,200 

 12 MR. Dinesh Prakash Navaratnam  199,033  0.25  184,940 

 13 Mr. Dulshan Thivanka Beruwalage  172,965  0.22  165,255 

 14 Harnam Holdings SDN BHD  153,787  0.19  224,269 

 15 Mr. G A K Nanayakkara  151,594  0.19  144,837 

 16 Union Investments (Private) Limited  148,887  0.19  142,250 

 17 Cocoshell Activated Carbon Company Limited  142,452  0.18  -   

 18 Mr. Mahabaduge Prasad Fernando Jayasuriya  137,380  0.17  131,256 

 19 Aruna Enterprises (Pvt) Ltd  135,351  0.17  129,318 

 20 Mr. G A H Nanayakkara  122,202  0.15  116,755 

 72,460,585  91.69 

Shares held by the balance shareholders  6,570,070  8.31 

Total Issued Shares  79,030,655  100.00 

Analysis of shareholders according to the number of shares as at 31st March 2021

Shareholdings

Resident Non Resident Total

No. of No. of Percentage No. of No. of Percentage No. of No. of Percentage

Shareholders Shares (%) Shareholders Shares (%) Shareholders Shares (%)

1 to 1,000 shares  1,565  585,339  0.74 6  2,396  0.00  1,571  587,735 0.74

1001 to 10,000 shares  792  2,171,436  2.75 5  14,292  0.02  797  2,185,728 2.77

10,001 to 100,000 shares  121  3,208,803  4.06 7  261,801  0.33  128  3,470,604 4.39

100,001 to 1,000,000 shares  17  3,164,628  4.00 1  153,787  0.19  18  3,318,415 4.20

over 1,000,000 shares  6  69,468,173  87.90  -    -    -    6  69,468,173 87.90

 2,501  78,598,379  99.45 19  432,276 0.55  2,520  79,030,655 100.00

Categories of Shareholders    

 No of 

Shareholders 

No of

Shares

Individual   2,432  7,062,035 

Institutional     88  71,968,620 

 2,520  79,030,655 
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Computation of % of Public Shareholding

As at 31st March 2021 2020

No. of Shares No. of Shares

Over 10% Holding

    Trydan Partners (Pvt) Ltd  25,714,012  24,567,703 

    ACL Cables PLC  25,705,718  24,559,779 

    Ayenka Holdings (Pvt) Ltd  14,388,368  13,893,314 

65,808,098 63,020,796

Directors' Direct Shareholding

H A S Madanayake (Non-Executive Chairman)  -    -   

G A K Nanayakkara (Managing Director)  151,594  144,837 

U G Madanayake (Non-Executive Director)  -    -   

Prof. K A M K Ranasinghe (Independent Non-Executive Director)  135  129 

U P Egalahewa (Independent Non-Executive Director)  -    -   

J N Weerakoon (Alternate Director to U G Madanayake)  -    -   

D C Abeywardena (Independent Non-Executive Director)  21,404  -   

 173,133  144,966 

Directors' Indirect Shareholding 

H A S Madanayake (Non-Executive Chairman)  -    -   

G A K Nanayakkara (Managing Director)  7,980  7,625 

U G Madanayake (Non-Executive Director)  -    -   

Prof. K A M K Ranasinghe (Independent Non-Executive Director)  -    -   

U P Egalahewa (Independent Non-Executive Director)  -    -   

J N Weerakoon (Alternate Director to U G Madanayake)  -    -   

D C Abeywardena (Independent Non-Executive Director)  -    -   

 7,980  7,625 

lssued Ordinary Shares as at 31st March 79,030,655 75,508,262

Less

      Over 10% Shareholding 65,808,098 63,020,796

      Directors' direct and indirect Shareholding 181,113 152,591

Public Holding 27,429,812 26,228,189

Public Holding as a % of lssued Share Capital 34.71% 34.74%

INVESTOR INFORMATION
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Share Trading Information

2021 2020

Market Price

Highest (Rs.) 30.80 25.40

Lowest (Rs.) 19.00 20.00

As at Year ended (Rs.) 24.20 20.20

No. of Trades 3,299 1,712

No. of Shares Traded 2,200,202 1,090,005

Value of Shares Traded (Rs.)  58,521,096  24,504,430 

Market Capitalisation (Rs.)  1,912,541,851 1,525,266,892

Price Earnings Ratio (Times)  10.39  8.67 

Percentage of Public Holding as at 31st March 34.71% 34.71%

Total Number of shareholders representing the public holding  2,512  2,477 

Float-adjusted market capitalisation  663,801,450 529,809,418

The Company complies with option 5 of the Listing Rules 7.13.1 (a) - Less than Rs. 2.5 Bn Float Adjusted Market Capitalisation which 

requires 20% minimum Public Holding.
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GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI) 
INDEX ‘IN ACCORDANCE’ – CORE

Disclosure Page Number

GRI 102: General Disclosures

Organisational Profile

102-1 Name of the organization Inner Back Cover

102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services 26-37

102-3 Location of headquarters Inner Back Cover

102-4 Location of operations 26-37

102-5 Ownership and legal form Inner Back Cover

102-6 Markets served 26-37,57

102-7 Scale of the organization 08,10, 26-37,156

102-8 Information on employees and other workers 63-66

102-9 Supply chain 58-61

102-10 Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain 06-08

102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach 69

102-12 External initiatives 4

102-13 Membership of associations Inner Back Cover

Strategy

102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker 14-19

102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities 14-19, 105-111

Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior 2-3, 60

Governance

102-18 Governance structure 79

102-22 Composition of the highest governance body and its committees 79-82, 20-24

102-23 Chair of the highest governance body 90

102-25 Conflicts of interest 90-91

102-30 Effectiveness of risk management processes 4

102-32 Highest governance body’s role in sustainability reporting 83

Stakeholder Engagement

102-40 List of stakeholder groups 40

102-41 Collective bargaining agreements 66

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders 40

102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement 40

102-44 Key topics and concerns raised 41-42

Reporting Practice

102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial statements 08,114,130-131

102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries 4,43

102-47 List of material topics 44
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Disclosure Page Number

102-48 Restatements of information 4

102-49 Changes in reporting 4,43

102-50 Reporting period 4

102-51 Date of most recent report 4

102-52 Reporting cycle 4

102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report 4

102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards 4,188-191

102-55 GRI content index 188-191

TOPIC SPECIFIC DISCLOSURES

GRI 201: Economic Performance

103 Management Approach 46

201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 50-52

201-2 Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change 14-19

201-3 Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans 164-165

201-4 Financial assistance received from government 51,58

GRI 203: Indirect Economic Impacts

103 Management Approach 59-60

203-1 Infrastructure investments and services supported 51,58,60

203-2 Significant indirect economic impacts 51,59

GRI 204: Procurement Practices

103 Management Approach 58

204-1 Proportion of spending on local suppliers 59

GRI 205: Anti-corruption

103 Management Approach 61

205-3 Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken 61

GRI 301: Materials

103 Management Approach 72

301-1 Materials used by weight or volume 72

GRI 302: Energy

103 Management Approach 72

302-1 Energy consumption within the organization 72

GRI 303: Water

103 Management Approach 72

303-1 Water withdrawal by source 72

303-2 Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of water 72

303-3 Water recycled and reused 72
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GLOBAL REPORTING INITIATIVE (GRI) 

INDEX ‘IN ACCORDANCE’ – CORE

Disclosure Page Number

GRI 304: Biodiversity

103 Management Approach 75

304-1 Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity 

value outside protected areas

75

304-2 Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity 75

304-3 Habitats protected or restored 75

304-4 IUCN Red List species and national conservation list species with habitats in areas affected by operations 75

GRI 305: Emissions

103 Management Approach 74

305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions 74

305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions 74

305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions 74

305-5 Reduction of GHG emissions 74

305-6 Emissions of ozone-depleting substances 74

305-7 Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and other significant air emissions 74

GRI 306: Effluents and Waste

103 Management Approach 71-73

306-1 Water discharge by quality and destination 71-73

306-2 Waste by type and disposal method 71-73

GRI 307: Environmental Compliance

103 Management Approach 75

307-1 Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations 75

GRI 308: Supplier Environmental Assessment

103 Management Approach 58

308-1 New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria 58-60

308-2 Negative environmental impacts in the supply chain and actions taken 61

GRI 401: Employment

103 Management Approach 62

401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover 63-65

401-2 Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not provided to temporary or part-time employees 65

401-3 Parental leave 65

GRI 403: Occupational Health and Safety

103 Management Approach 65

403-2 Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of work-

related fatalities

65-66
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Disclosure Page Number

GRI 404: Training and Education

103 Management Approach 64

404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 64

404-2 Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs 64

404-3 Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews 64

GRI 405: Diversity and Equal Opportunity

405-1 Diversity of governance bodies and employees 63

GRI 406: Non-discrimination

103 Management Approach 66

406-1 Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions taken 66

GRI 407: Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining

103 Management Approach 66

407-1 Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining may be at risk 66

GRI 408: Child Labour

103 Management Approach 60

408-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor 60

GRI 409: Forced or Compulsory Labor

103 Management Approach 60

409-1 Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor 60

GRI 413: Local Communities

103 Management Approach 60

413-1 Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs 60

413-2 Operations with significant actual and potential negative impacts on local communities 60

GRI 414: Supplier Social Assessment

414-1 New suppliers that were screened using social criteria 60

414-2 Negative social impacts in the supply chain and actions taken 60

GRI 416: Customer Health and Safety

103 Management Approach 60

416-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning the health and safety impacts of products and services 60-61

GRI 418: Customer Privacy

418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of customer privacy and losses of customer data 61

GRI 419: Socioeconomic Compliance

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area 61
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NOTICE OF MEETING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the 

Eighteenth Annual General Meeting of 

RESUS Energy PLC will be held on 02nd 

September 2021 at 10.00 a.m. by virtual 

means, for the following purposes: -

Please note that an application (Form 

A) is attached to the Circular forwarded 

herewith, for shareholders to apply 

for participation at the Annual General 

Meeting, via virtual means.  We 

encourage the shareholders to apply for 

same.  Completed applications could be 

emailed to akila@resusenergy.lk

A G E N D A

1. To receive and consider Reports 

of the Directors, the Statements of 

Accounts of the Company and the 

Group for the year ended 31st March 

2021, together with the report of the 

Auditors thereon.

2. To re-elect Mr. U.P. Egalahewa, 

Director, retiring by rotation in terms 

of Article 24(6) of the Articles of 

Association of the Company.

3. To re-elect Ms. D.C. Abeywardena, 

Director, retiring by rotation in terms 

of Article 24(6) of the Articles of 

Association of the Company.

4. To pass the ordinary resolution set 

out below to re-appoint Mr. U.G. 

Madanayake, who is 85 years of age, 

as a Director of the Company:

 “IT IS HEREBY RESOLVED THAT the 

age limit stipulated in Section 210 of 

the Companies Act No.7 of 2007 shall 

not apply to Mr. U.G. Madanayake, 

who is 85 years of age and that he be 

and is hereby re-appointed a Director 

of the Company in terms of Section 

211 of the Companies Act No.7 of 

2007.”

5. To re-appoint Messrs Ernst & Young, 

Chartered Accountants as Auditors 

of the Company for the ensuing year 

and to authorize the Directors to 

determine their remuneration.

6. To authorize the Directors to 

determine and make donations to 

Charity.

By order of the Board of  
RESUS Energy PLC

Nexia Corporate Consultants (Pvt) Ltd 

Secretaries  

Colombo, Sri Lanka

05th August 2021

Note:

A member entitled to attend and vote is 

entitled to appoint a Proxy to attend and 

vote in his/her place.

A Proxy need not be a Member of the 

Company.

A Form of Proxy accompanies this Notice

The instrument appointing a proxy must 

be deposited at the Registered Office, 

No. 250/1, Torrington Avenue, Colombo 

7, not less than forty-eight hours before 

the time fixed for the meeting.  The form 

of proxy could be emailed to akila@

resusenergy.lk.
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FORM OF PROXY

I/We ………………………………………………………………………...……………………………………….................................................………………...……………………………………….................................................…………...………………………………………............................................

of ……………………………………………………………………...……………………………………….................................................………………...……………………………………….................................................………..........................................................…………………………………………

being a Member/s of RESUS ENERGY PLC do hereby appoint ………....................................………………...……………………………………….........................................................................……...................……
………...................................of …………………………………………….............................................................……………………….........................................................…………………………………….......………………………………………………..or failing him/her

Mr. H A S Madanayake or failing him
Mr. G A K Nanayakkara or failing him
Mr. U G Madanayake or failing him
Professor K A M K Ranasinghe or failing him
Mr. U P Egalahewa PC or failing him
Ms. D.C. Abeywardena 

as my/our Proxy to vote and speak for *me/us on *my/our behalf at the Seventeenth Annual General Meeting of RESUS Energy PLC to 
be held at  10.00 a.m on 02nd September 2021 by virtual means and at any adjournment thereof. 

For Against

1. To receive and consider Reports of the Directors, the Statements of Accounts of the Company and the Group 
for the year ended 31st March 2021, together with the Reports of the Auditors thereon.

2. To re-elect Mr. U.P. Egalahewa, Director, retiring by rotation in terms of Article 24(6) of the Articles of  
Association of the Company. 

3. To re-elect Mrs. D.C. Abeywardena, Director, retiring by rotation in terms of Article 24(6) of the Articles of  
Association of the Company.

4. To re-appoint as a Director Mr. U G Madanayake in terms of Section 211 of the Companies  
Act No. 7 of 2007.

5. To re-appoint Messrs Ernst & Young, Chartered Accountants, as Auditors of the Company and to authorize the 
Directors to determine their emuneration.                                                                                  

6. To authorize the Directors to determine and make donations to Charity.

………….......………………………………                                              …………………………………………

Signature of the shareholder/s NIC/Passport No. 

Dated this ……………………… day of ……………………………… 2021

Note: 
1. Please delete the inappropriate words.
2. Instructions as to completion are noted on the reverse hereof.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION

1. Kindly perfect the Form of Proxy after filling in legibly your name in full, 
address and by signing in the space provided. Please fill in the date of 
signature.

2. A member entitled to attend and vote at the meeting is entitled to 
appoint a Proxy to attend and vote instead of him/her.

3. Please indicate with a ‘X’ in the spaces provided how your proxy is to vote 
on each resolution. If no indication is given the proxy in his/her discretion 
will vote as he/she thinks fit.

4. In the case of Corporate Members, the Form of Proxy must be completed 
under the Common Seal, which should be affixed and attested in the 
manner prescribed by its Articles of Association.

5. If the Form of Proxy is signed by an Attorney, the relevant Power of 
Attorney should also accompany the completed Form of Proxy.

6. The completed Form of Proxy should be addressed to the Secretaries 
and deposited at the Registered Office of the Company at No. 250/1, 
Torrington Avenue, Colombo 7 not less than Forty Eight (48) hours before 
the time appointed for the meeting. The form of proxy could be emailed 
to akila@resusenergy.lk
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